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Without education he lives within the narrow, dark and grimy walls
of ignorance. Education, on the other hand, means emancipation.
It means light and liberty. It means the uplifting of the soul of man
into the glorious light of truth, the light by which men can only be
made free. To deny education to any people is one of the greatest
crimes against human nature.
Frederick Douglass
Fall in love with some activity, and do it! Nobody ever figures out
what life is all about, and it doesn’t matter. Explore the world.
Nearly everything is really interesting if you go into it deeply enough.
Work as hard and as much as you want to on the things you like to
do the best. Don’t think about what you want to be, but what you
want to do. Keep up some kind of a minimum with other things so
that society doesn’t stop you from doing anything at all.
Richard P. Feynman
A true leader is not a seeker of consensus, but instead, is a molder
of consensus.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
A man is as old as his arteries and as young as his ideas.
Bruce Lee
It’s not that I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.
Albert Einstein
Who in the world am I? Ah, that’s the great puzzle.
Lewis Carroll
Emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free
our minds
Robert Marley
You see things; and say, Why?
But I dream things that never were; and I say, Why not?
George Bernard Shaw
This thesis is dedicated to the memories of Miguel Angel Escobar and
Professor Osamu Hashimoto.
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Abstract
Exploration of the photoinduced production of strangeness has been meticu-
lously investigated on the proton and as of late the prominence is being veered
to the neutron to ascertain a comprehensive description of the process for all
isospin channels. Since a free neutron target is inaccessible, and in virtue of
the low binding energy of deuteron, it serves as an effective target to provide
a loosely bound neutron. Reactions on the deuteron can also be compared to
results on a free proton to gain insight into the nuclear medium effect.
Substantial effort was placed on advancing the investigation on the neutron and
due to the favorable outcome of previous experiments with the Neutral Kaon
Spectrometer (NKS) and NKS2 experiments [1, 2, 3] at the Research Center
for Electron Photon Science (ELPH), Tohoku University in Sendai Japan, the
spectrometer was upgraded by the replacement of the inner detectors in order
to improve upon the acceptance.
This thesis reports on the inclusive measurements of Λ in the γd→ΛX reaction
at threshold energies. Exploratory data with the upgraded NKS2+ was taken
at ELPH in 2010. The experiment was performed with tagged photon beams
in the range of 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.08 GeV that were directed to a liquid deuterium
target positioned as the center of the spectrometer. The produced Λ (roughly
400 events) was detected in the pπ− decay channel with a corresponding width
of 2.87 ± 0.19 MeV/c (σ).
The focus of the work has been the determination of the energy dependence of
Λ photoproduction, the momenta and angular distributions and also reports
on the recoil polarization. The integrated cross sections of the γd→ΛX reac-
tion in the angular integration regions of 0.9 ≤ cos θLABΛ ≤ 1.0 and 0.75 ≤
cos θLABΛ ≤ 1.0 were derived and compared with the experimental results of
the NKS2 [4, 5]. In addition, the momentum spectra for two separate photon
energy ranges, of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.08 GeV was also procured.
The differential cross section as a function of the Λ scattering angle in the lab-
oratory was additionally deduced. The Λ recoil polarization was determined
for three energy ranges, Eγ = 0.90−1.0, 0.95−1.05 and 1.00−1.08 GeV. Incor-
porating results of theoretical calculations, the total cross section of γd → ΛX
and γd → K0Λp were approximated and the latter compared with published
findings.
The results were compared to a handful of contemporary theoretical calcula-
tions, in particular, the Kaon-MAID (KM) [6] and Saclay-Lyon A (SLA) [7]
isobar models, and the more recently introduced Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR-
2007) model [8, 9]. Regarding the measured cross sections of the angle inte-
grated Λ momentum dependent differential cross sections, the KM calculations
replicate the general shape of the distributions in both energy bins and scat-
tering angles. Nonetheless, it was deficient in converging with the magnitude
at the most forward angles, in which it underscored the cross section by ap-
proximately 20-40% at Λ momenta between 0.65 ≤ PLABΛ ≤ 0.90. GeV/c. On
the other hand, the SLA model calculations had an admirable consensus with
the shape and magnitude of the data with rK1Kγ = −1.4, where rK1Kγ is a
free fitting parameter for the photo-coupling in the t-channel that arises from
the ratio of the charged and neutral channels (rK1Kγ = gK01K0γ/gK+1 K+γ
).
The RPR model produces an impressive description for the results of the inte-
grated and total cross sections in both angular hemispheres, and exceptionally
reproduces the shape of the angular distributions in all measured energy bins.
The SLA model with a fitted coupling constant of rK1Kγ = −1.4, exhibit fairly
good agreement with the data, describing well, the shape of the momentum
and angular distributions, and most significantly the energy dependent inte-
grated cross section. The KM calculations under predict the integrated and
total cross sections by roughly 20%.
The results reported in this dissertation are consistent across the board with
the previous γd → ΛX measurement and the estimated γd → K0Λp cross sec-
tion of the NKS2 collaboration [4], as well as with SLA predictions. The most
significant conclusion that can be drawn is the relatively equivalent magnitude
of the γd → K0Λp and γp → K+Λ processes, which are predicted to have
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Each of us, in our own way walks a path. Some of us are further along than
others, some of us have stumbled and lost out way in the forest. Some have
taken a simple and straight forward path, others have to take a long, grueling
and little-traveled road.
Wayne Muromoto.
1.1 Overview and Structure of the Thesis
The reaction of interest discussed in this thesis is the photoproduction of neutrally charged
strange particles, Λ and K0, from a deuteron target, particular focus has been placed on
the production of the former. The first chapter will briefly review the current descrip-
tion of nuclear structure. It will then discusses existing experimental data, present the
motivation for studying this reaction, the relevance of its study and clearly identifies the
aim of this particular study. The second chapter explains the kinematics involved in
the γn → ΛK0 reaction, and proceeds to review existing theoretical models. The third
chapter is concerned with the experimental hall, beam line and apparatus. The fourth
chapter shall expound upon the calibration of data, the data analysis technique, and the
assessment of the various analysis efficiencies. The fifth chapter presents the experimental
findings, including the results of the inclusive measurements of the incident photon energy
dependence of the integrated cross section, the momentum and angular distributions, as a
function of the Λ scattering angle and the results of the Λ recoil polarization. That chap-
ter closes with a comparison of the results to previous NKS2 experimental results. The
thesis moves to a discussion of the findings, where they are extensively compared to the
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predictions of the few current theoretical calculations. It concludes with brief summary
and treatise on findings.
1.2 Nuclear and Hadron Physics
A concise description of the structure of matter and the interactions betweens its con-
stituents at the nuclear scale are the focus of the research conducted by a nuclear physi-
cist. The goal of course is to understand the nature of matter, the means is studying
the nucleus [39]. The motivation to conduct nuclear experiments lie profoundly in the
rich and complex structure of nuclei, of which, the fundamental forces that serve to hold
the very fabric of nature together are still not fully understood. Moreover nucleons are
the stuff all things are originated from [40], which are a vast, intricate world, similar to
wonderland if one was actually able to stroll around. By studying nuclei and the forces
that play the dominant role at that scale, we can determine the cardinal originator and
strength of the interactions. The nuclear force is a residual leakage of the force of quark
interactions and the most intriguing aspect of the study of nuclear physics. The nucleon
is not a point particle but a composite structure of more intricately complex objects and
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Figure 1.1: The contemporary description of subatomic particles and forces is called the
standard model.
2
1.3 History of Strangeness Photoproduction
Matter as we know it presently, is formed from particles that all carry an intrinsic spin
of 12 and are named fermions, which include two types of particles that are believed to
have no further internal structure and thus considered point like in their nature. Quarks
and leptons are the name of these so-called structureless point like particles. Classically
and by Quantum Field Theory (QFT) forces are propagated through a field and before
that, the mysterious ether. All interactions are thought of being mediated by a particle in
the present standard model shown in Figure 1.1. The figure is an none realistic image of
the particle sizes, and the difference in spheres is to simulate the differences in mass. The
standard model states that interactions are achieved via the exchange of particles defined
as gauge bosons. There are four fundamental forces, but not simply four analogous force-
carrying particles. There are eight generators of the strong nuclear force that correspond
to eight gluons. The weak interaction is mediated by three distinct particles, and at
present time there is no concise quantization of the gravitational force. The distinguishing
properties of the gauge bosons are all have an integer spin of 1. The quarks are denoted
as q were experimentally observed to also have an antiparticle with an opposite sign in
their quantum numbers denoted as q̄. All matter assembled from combinations of quarks
are defined as hadrons and are held together by the strong force. Hadrons are composed
of quarks that interact between each other by the means of a mediator termed gluons,
can be subdivided into either baryons or mesons. Those that are by the combination
of three quarks, resulting in a ”white” or color neutral particle, due to the additional
color property of quarks are called Baryons. At the moment, success in the resolving
a cartogram of the baryon spectrum is still nestled in the forefront of hardon physics.
Nucleons are the lowest mass baryons, where the proton is a combination of (uud) and the
neutron (udd). Quark and anti-quark pairs form mesons, which at the nuclear level is the
mediator of the strong nuclear force predicted by Yukawa. The lightest meson observed
is the pion (π), existing in three possible charged states (π+, π−, π0). The ground state
spin 12 baryons and pseudoscaler mesons can be grouped in such a way that they form an
octet and nonet of which the typical arrangement structure is shown in Figure 1.2. The
red and light blue axes are associated to the charge and strange number of the mesons or
baryons respectively.
1.3 History of Strangeness Photoproduction
The analysis of cosmic ray experiments revealed the discovery of a neutral particle that
subsequently decayed at rest into two charged particles. These charged particles were
actually a proton and a negatively charged pion. This neutral particle, thereafter named





































(s=1/2) Ground State Baryon Octet 
Figure 1.2: Baryon ground state octet (left) and psuedoscaler meson nonet (right)
in its discovery was in its production by the strong interaction but decaying weakly, a
characteristic of strange particles [41].
Investigation of the physical process of strangeness production has been carried out
since the middle of the last century, but more recently, production by the electromagnetic
interaction is gaining stronger interest and has moved to the forefront of contemporary
hadron physics, thanks to new accelerator facilities and advanced detector systems. A
couple of pioneers of strangeness physics were H. Thom and T. Kuo [42, 43] in the 1960’s.
The earliest analysis of photoproduction experiments were conducted on bubble chamber
data from DESY [44] and SLAC [45] and at the 2.5 GeV electron synchrotron in BONN [46]
now used in ELSA experiments.
The production process facilitates the creation of strange quark anti-quark pairs from
the sea of the nucleon, and thus, introduces an additional degree of freedom, in addition to
numerous nucleon and resonance states that are nonexistent in a non strange reaction [39].
Most central to this quark anti-quark production mechanism is the latent prospect to
study the nucleon’s composition [26]. The creation of kaons is always paired with the
production of hyperons in order to satisfy conservation of strangeness. It is now recognized
that strangeness production experiments conducted at lower energy are excellent tools to
reveal that the elementary production process. Therefore, the investigation into Λ and
kaon photoproduction imparts vital information describing the strangeness production
mechanism [20].
The exploration into strangeness production in the threshold energy region allows for
the frontier of physics to be explored, particularly concerning the experimental measure-
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Figure 1.3: Total cross sections of kaon photoproduction on nucleons. The curves are pre-
dictions based on Kaon-MAID and Saclay-Lyon A calculations to the most recently reported
SAPHIR and CLAS data [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
ment of the photo-produced Λ particle’s momentum and angular distribution. A clearer
understanding of elementary strangeness production process provides the necessary frame-
work for hypernuclear study, which views the multi-body system using strangeness as a
degree of freedom. The Λ hyperon consists of a bound state of up, down, and strange
quarks, and is an outstanding probe to investigate the nuclear structure, where a nor-
mal nucleon could not. This is attributed to the fact that it is a mirror reaction to the
p(γ,K+)Λ reaction, for which there is quite a bit of experimental data. Therefore high
quality data on the elementary photoproduction process will in turn reduce uncertainties
in calculation of the electroproduction of hypernuclei [47]. More importantly, it offers key
data to theoretically analyze hypernuclear reaction spectra, which only recently became
possible to be measured at JLab.
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There has not been much effort placed on exploring strangeness by the electromagnetic
interaction in respect to neutral channels. In particular, the neutral kaon channel on a
neutron partly due to the difficulty of detecting neutral kaons and procuring a suitable
target. The direct result of insufficient high quality data has severely stymied the progress
of theoretical studies. The current theoretical models have been constructed based mainly
on the copious available data of γp → K+Y reactions, which naturally describe well
the K+ data as seen in Figure 1.3. In Figure 1.3, the data of the SAPHIR experiment
summarized in reference [10] is shown. As mentioned, for a reaction near the threshold
energy region, many resonances can be suppressed or excluded in the modeling approach,
therefore making the theoretical interpretation simpler.
1.4 Recent Experimental Exploration
Figure 1.4: Total cross sections of γp → K+Λ(Σ) for the two publications of SAPHIR[11, 12],
the ABBHHM collaboration, and the CLAS results. The figure was taken from reference [13].
At present there has been extensive experimental investigation of the elementary kaon
photoproduction process on a proton target via the p(γ,K+)Λ(Σ) reaction by measuring
cross sections and some polarization observables at facilities including JLab(CLAS)[13,
14, 15, 16], Spring-8(LEPS)[48, 49], ELSA (SAPHIR)[11, 12], GRAAL [50, 51] and the
MAMI [52]. JLab has a continuous electron beam accelerator that delivers a 6 GeV electron
beam into the experimental halls A, B, and C for congruent experiments. Hall A has
two high resolution spectometers, Hall B is home to the Large Acceptance Spectrometer
(CLAS) and Hall C has two spectrometers, one for short lived particles and the other for
high momentum particles. Spring-8’s (Laser electron photons at SPring-8) (LEPS) is a
detector that has a tagged photon beam with energies up to 2.4 GeV produced from a 8
GeV stored electron beam. The Electron Stretcher Ring (ELSA) began its operation in
the late 1980’s has dual capabilities to act as a storage ring for synchrotron radiation or as
6
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a pulse stretcher providing a continuous electron beam up to 3.5 GeV. The were a handful
of detectors stationed there including Phoenics [53], ELAN [54], GDH [55], SAPHIR, and
CBELSA based on the Crystal Barrel detector [56]. The GRAAL experiment is situation at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) using tagged and polarized photon
beams. The electron accelerator MAMI is made up of three racetrack microtrons and a
harmonic double-sided microtron [52].
Very recently, few collaborations have used a liquid deuterium target in experiments and
have measured neutral kaons in the γp →K0Y(ΛΣ) reactions at ELSA and MAINZ [33, 57].
Prior to the decommissioning in 1999, the SAPHIR group reported on the total, differential
cross sections and hyperon polarizations in the afore mentioned reactions. The results
confirmed that the cross section quickly climbs at 1.1 GeV, plateaus and the declines
at photon energies close to 1.45 GeV. The published results in 2004 by SAPHIR were
significantly consistent with the previous SAPHIR data. It was their conclusion that
there are indeed strong contributions of resonances to the production of Λ at threshold
energies and for (Λ,Σ) at approximately 1.45 GeV. It was also found that the hyperons
(Λ,Σ0) are intensively polarized and are produced with opposite polarization signs [11].
At the time of publication, the CLAS collaboration reported the largest set of data for
these reactions at photon energies of 1.6−2.53 GeV and angles of −0.85 ≤ cosθCMK+ 0.95.
The total cross section of the γp → K+Λ reaction for the CLAS (blues circles), SAPHIR
(98) (red stars), SAPHIR (04) (red triangles) and the ABBHHM collaboration [58] (blue
squares) are seen in Figure 1.4. The curves are shown for the Regge model, the Kaon-
MAID model with the D13(1895) resonance turned off, and Saghai as the dashed blue,
solid red and dashed dotted curves respectively. Precise measurements of hyperon recoil
polarization and beam asymmetries has also been an experimental focal point of the ESRF
(GRAAL) and CLAS collaborations. The CLAS results were fitted to phenomenological
descriptions and were well described after the inclusion of the two star resonance P13(1900),
where its mass and width are estimated to 1915 ± 50 MeV and 180 ±50 MeV [14, 59].
Photon asymmetry, double polarization observables Ox and Oz, hyperon recoil polarization
and target asymmetry were reported for both d(γ,K0)Λ(Σ) processes over a large energy
range and were compared with the theoretical predictions of Kaon-MAID and Regge-Plus-
Resonance models. They found that the photon asymmetry for K0Λ were positive in the
forward hemisphere and hinted to a negative value in the backward regions. The hyperon
recoil polarization were comparable for forward angles with an increase in photon energies
for both the bound neutron and free proton targets [60].
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1.5 Strangeness Experiments at LNS/ELPH
Strangeness production explored through the neutral channel, in which there are no
charged particles in the γn → K0Λ reaction, will bestow the chance for revealing fun-
damental details governing the processes by emphasizing on the unique processes dia-
grammatically. Contemporary predictions of recent phenomenological models for K+Λ
on a proton are inconsistent for the case of K0Λ production on a neutron, which read-
ily demonstrates the lack of the current understanding of models of strangeness photo
production. The first observation of neutral kaon events by a magnetic spectrometer was
successfully carried out using the TAGX spectrometer at the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron
of INS, University of Tokyo [61]. However, the statistics of the exploratory report were
significantly poor. This lack of reliable experimental data for neutral kaon photopro-
duction encouraged the start of an experimental program to study photoproduction of
neutral kaons off deuterons, by installing the Neutral Kaon Spectrometer (NKS) at the
Laboratory of Nuclear Science (LNS) of Tohoku University. At this time, a study into the
fundamental physics that determines the strangeness process in threshold region, that of
0.8-1.1 GeV, cannot be accomplished at any other facility, to the high precision available



















Figure 1.5: A schematic view of NKS. The figure illustrates a slice of the spectrometer along
the beam plane. The inner detectors are shown in the right zoomed image. Details of the
NKS spectrometer can be referenced in [17].
The NKS and NKS2 collaboration have pioneered the experimental research of strangeness
photo-production via the reaction of γn → K0Λ near the threshold (Eγ = 0.914 GeV).
The experiments were performed using two generations of magnetic spectrometers, Neu-
tral Kaon Spectrometer and Neutral Kaon Spectrometer 2. The experimental research
program was first conducted with the NKS which was based on the quarter-size cyclotron
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Figure 1.6: A schematic view of NKS2. The figure illustrates a slice of the spectrometer on
the beam plane. The inner detector package is shown in the right zoomed image, where it
clear the NKS2 covered the forward region that the NKS lacked in its design. Details of the
NKS2 spectrometer can be referenced in [5]
Figure 1.7: Comparison of the acceptance for K0 for the NKS (left) and NKS2 (right)
spectrometers. The red online curves are the theoretical distributions of K0 estimated by
Kaon-MAID and the black lines are the efficiency simulated by GEANT4.
model magnet, TAGX magnet, and yielded ground breaking and quite encouraging results
of neutral kaon photo-production measurement.
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Following this, a newly constructed second-generation neutral kaon spectrometer (NKS2)
utilizing the Tohoku university K=50 MeV cyclotron magnet was commissioned. The
NKS2 incorporated a completely renewed central drift chamber (CDC). Figures 1.5 and 1.6
shows the schematic views of the detectors for the previous incarnations. In the first in-
ception of the NKS, the forward and backward regions of the spectrometer were void of
detectors for the purpose of quelling the background. The ramifications of such a design
was a limited geometrical acceptance, singularly with respect to the forward region. The
analysis of the data focused on the K0S → π+π− decay mode to obtain and identify K0
events. Finalized results from the NKS experiment that were performed on a carbon target
lead to the conclusion that the angular distribution in n(γ,K0)Λ reaction was modestly
partial to the backward direction in the center-of-mass reference frame [62]. The findings
of the integrated cross section for kaon photoproduction off a carbon target are visible in
Figure 1.8. These results were for the laboratory frame of reference. The angular integra-
tion region for K+ and K0 were 100 ≤ cosθLabK ≤ 400 and 0.8≤ cos θLabK ≤ 1.0 [1, 18] are
shown as the black solid circles and open red triangles respectively in Figure 1.8. Though
the angular integration regions slightly differed it can be inferred that the photon energy
dependence of K+ and K0 photoproduction are roughly on the same order in magnitude.
The reported data provided the first measured information in the neutral channel
and demonstrated the importance of the n(γ,K0)Λ reaction for the investigation of the
strangeness photo-production [1]. These earliest data of the neutral kaon photo-production
on a neutron was measured by NKS collaboration and the obtained results has since been
published [2, 3]. The K0 momentum dependent spectra of the measured by the NKS
collaboration is displayed in Figure 1.9 along with comparisons to theoretical predictions,
where a plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) was used for spectator kinematics.
In the figure the differential cross section for forward angles of 0.9 ≤ cos θLabK ≤ 1.0, and
two photon energy bins of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 and 1.0≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 are given as (a) and (b)
respectively.
As an outcome of the series of the NKS experiments, the re-envisioned Neutral Kaon
Spectrometer, NKS2, was newly designed and constructed at LNS in 2004, replacing
the original version. Its main purpose was to investigate the photo-production process,
particularly the production of neutral strange particles via single K0 and Λ measurement
with an acceptance less biased in the forward region compared with the NKS spectrometer.
The NKS2 covered the forward region where NKS crucially lacked acceptance for K0 as
shown in Figure. 1.7, where a comparison of the acceptance for the NKS and NKS2 are
given left to right respectively. The systematic error of ∼15% was estimated by the data
and Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Figure 1.8: The integrated cross section for kaon photoproduction off a carbon target. The
results are provided for the laboratory frame of reference, for K+ integrated over 100 ≤ cosθLabK




















































































































Figure 1.9: K0 momentum spectra on the deuteron in the photon energy ranges of 0.9− 1.0
(left) and 1.0− 1.1 GeV (right)[2, 3, 17].
The results of the NKS and NKS2 encouraged the expansion of the measurement to
encompass the Λ recoil polarization, in the proposed experiment, which also offers another
physical observable to further examine the validity of theoretical models. Recent results of
the NKS2 experiment for the inclusive measurement of K0 and Λ are seen in Figure 1.10.
11
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In the figure, the comparison of the measured differential cross sections as a function of
K0 momentum for the NKS and NKS2 in the energy range of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 and angular
region of 0.9≤ cos θLabK ≤1.0 are shown as black squares and red circles respectively. The
cross sections are adequately similar for momentum below 0.3 GeV. Obviously the lack
of acceptance in the forward hemisphere had an adverse affect on the results of the NKS
measurements, clearly evident by the large statistical errors not present in the NKS2
results.
The integrated energy dependent cross section of Λ photoproduction in the forward
angular region of 0.9 ≤ cos θLabΛ ≤ 1.0 was derived and compared with isobar models
predictions discussed in section 2.5. The predictions of the SLA model provided the best
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of angle integrated K0 momentum cross section over forward
angles for the NKS [2, 3, 17] and NKS2 [4, 5] as black squares and red circles is shown in
the upper figure. The integrated energy dependent cross section for Λ photoproduction on a
deuteron target, d(γ,Λ)X, compared with isobar theoretical calculations is given in the lower
figure [4, 5].
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1.6 Aspiration of Present Study
The strangeness production processes by the electromagnetic interaction can be used as a
probe to bestow indispensable information on the strength of meson-baryon coupling and
on the internal structure of hadrons with strangeness as a degree of freedom. Moreover,
it can help to resolve issues regarding missing resonances that are predicted by quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), that are yet to be experimentally observed [63]. Kaon produc-
tion at lower energies, 1.8 − 2.3 GeV, may provide insight into new states and confirm
resonance parameters of known but weakly established states [21]. The NKS2 has under-
gone an additional upgrade in order to improve the spectrometers acceptance. The most
recent has been the redesign of the inner detector package. The inner detector system has
been completely replaced by a newly designed Inner Hodoscope (IH) and a Vertex Drift
Chamber (VDC).
These upgrades to the NKS2 spectrometer were completed with the intention of in-
creasing the spectrometers acceptance for four track events and also to improve the ver-
tex resolution in the target region, since two out of four tracks can be identified and
momentum-analyzed, thus requiring detection of the two particles only by the inner de-
tector system. A coincidence measurement of K0 + Λ requires four track re-construction
of the decay particles. The method we utilized was the decay modes of K0S → π+π−
and Λ → pπ− for a triggered event. The VDC should enable the reconstruction of three
dimensional trajectories in the target region. The geometrical acceptance for K0Λ co-
incidence measurements is expected to increase by a factor of about 7 compared to the
NKS2 prior to the upgrade. The detailed description of these detectors can found in
sub sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.8. The advantages of measuring Λ and K0 concurrently in the
γn→ΛK0 reaction are numerous and are as follows: Firstly, it will allow the derivation
of the invariant masses of the kaon and Λ hyperon simultaneously and uniquely identify
the reaction. Additionally it will permit the elimination of Fermi motion correction of the
neutron in deuteron. Lastly, Λ events from γp and γn and reactions can be separated;
This should reduce possible background contamination from incorrectly combined pions
The distinct feature of measuring the γn→ΛK0 reaction lies in the inability of the
full determination of a theoretical interpretation based solely on the extensive database
gathered from the γp→ΛK+ reaction. Its uniqueness amongst the six isospin production
channels, outlined in Table 2.1, emerges from the ensuing considerations.
• Contrasting the K0Λ and K0Σ production channels one observes that the former
only entails the N, N∗ exchanges states while the latter necessitates the N, N∗and
Δ, Δ∗ states. Where the isospin is 1/2 for the N, N∗ and 3/2 for the Δ∗ terms. The
13
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absence of the Δ∗ exchange resonance terms profoundly simplifies the description of
the K0Λ channel.
• Moreover, the paucity of charge in the initial and final states of all particles dictates
that the t channel Born term does not contribute in the amplitude calculation, ergo,
the resonances, K1 and K
∗ exclusively contribute. For details refer to Figures 2.3
and 2.7.
• Furthermore, the hadronic coupling constants that are associated with the differing
production channels can be correlated if isospin symmetry is adopted such that the
constants for the Born terms are related as,
gK+Λp = gK0Λn, (1.1)










The goal of this work the investigate strangeness photo-production in the threshold
region by focusing on Λ production. In the experiment, that is the focal point of this
thesis, I aim to measure and present results on the following topics:
1. Λ momentum dependent differential cross section
2. Λ angle dependent differential cross section
3. Λ photon energy dependent integrated cross section
4. Λ recoil polarization
It is my intention to determine the Λ momentum distribution in two energy ranges
integrated over two hyperon angular bins. The NKS2 collaboration measured the energy
dependence of the integrated cross section at forward Λ scattering angles [24]. This mea-
surement is a crucial additional ambition of this dissertation, as these anticipated results
could possibly cast doubt or substantiate the previous findings and emphasize the impor-
tance of a study in threshold energy range with a deuteron. A deduction of the momentum
integrated Λ angular distribution in laboratory frame is intended be measured, furnish-
ing an original measurement not previously reported by the NKS/NKS2 collaborations.
Along with the above, it is my objective to report on findings of the recoil asymmetry
14
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of the photonuclear produced Λ, particularly concerning any energy dependence on the
absolute strength and sign of the polarization. The prominence of spin-flip amplitudes
near the threshold energy region for (γ,K) permits the exploration of the spin dependent
behavior of Λ in the nuclear potential [64]. The internal spin structure of Λ is of profound
interest as it is unknown if the spin structure of Λ is similar to a nucleon. It has been
disputed for some time if the origin of hyperon polarizations are indeed attributed to the
dynamics of forming a hyperon from the quarks states and a model to describe such a re-
lationship was proposed by Miettienen and DeGrand [65, 66]. Therefore, a determination
of the responsible quark(s) that contribute(s) to the measured Λ spin is interesting, or it
may be concluded that the spin originates from the gluons [67]. The inclusion of different
resonances is expected with an increase in the photon energy but an additional resonance
will most likely interfere giving rise to the polarization of the produced Λ.
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Figure 1.11: Angular dependence of Λ polarization in the laboratory frame. The left figure
presents calculations based on the Kaon-MAID model of both results of theΛ polarization,
denoted as KM1 and KM2 for specific incident photon beam energies of Eγ = 0.9478, 0.9978,
and 1.0978 as black, red and green respectively. The right figure presents calculations based
on the Saclay-Lyon A model of both results of Λ polarization for rKγKK0/+ = −1.0, for K0Λ
and K+Λ reactions
The polarization measurement of single Λ hyperons, particularly its sign determi-
nation, would give us enough information as suggested by recent calculations shown in
Figure. 1.11. The determination of the polarization, including single and double polariza-
tions observables is needed to achieve a complete set of observables and are necessary for
constraining the major reaction mechanisms. These observables provide a distinguishing
factor amongst models of which cross sections measurements alone are not adequate [41].
15
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Differential cross sections are homologous to transverse scattering amplitudes
σ = |f+|2 + |f−|2 (1.4)
which can be further fragmented into spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes g and h respectively
and related as,
|f+| = g + ih (1.5)
|f−| = g − ih. (1.6)
Theses amplitudes can be expanded into partial waves g(k, θ) and h(k, θ), the momen-
tum and scattering angle in the CM system, alluding to the inability to surmise them
simply from cross section values [40]. Hence, measurements of polarization observables
are paramount.
In Figure 1.11, the angular dependence of Λ polarization in the laboratory frame of
reference is exhibited. The curves are based on calculations performed by P. Bydz̆ovský for
spectator kinematics. The left figure presents calculations based on the Kaon-MAID isobar
model, elaborated upon in detail in section 2.5.1, of both results of the Λ polarization,
denoted as KM1 and KM2 for specific incident photon beam energies of Eγ = 0.9478,
0.9978, and 1.0978 as black, red and green curves respectively. The right figure presents
calculations based on the Saclay-Lyon A Isobar model, section 2.5.2, of the both results
of the Λ polarization for rKΛKK0/+ = -1.0, for the K





You have no choice between having a philosophy and not having one. Only
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2.1 Overview
This chapter will treat the kinematics, details of the production mechanism, theoretical
models that predict the reaction and explore the experimental observables. In section 2.3
the kinematics for the reactions in the center of mass and the laboratory frames of reference
are reviewed. Strangeness photoproduction mechanism via a real photon may proceed by
three possible channels coinciding to the exchange of the resonance state of a particular
particle. Next, current theoretical descriptions that may implemented for various energy
ranges is reviewed. Lastly, the resonances that play a role in the modeling of meson photo
production are discussed.
2.2 Photoproduction Process
Strangeness photoproduction in the threshold region may proceed by any of the six isospin
channels as dictated in Table 2.1. An advantage of strangeness photoproduction over
electroproduction is that in the former only four complex amplitudes are considered rather
than six for the latter case.
There has been a substantial amount of experimental focus placed on the γp → K+Λ
and γp → K+Σ0 reactions as was reviewed in section 1.3. The primary focus of our
17
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Table 2.1: Kaon-hyperon photoproduction isospin channels on a nucleon and threshold en-
ergies
Reaction Channel Threshold Energy Eγ [MeV]
γ + p → K+ + Λ 911.1
γ + p → K+ +Σ0 1046.1
γ + n → K+ +Σ− 1052.1
γ + n → K0 + Λ 915.3
γ + n → K0 +Σ0 1050.6
γ + p → K0 +Σ+ 1047.5
endeavor has been placed on the all neutral production channel, γn → K0Λ. We proposed
to measure the production of strangeness by detecting the K0S and Λ strange particles via
the following decay channels,
K0S → π+π− (2.1)
Λ → pπ− (2.2)
Table 2.2: Kaon-hyperon photoproduction isospin channels on a deuteron, threshold energies
and invariant mass of the total system [25].
Reaction Channel Threshold Energy Eγ [MeV] Wtot [MeV]
γ + d → K+ + Λ+ n 792.12 2548.9
γ + d → K+ +Σ0 + n 898.20 2625.9
γ + d → K+ +Σ− + p 903.12 2629.4
γ + d → K0 + Λ+ p 795.79 2551.6
γ + d → K0 +Σ0 + p 901.99 2628.6
γ + d → K0 +Σ+ + p 899.22 2626.6
In this work, the employed target was a deuteron thus the reactions may occur by
any of the following channels outlined in Table 2.2, in which the threshold energies and
invariant mass of the total system are listed. These values were taken from reference [25].
The reaction on the deuteron is similar but slightly more intricate than that of the single
nucleon as a result of the Fermi momentum within the nucleus. The momentum distri-
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bution of the neutron in the deuteron and model descriptions of deuteron wave functions
can be referenced in Appendix C.
The neutral kaon is an equal mixture of two states, K0S and K
0
L, and thus not a unique
eigenstate. The subscript L denotes the long, because of its longer lifetime, that of cτ =
15.33 m, and S for the short with a lifetime of cτ = 2.68 cm. The longer flight length
of the K0L prevents its detection in the NKS2 large momentum spectrometer. The future
envisioned aim is measure the coincidence given in equation 2.3 of four decay daughter
particles in the decay channel, but this was not performed in the this work.
γn → K0Λ → π+π−π−p (2.3)
The undetected K0L will be accounted in terms of the 50:50 branching ratio in the cross
section determination. The Λ hyperon by its intrinsic nature is unstable and therefore
must decay. It however decays weakly and fails to conserve parity. A few of the physical
properties of K0S and Λ are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: K0S and Λ physical properties
K0s Λ
Mass [MeV/c2] 497.614 ±.024 1115.683 ±.0006
cτ [cm] 2.676 7.89
Decay modes π+π− (68.8%) pπ− (64%)
π0π0 (31.2%) nπ0 (36%)
2.3 Kinematics
Experiments performed in the threshold energy region on a stationary target may generate
strange particles of interest. As discussed earlier the particles produced in the reaction
cannot be measured directly in the NKS2+. As with most experiments, the decay prod-
ucts are the particles actually measured. From a precise measurement of the daughter
particles, the spin, momentum, charge, and mass of the originally created particles can be
reconstructed and indirectly measured. A reaction that involves two incoming particles
interacting and then producing two outgoing particles can be adequately described by the
use of four momentum vectors defined by equation 2.4. An illustration of the scattering
between two particles in the lab and center of mass frame is conveyed in Figure 2.1.













Figure 2.1: A diagrammatic representation of the scattering of two particles in the laboratory
(left) and center of momentum (right) frames of reference.
The process may occur via the s, t, or u channels, where s, t, and u are Mandelstam
variables; Mandelstam variables are highly useful for many body final states formed from
the scattering of two incoming and two outgoing particles, A+B→ C+D, particularly due
to being Lorentz invariant quantities [15]. At the tree-level, the diagrams represent the
interchange of a hadron that coincides to a specific set of quantum numbers. In terms
of four momentum vectors, where A(γ) and B(N) are known, the Mandelstam variables
which are equal to the square of the intermediate exchange term are calculated as:
s = (γ −N)2 = (K + Y )2 = W 2 (2.5)
t = (γ −K)2 = (N − Y )2 (2.6)
u = (γ − Y )2 = (N −K))2 (2.7)
M2 = Y 2 = (γ +N −K)2 = Constant (2.8)
In the above equations, s is the energy of the center of mass, and the propagator is
a nucleonic resonance (N∗). It follows that t is the four momentum transfer via a kaon
resonance and u is the four-momentum transfer via hyperon resonance. Lastly, M2 is the
squared missing mass of the photo-produced hyperon.
The physically accessible section of the Mandelstam variables s and (-t) is illustrated
in Figure 2.2, where as qK ascends from 0 to p for static W , the corresponding point in
(t , s) space shifts horizontally from the left blue edge of the physical region to the right
blue edge. The figure was taken from reference [19]. As previously stated the particles of
interest are short lived requiring a reconstruction of their respective masses, such that the
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Figure 2.2: The physical region (light blue) as a function of the Mandelstam variables s
and (-t). As qK goes from 0 to p for fixed W, the corresponding point in (t , s) space moves
horizontally from the left blue edge of the physical region to the right blue edge. The KY
production threshold (s = (mK +mY )
2) is indicated with a dash-dotted red line. The purple
dashed line corresponds to t = m2K , the full orange line to u = 0, and the thin green line to
u = m2Y [19].
squared invariant mass of particle A, in the decay reaction, A→ a+b, will be determined
by,
M2A = (Ea + Eb)
2 − (	pa + 	pb)2 (2.9)
In the laboratory frame of reference, with respect to the γn → K0Λ reaction, the
invariant masses can be calculated by the following equations. Starting from equations 2.1
the squared invariant mass of the K0 and Λ particles are,
M2K0s = (Eπ− + Eπ+)
2 − (	pπ+ + 	pπ−)2 (2.10)
M2Λ = (Ep + Eπ−)
2 − (	pp + 	pπ−)2 (2.11)
In addition to the invariant mass technique of reconstructing a particles mass from
its decay products is the method is missing mass. In reaction A + B→ C + D + X,
the relevant kinematical variables of the incoming particles, A and B, are known. The
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generated particles C and D are experimentally detected leaving X as an undetected but
expected particle. Its mass may then readily be calculated by the use of the following,
M2X = (EA + EB − EC + ED)2 − (	pA + 	pB − 	pC + 	pD)2 (2.12)
In regards to 2.3 the calculated missing mass may either be the kaon or Λ particle. This
is dependent upon the directly detected decay particles, that being either a combination
of π+π− or pπ−. If π+π− are detected, then the squared missing mass, assumed to be
around the mass of a lambda is determined by,
M2Λ = (Eγ + En − Eπ− + Eπ+)2 − (	pγ + 	pn − 	pπ+ + 	pπ−)2 (2.13)
If the p +π− are detected, then the squared missing mass should be centered around
a kaon computed as ,
M2K = (Eγ + En − Eπ− + Ep)2 − (	pγ + 	pn − 	pp + 	pπ−)2 (2.14)
We aimed to measured the four particle decay that came from the Λ and kaon produced
on the neutron inside the deuteron target as such, the expected missing mass of this
reaction should therefore have the mass around that of a proton and is found by the
following equation,
M2Λ = (Eγ +Ed −Eπ− +Eπ+ −Eπ− +Ep)2 − (	pγ + 	pn − 	pπ+ + 	pπ− − 	pp + 	pπ−)2 (2.15)
Experimentally, there are often times when the use of Feynman diagrams provides
a means to express the reaction in terms of the invariant Mandelstam variables. The
hadronic vertices represent the strong coupling constants and form factors. Feynman
diagrams are implemented to convey the possible reaction mechanisms, and also for the
calculation of the reaction amplitudes. A theoretical cross section can be found through
the sum of the intermediate states depicted in the Feynman diagrams 2.3. The diagrams
provide unique information regarding the dynamics of the process.
2.4 Theory Concerning the Photoproduction of Strangeness
In explaining the strangeness photo-production processes, current theoretical approaches
at modeling nature include the Regge [68], Chiral Perturbation [69, 70], multipole [71] and
Isobar models. Among them, the Regge model is implemented for high-energy incident






























Figure 2.3: Feynmann diagram representations of Kaon photoproduction channels. The
square of the intermediate exchange term in each channel is equal to the Mandelstam variables
s, t, and u. The Born terms and resonance terms in each channel are denoted as N, K, Y and
N∗, K∗, Y∗ respectively. The Δ∗ term is forbidden as an exchange term in Λ photoproduction
For energies in the resonance region, the isobar model is predominantly used and find
their respective differences in the varied inclusion of coupling constants, renounces and the
importance placed on the applied coupling constants. In hyper nuclear calculations quarks
models [72] are vastly too complex to be practical in their applications [47]. Over the years
there has been a myriad of contributors that have explored modeling nature in an attempt
to describe strangeness production by the electromagnetic interaction [42, 73, 74, 75, 76].
2.5 Theoretical Models
The goal of any theory that attempts to model nature is to describe the energy and angular
dependence of a process [77]. Kaon photoproduction can essentially be represented by four
elementary amplitudes that are in essence hadronic degrees of freedom. Such degrees of
freedom describe the interaction between particles by the means of an effective Lagrangian
approach or regularly referred to as isobaric models. The use of these phenomenological
isobaric models avoids the complex difficulties that are apparent in the non-pertubative
Quantum ChoromoDynamics (QCD), by considering the involved hadrons as point-like
particles. It is common place to use a deuteron as an effective neutron target as the N-N
interaction is believed to be know and the largest contribution for kaon photon production
is assumed to be from the quasi free process [25]. The reaction may be sufficiently described
by the single channel approximation, having said that, they do ignore some of the finer
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details of the process by absorbing final state interactions (FSI) and re-scattering effects
into coupling constants. These FSI contributions to the cross section can not be fully
ignored and is reported as having as large as a 20% effect on the computed results [78]. The
production process mechanism as represented by tree-level Feynmann diagrams, illustrated
in Figure 2.3, includes Born terms or the hadrons in their ground state and considers
resonances, as exchange terms. In such a description, the coupling constants for a unique
resonance, or excited state are included as an attempt to reduce the intricacy of the
problem. Consequently, it is regarded as a free parameter to be determined by fits to
data. However, isobar models based of Feynmann diagrammatical models used to describe
the reactions in the region of low energy have been found to diverge with increasing
energies. The inner structure of the hadron is accounted for by the usage of form factors
at the vertices [79], but viewing nucleons, which are composite structures, not as such,
neglects some of the inner details of the strong force interaction [80]. Nevertheless, they are
applicable for lower threshold energies where interaction amplitudes may be computed.
The isobar impulse approximation on a deuteron explains the reaction such that the
photon interacts with only one nucleon, producing the strange baryon and meson, leaving
the other nucleon undisturbed. The unstuck nucleon in a reaction on the deuteron acts as
a spectator of the process to the first order.
The amplitudes in isobar models emerge from resonance exchanges and Born terms
and are determined as,










A consequence of the interpreting the N(γ,K)Λ,Σ reaction in terms of only hadronic
degrees of freedom is the unphysically large cross section predictions. In response to
such sizable cross sections there are usually three approaches to suppress the Born term
contribution and return the cross sections to practical descriptions. The methods are the
introduction of form factors, hyperon resonances, or to simply ignore the predicted range of
the gKΛp and gKΣ0p coupling constants that materialize from broken SU(3) symmetry [78].




Λ4 + (x−M2)2x = s, t, u (2.17)
where x is the respective Mandelstam variable and Λ is the cut off parameter indicating
the limit where the model is expected to fail.
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Figure 2.4: Total cross section predictions for K+Λ and K0Λ. The predictions shown by the
solid blue and dashed red curves are for the Kaon-MAID [6, 20, 21] and Saclay-Lyon (SLA) [7]
models respectively. The upper figures are for K+Λ and the lower for K0Λ. The cross section
as a function of the photon energy are displayed on the left and the angular distribution in
the center of momentum frame is on the right.
describe the process [81]. In regards to the reaction that this thesis is focused upon the
coupling constant, gKNΛ, contains information regarding the interaction strength between
the neutron, kaon, and Λ particles.
In addition, the use of the experimentally gathered data from a neutron will permit
for improvements to be placed on the free parameters in the numerous possible reaction
channels. All current models agree well for K+Λ reaction on the proton in the threshold
region, but differ model by model for the K0Λ production on the neutron. The comparison
of predictions between the Kaon-MAID [6, 20, 21] and Saclay-Lyon A [7]models which
deviate in s-channel and u-channel resonances, the approach to the hadron structure and
the data set to which the extraction of free parameters were fitted to [82] are given in
Figure 2.4. The predictions shown by the solid blue and dashed red curves are for the
Kaon-MAID and Saclay-Lyon A models respectively. The left figures are the total cross
sections as a function of incident photon energy and the right are differential cross sections
as a function of angle, where θ is the angle of the kaon in relation to the photon beam.
It is obviously apparent that they have similar prediction in the K+Λ case, which is to
be expected since the majority of the development has been centered on this channel. In
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contrast, theK0Λ curves manifest striking differences, due to the lack of abundance of data
in this reaction channel. Experimental data that have been obtained for the production of
K+Λ are not sufficient to predict the cross section of the neutral channel. This justifies the
importance of K0Λ on the deuteron. Thus, the investigation of K0 and Λ production near
the threshold is the key to the study of strangeness photoproduction process, as it may
facilitate significantly important data about the dynamics of the elementary process [83].
2.5.1 Kaon-MAID (KM)
The Kaon-MAID program is a used to generate theoretical predictions based on the the-
oretical isobar model created by the collaboration of Bennhold and T. Mart [6, 20, 21].
The model is one of the most recent isobar model that is able to describe the production
of kaons in all six channels, while being able to exclude the final state interaction (FSI)
by the assumption that are included in the strong coupling constants that are fitted to















Figure 2.5: Feynmann diagrams of kaon photoproduction where the hadronic coupling con-
stant are gKYN
It primarily focuses on the s-channel in which nucleon resonances N∗ are the exchange
term, the Kaon-MAID strategy includes four of these resonances. Generally in effective
field theory the coupling constants are determined not by the theory, but are extracted as
fitting parameters from global fits to the full experimental data set [78]. In the framework
of the Kaon-Maid model, the hadronic coupling constants that are associated with differing
production channels can be transformed, if isospin symmetry is adopted, such that the
constants for the Born terms are related as,
gK+Λp = gK0Λn, (2.18)
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gK+Σ0p = −gK0Σ0n = gK0Σ0p/√2 = −gK+Σ−n/√2, (2.19)





In respect to the hadronic vertices the coupling constants of the resonances terms can
be found if we adopt the following method.
gK+ΛN∗+ = gK0ΛN∗0 , (2.21)
The relationships between electromagnetic coupling were wrested from experimental
specifics in contrast to the hadronic coupling constants. Regarding the electromagnetic
interaction vertices, the partial decay width for the radioactive decay of a resonance to
a ground state can be provided in terms of the photo coupling helicity amplitudes [26].
With these defined relations and assuming the disparity of nucleon masses to be negligible
we find that the coupling constants of the resonance exchanges associated to the helicity






















The ratios of coupling constants of the neutral and charged channel for the nucleon
and its resonance is related to the known helicity amplitudes. The transition moment for
the neutral transition is exploited in place of the gK∗+K+γ for K
+ photoproduction [21].
The moments directly correspond to the known decay width of the established K∗(829)
meson. The ratio of the decay width for the K∗(829) meson, having been restricted by







ΓK∗0→K0γ = 117± 10keV (2.26)
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ΓK∗+→K+γ = 50± 5keV (2.27)
Currently, the decay width of the K1 meson, that plays an important role in the
description of kaon photoproduction, is unknown, hence it is extracted from fits performed
to the experimental data [84]. This is one of the sources of differences between the two
isobar models discussed in this thesis. It is fitted to data in the KM framework at a value
of rKγK∗ = −0.45, but is left as a free parameter in the Saclay-Lyon A model.
2.5.2 Saclay-Lyon A (SLA)
Another frequently implemented isobar model is the Saclay-Lyon model [85], however,
the slightly less complex generation, that does not take into consideration the 52 and
1
2
spin resonances of the nucleon is known as the Saclay-Lyon A (SLA) model [7]. In the
SLA approach, the photo-coupling in the t-channel emerges from the ratio of the charged
and neutral rK1Kγ = gK01K0γ/gK+1 K+γ
. This constant cannot be directly determined and
therefore it is treated as a free fitting parameter. The reduction in intricacy of the Saclay-
Lyon A model arrives from the exclusion of the P11(1440) and D15(1675) resonance terms.
It does consider some well known resonances, having its uniqueness structured around the
use of four hyperon resonances. Only one nucleon resonance and two kaonic resonance
terms are inserted, these are the P11(1710), K
∗(829) and K1(1270) respectively. The
four resonances implemented in the calculation of the u-channel are S01(1450), S01(1670),
P01(1810), and P11(1660).
2.5.3 Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR) Point of View
At higher energies the implementation of isobar models are still viable but not the most
advantageous option. At energies extending beyond 2 GeV hadronic models tend to fail in
their respective production predictions by overestimating the cross section and breaching
the Froissant limit [19, 86]. They also suffer from the need to include numerous free
parameters. The Regge model idea is founded on the premise of treating groups of particles
with the same quantum numbers the same and placing them in a so-called family. These
families are furthered named Regge trajectories, which are treated as an exchange group in
the production amplitude rather than simple a lone particle. The exchange of the lightest
exchange terms in the t-channel, K(494) and K∗(892) trajectories, are implemented in the
higher energy regime as depicted in Figure 2.6, a typical Chew-Frautschi plot. These are
functions α(t), that relate the spins to the squared masses of the affiliated family were
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Figure 2.6: K and K∗ Regge trajectories taken from [22]
The Regge-Plus-Resonance model (RPR) is an amalgamated model of Regge and a
typical Isobar, that extends into the resonance region by the inclusion of resonances as-
sociated with the s-channel into the Regge model, and has progressed through a string
of iterations RPR, RPR-2007, and most recently RPR-2011 [9, 26, 28, 29, 82, 87, 88].
One of the goals is to uncouple the resonance and Born term contributions to the cou-
pling constants [9, 26]. The model is targeted at forward angle production in which the
resonance shape is governed by the s-channel similar to the isobar approach. It incorpo-
rates some isobar characteristics in the lower energy region but is still able to maintain
its usefulness at higher photon energies. Therefore, the RPR model is applicable in a
wider energy range than a conventional hadronic model and is able to supply predictions
from the threshold to photon energies up to 16 GeV [26]. Isobar models described earlier
in section 2.5 necessitate the inclusion of numerous Born terms, t-channel mesons, and
hyperon resonances in stark contrast to RPR model that incorporates two t-channel ex-
changes and three coupling constants [25]. Moreover hadronic models have significantly
limited predictive capabilities. The strategy of the RPR approach is to utilize the afore
mentioned trajectories to model the copious amounts of K+Λ production data.
The amplitudes in the RPR framework emerge from pseudo scalar and vector meson


































Figure 2.7: Particular prominence is attributed to the strong interaction vertices as shown
in the tree-level diagrams examined in the RPR theoretical framework.
the Regge trajectory phase [19, 28, 29, 82]. The gauge invariance in the amplitude is
restored by the addition of the electric part of s-channel term which is needed for the
K+(ΛΣ) channels, but unnecessary for K0(Λ0Σ0), where the t-channel kaon exchange
term does not participate. It should be noted that for the case involving the production
of K+Σ− from a neutron, the electric contribution of the u-channel Born term is included
to maintain gauge invariance as a consequence of the neutral s-channel Born term. In
Figure 2.7 it is evident that the strong interaction vertices are the prime concern in the
tree level diagrams. In the RPR strategy a gaussian shaped form factor is used at the





where, s is the Mandelstam variable and Λresonance is the cut off parameter or the failpoint
of the model, which for the RPR case is roughly 1.6 GeV. A comparison of the conventional
dipole form factor used in most isobar models to the gaussian form factor used in the RPR
approach is given in Figure 2.8.
Strangeness production from a nucleon in the RPR framework is showcased in Fig-
ure 2.9, where at energies greater than 3 GeV the Regge trajectories describe the cross
section. Once a extension into the resonance region sufficiently describes the overall ten-
dency of the data, the model is then optimized by the inclusion of the resonance-exchange
diagram while maintaing the Regge parameters extracted at the higher energy regime
constant [25]. The resonances that are incorporated include well known, predicted and
two star resonances. The well known resonances are S11(1650), P11(1710), and P11(1720).
The predicted and as yet unobserved resonance, D13(1900), is taken into account after
attempts at fitting K+Λ data [89]. P13(1900), a two star resonance, is an additional
term used in RPR calculations. The highlighting advantage of the RPR model from the
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Figure 2.8: Photon energy dependence (Wlab) of a dipole and gaussian form factor for a
resonance with a mass of 1710 MeV. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are for the cutoff
value, Λresonance, at 800, 1200, and 1600 MeV respectively [23].
Figure 2.9: The RPR view of the strangeness production by the electromagnetic interaction




One of the pivotal topics in nuclear physics conducted at lower energies is understanding
the excited states of the nucleon (N∗) [78]. Currently the Particle Data Group (PDG) has
listed four resonances as important in K+Λ, however only the S11(1650) resonance has
a current three star ranking [37]. In the previous sections, 2.5− 2.5.3, the framework of
two popular isobar models KM and SLA, and the composite RPR model were reviewed.
However, they are not the only attempts at modeling the meson photo production process.
In Table 2.4 are the nucleon resonance terms that are included in assorted pseudo scalar
models. Table 2.5 lists the Born and resonance terms (N, N∗), (K, K∗) and (Y, Y∗) that are
included in the KM, SLA, and RPR-2007 models to which the experimental findings will
be compared at length in section 6.3. The process is not fully dominated by any single
resonance so the distinction between isobar models is found in the varying resonances
inclusions [90]. In Figure 2.10 the contributions to the cross section of γn → K0Λ at
Eγ =1 GeV for SLA and KM are seen, in which the coupling constants for the Born terms
gKΛN and gKΣN are −3.2, 0.8 and −3.8, 1.2 for SLA and KM respectively. The Born terms,
hadronic form factors, hyperon exchanges, and K1 contributions to the cross section are
denoted at B, B+hff, B+h, and KM/SLA-K1 respectively. The rK1Kγ parameter is -1.405
for SLA and -0.45 for KM [82].






















































Figure 2.10: Contributions to the γn → K0Λ cross section at Eγ =1 GeV for SLA and KM.
The curves for the entire model and excluding the K1 contributions are solid and dashed [82].
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2.6 Resonances (N∗,K∗,Y∗)
Table 2.4: Nucleon resonances (N∗) that are considered in a numerous meson photo produc-
tion analyses. They are presented as L2I2J(M∗), where L is the orbital angular momentum
of the πN partial wave, I is the isospin, J is the spin, and M∗ is the mass of the resonance
term. Table taken from reference [37]
Analysis P11 D13 S11 S11 D15 F15 D13
(1440) (1520) (1535) (1650) (1675) (1680) (1700)


















√ √ √ √ √ √
US/SSL [96, 97]
√ √ √ √ √
P11 P13 D13 P13 P11 F15 J≥7/2
(1710) (1720) (1900) (1900) (1900) (2000)
*** **** m ** m ***
RPR-2011 [19, 37]









Kaon-MAID [6, 20, 21]
√ √ √ √
RPR-2007 [25, 28]









Table 2.5: Elements (N, N∗), (K, K∗) and (Y, Y∗) used in calculations of N(γ,K)Λ photo-
production process in the KM, SLA, and RPR-2007 theoretical models
I(JP ) KM SLA RPR
BORN terms s-channel






































































































I think what we are seeking is an experience of being alive, so that our life
experiences on the purely physical plane will have resonances within our own
innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive.
Joseph Campbell
3.1 Overview
This chapter pertains to the detailed review of the experimental facility and apparatus.
It will first give a brief overview of the experimental technique. This will be followed
by a description of the generated photon beam and sutagging system, the radiator and
its control system, and the photon beam duty cycle. This shall lead into a discussion of
the NKS2+ spectrometer and into components. The chapter shall conclude with a brief
discussion of the target system utilized for the experiment and the associated electronics.
3.2 STB Tagging System and Photon Beam Line
The Tohoku University Laboratory of Nuclear Science (LNS) has been recently renamed
the Research Center for Electron Photon Science (ELPH) and utilizes a 300 MeV electron
linear accelerator (LINAC) as a injector for experiments performed in the second exper-
imental hall. Although the LINAC has the capacity to insert electrons at a maximum
energy of 300 MeV, it is typically used in the range of 150− 200 MeV. The electrons are
injected from the LINAC and accelerated up to the maximum energy of 1.2 GeV by the
STretcher-Booster (STB) ring, 49 meters in diameter, in roughly 1.2 seconds. For the
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Neutral Kaon Spectrometer (NKS2+), sweep magnet, tagger
system, and STB-ring in the 2nd experimental hall at the Research Center for Electron Photon
Science (ELPH).
generation of the photon beam, a movable a carbon wire radiator (φ11μm), capable of
being remotely controlled, is inserted into the path of the electron beam as a radiator
target to dispense the photon beam by the bremsstrahlung process. High-energy electrons
predominately lose energy in matter by bremsstrahlung, the electromagnetic radiation
produced from an accelerating charged particle, at a rate nearly proportional to its en-
ergy. This occurs due to scattering of electrons from the electric fields of the nuclei and
dominates above a critical energy of Ecritical =10 MeV. The emitted photon enters into
the NKS2+ spectrometer and the simultaneously the recoiled electron is then tagged by
the STB-Tagger system.
3.2.1 Radiator Control
The insertion of the 11μm carbon wire is controlled remotely by a computer in the counting
room. During the electron injection and acceleration time the radiator is kept outside
the electron beam path. A five phase stepping motor to which an aluminum frame is
attached serves as transport for the carbon wire. The radiator movement has a maximum
displacement of 100 mm and can be shifted in position at the highest velocity of 80
mm/s. The lower limit of the displacement in position that may be achieved is 2μm [98].
For production experimentation periods, the usage of a continuous quasi-monochromatic
photon is achieved by tuning the insertion speed and position.
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3.2.2 STB Tagger System
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the photon tagger package. A scattered electron will strike the
scintillation counters, TagF and TagB, where its energy is determined by which segments it
strikes, directly related to its deflection angle.
The STB tagger system is located along the Bending Magnet 4 (BM4) on the STB
ring. The components include the aforementioned carbon radiator, the BM4, and two
arrays of individual tagging counters defined as TagF and TagB. TagF is assembled from
48 finger segments of plastic scintillators, and TagB consists of twelve segments of plastic
scintillation counters. Each scintillator counter is connected and read out to a scaler. The
use of TagB in coincidence with TagF is primarily to reduce the recording of accidental
coincidence hits on TagF. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic view of the tagger. At the target
position, the photon beam diameter in on the order of 3−5 mm. The system additionally
incorporates a dipole magnet that may be used for analyzing the momentum of recoil
electrons. A coincidence hit signal, TagF⊗TagB, verifies that there was indeed a scattered
electron. The tagger system is capable of tagged photon energies over a range of 0.8 −
1.1 GeV with an accuracy of ± 10 MeV on the produced photon beam [98]. A precise
calibration of the tagging detectors results in a correlation between the tagger segment
number and the energy of the photon incident on the target, thus, it provides information
of the photon energy and the number of the photons. The photon energy calibration can
be accomplished by directing the photon beam incident on a copper wire of approximately
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0.9 mm, generating an electron-positron pair, via the reaction γ → e−e+. The pair is
detected by a drift chamber allowing for a momentum reconstruction and determination.
Finally, the energy of each is calculated as they egress downstream. The photon energy is
known by conservation of energy, and therefore determined by,
Eγ = Ee − Ee′ (3.1)
Where Eγ is the energy of the photon, Ee is the energy of the electron in the STB
ring and Ee′ is the energy of the electron as measured in the tagging system. The energy
of the scattered electron can determined with an accuracy of ± 10 MeV by the amount
of deflection. In addition to this method the kinematical complete measurement of γd →
ppπ− has been successfully established as a method of calibrating the photon tagging
system [99]. Using timing coincidence requirements as discussed in section 4.12.2 and
shown in Figures 4.33 can ensure the reaction products correspond with the electron
detected at the tagger.
3.2.3 Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
The Beam position monitor is composed of 16 finger counters that provides a two dimen-
sional image of the photon impact position upon the target. It also incorporates a pair of
trigger counters and a veto counter. In the experimental period, the BPM is monitored
continuous to ensure the beam impact on the target is optimal.
3.2.4 Duty Factor
A typical beam cycle is presented in Figure 3.3 where the x and y-directions are the time
axis and to the beam current [I] respectively. The flat top and waiting time can be changed
upon user request and is specified by a contracted power limit previously established with
the electric power company of Tohoku area, Tohoku denryoku. The time for ramping
both up and down are established at 1.4 seconds. The duty factor of the beam operational
conditions is calculated by the following,
WR
RU + FT +RD +WT
(3.2)
where the variables in the formula are: WR, RU , RD, FT , WT are the Working time
of the radiator, the Ramping-up time (1.4 sec), the Ramping-down (1.4 sec) time, the Flat
top time, and the Waiting time for the next injection respectively.
The WR is found as flat top (FT ) − 2secs. Both FT and W time periods can be
adjusted upon demand. In the production runs that took place in the 2006-2007 experi-
mental periods [5], the flat top was 40 seconds and the waiting time was 8 sec and the duty
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Figure 3.3: A time chart of the usual beam cycle. The x and y-directions are the time axis
and to the beam current [I] respectively. The time periods required for ramping up and down
are approximately 1.4 secs. The flat top is typically 20 secs and waiting time is 8 − 20 secs
(these values are dependent upon the power supplied to the ELPH facility). The specific time
that the radiator is placed in the path of the electron beam in calculated as the flat top −2
secs.
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Figure 3.4: The duty factor of STB ring as a function of waiting time is shown in the
left figure for various flat top time settings. The flat top was set to 21 seconds for the data
analyzed in this thesis and the corresponding beam duty factor is displayed in the right figure.
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factor is about 75%. Recently, new buildings were constructed at ELPH for new physics
research. Accordingly, the power consumption of the NKS2+ has significantly been re-
duced. An example of such was detector efficiency test runs conducted at the conclusion of
June in 2010. The flat top was set at 20 sec and waiting time was varied between 8 seconds
during the overnight period and 20 seconds during the day time operational period. It was
decided that a 21 second time interval for the flat top setting would mostly likely increase
the stability of the beam intensity during each spill duration. As the beam waiting time
interval fluctuated between 8− 20 seconds, the average beam time was estimated at 51%.
A plot of the possible duty factor curves as a function of waiting time is shown in the left
of Figure 3.4 for various flat top time settings. The flat top was set to 21 seconds for the
data analyzed in this thesis and the corresponding beam duty factor is displayed on the
right Figure 3.4.
3.2.5 Sweep Magnet
Figure 3.5: The sweep magnet and examples of deflection paths for various electron momenta.
The large number of e+e− pairs that are created upstream from the photon beam is
substantially reduced by placing the sweep magnet between the radiator and the spec-
trometer. It consists of a pentagonal shaped dipole magnet that generates a 1.1 Tesla field
at 300 A in design. A schematic view and examples of deflection paths for several electron
momenta are shown in Figure. 3.5. In front of the sweep magnet is a lead collimator
comprised of five blocks, that reduce the beam halo. The collimator aperture is 1.0 cm
in diameter. The sweep magnet being located before the main spectrometer efficiently
suppresses the background contribution in the data and improves the data acquisition
rate.
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3.3 The NKS2+ Spectrometer
beamγ
OH
Figure 3.6: The schematic view of NKS2+ after upgrade where a slice of the spectrometer
along the beam plane is shown. Inner detectors are shown in the zoomed image.
The NKS2 was installed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Science of Tohoku University
(LNS) in 2004, completely replacing the original Neutral Kaon Spectrometer (NKS). Most
recently, since 2007-2010, it was further renovated with the addition of new inner detectors
in order to increase the acceptance for four track events and also to improve the vertex
resolution in the target region, and hence forth was referred to as the NKS2+ or NKS2
upgrade. A schematic view of detectors for NKS, NKS2 and NKS2+ are illustrated in
Figures. 1.5, 1.6 and 3.6 respectively. It is positioned along the fourth bending magnet
(BM4) in the second experimental hall at the ELPH facility. The NKS2 consists of an
assortment of detectors centered on a target that is contained within a vacuum chamber.
Moving from the inner most position outwards, is the target, which is surrounded by a
Vertex Drift Chamber (VDC), section 3.3.4, and an Inner Hodoscope (IH), section 3.3.8,
comprised of twenty plastic scintillator segments, which acts as the initiation time trigger
for time of flight measurements. This pair of detectors are then surrounded and fully
enclosed in a Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC). All detectors are located in between the
poles of a dipole magnet, section 3.3.1, with 680 mm apeture. An outer plastic scintillator
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hodoscope (OH), section 3.3.9, the stop trigger for time of flight measurement, is located
outside the drift chambers. Lastly, in order to improve trigger efficiency, and reduce the
level of background as a result of pair production from the photon beam, Electron Veto
(EV), section 3.3.10, detectors are installed on a zero degree plane perpendicular to the
beam line. Only generated in the forward direction. However, only the EV counters setup
at the backward angles are used in the trigger to minimize the bias to the acceptance of
the NKS2+ spectrometer at the forward angles.
3.3.1 680 Dipole Magnet
1 m 1 m
Figure 3.7: Dipole magnet is shown in the left figure prior to the installation of the inner
detectors. The figure on the right illustrates the detectors installed with the OHV counters








































































Figure 3.8: 680 dipole magnet field distributions generated by the TOSCA program [5].
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The NKS2+ is designed around a dipole magnetic magnet. It was previously exten-
sively used in experiments performed at Cyclotron Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku
University. A downstream view of the 680 magnet is shown in Figure 3.7, where the mag-
net prior to the installation of the detectors is shown on the left and following the full
installation of the detector package on the right. It generates a magnetic field of approx-
imately 0.42 Telsa with a operational current of 1000 (A). The magnetic field has been
calculated by the TOSCA program and the field distributions are seen in Figure 3.8. The
distribution of the magnetic field at the mid-plane level along the beam line are shown
parallel and perpendicular with respect to the beam line in figures (a) and (b) respectively.
The y-axis dependence of the magnetic field is given along the z and x axes in figures (c
)and (d). The dipole magnet has a vertical hole of 120 mm in diameter, located at its
center, for the purpose of target insertion and removal.
3.3.2 Drift Chambers
The detection of particle tracks and their momenta are determined by the combination
of a pair of drift chambers, the Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC) and the Vertex Drift
Chamber (VDC). The fundamental principle lies in the ability of a drift chamber to detect a
charged particle as it transits the detector by the ionization of the drift gas that produces a
seed electron. This ionized electron is then multiplied resulting in an avalanche of electrons
that are accelerated along the electromagnetic field lines and finally arrive at the anode
wire of the chamber.
3.3.3 Drift Gas
The choice of drift gas was Ar+Ethane (50:50) which is also the same gas choice used in
CDC. Full details of the drift gas properties can be found in reference [100] A cosmic-ray
test of the VDC performance yielded a layer efficiency ≥ 99% for all layers. We explored
the option of changing the gas combimation by introducing ethanol into the mixture.
Further details concerning the VDC commissioning and the results of the gas study are
given in Appendix B.1.
3.3.4 Vertex Drift Chamber (VDC)
The spectrometer received an overhaul in the inner detector sections the most important of
which was installation of a drift chamber for vertex reconstruction and three dimensional
tracking of the decay particles. The earlier drift chamber was a Straw Type Drift Chamber
(SDC), that was capable of only accomplishing two-dimensional tracking. It is positioned
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inside Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC) and due to its unique design, will be capable of











Figure 3.9: VDC detector and cell geometry shown left to right respectively.
The diameter of the VDC is 330 mm with a height of 506 mm and a solid angle about
three times that of CDC. The detector is composed 626 sense wires placed at stereo angles
such that they created eight layers in a U,U ′, V, V ′, U, U ′, V, V ′ structure. The cells are
trapezoidal in shape with a half-cell size of approximately 4 mm. Each sense wire was
made from gold plated tungsten with a diameter of 20 microns. The VDC was designed
to have symmetric wire alignment, hence there were significant wire material on the beam
line upstream of the target capable of contributing to photon conversion. In order to
increase the data acquisition capabilities the wires in the upstream direction along the
beam line have been removed. As the result, the order of material in upstream region is
equivalent to previous experiments. Table 3.1 shows the cell size and stereo angle for all
of layers.
3.3.6 Read Out Card
A GNA-220 signal read-out card was designed to fit into the limited a space in the in-
ner detector region. The GNA-220 has 32 channel inputs/digital outputs and used an
Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator (ASD) chip (SONY CXA3183Q) [101]. The threshold
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Table 3.1: VDC cell size and wire specifications.
group layer half-cell size half-cell size stereo angle number of
number number radial [mm] azimuthal [mm] [deg] sense wires
1 1 (U) 4 3.89 6.35 59
2 2 (U’) 4 4.31 7.03 59
3 4 (V) 4 3.88 7.72 72
4 3 (V’) 4 4.23 8.41 72
5 5 (U) 4 3.88 9.09 85
6 6 (U’) 4 4.18 9.77 85
7 7 (V) 4 3.92 10.44 97
8 8 (V’) 4 4.18 11.12 97
TOTAL 626
Table 3.2: Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator (ASD) specifications
Pre-Amplifier gain 0.8V/pC
Main- Amplifier gain 7
Feedback resistor 16kΩ
Integration time 16 [ns]
input impedance 80 Ω
Output impedance open
Comparator LVDS output
voltage Vth = −1 V corresponds to 8.93× 10−3 pC in GNA-220. The charge of the VDC
signal is estimated about 0.14−0.16 pC. Hence, the VDC signal will not be impeded even
at the maximum threshold value of −7 V.
The SONY ASD chip only provides a logical output signal (LVDS), which is a differ-
ential logic signal whose upper and lower limits are determined by the current value. The
TDC board, AMT, can receive either a ECL and LVDS signal. The GNA-220 has a 32
channel output that was attached to a 68 pin connector. Also, we utilized a multi-hit TDC
of AMSC AMT-VME module for the accumulation of signals from the drift chambers. The
AMT used a 34 pin MIL connector. The output from the chip however is voltage not the
required current. Thus a resistance board was mounted onto a rack to convert the voltage
signal to a current prior be fed into the AMT module.
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3.3.7 Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC)
Figure 3.10: Schematic display of Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC), where the cell structure
is shown on the lower left of the figure.
The cylindrical honeycomb drift chamber (CDC), seen in Figure 3.10, is designed with
a total diameter of 160 cm and consited of ten layers. These ten layers were furthered
defined into a groups consisting of two layers within each group. the third of the group
was tilted at a stereo angle of 6.5 degrees. The angular of coverage of the chamber ranged
from −165− 165◦ in the horizontal direction, and radial coverage of 23.8− 76.0 cm, from
the edge of the field wire. A complete explanation of the CDC characteristics are provided
in Table 3.3. The cell shape was hexagonal honeycomb shape structure. Each sense wire
was made from gold plated tungsten with a diameter of 20 microns with a set tension of
50 gw. Conversely, each of the shield and field wires were 100 μm in diameter and made
from Cu-Be (gold plated copper and beryllium) with a set tension of 50 gw. The gas used
was the same as for the VDC, an equally premixed combination of Argon and Ethane.
The maximum drift time in a cell was roughly 250 ns. The combination of the CDC and
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VDC permits the tracking of charged particles in three dimensions, and are a necessary
detector to measure the momentum and determine the decay tracks of the protons and
charged pions.
Table 3.3: CDC cell size and wire specifications
group layer cell size stereo angle radius number of
number number [mm] [deg] [mm] sense wires
1 9 (X) 10.36 250 68
10 (X’) 11.10 268 67
2 11 (U) 10.36 6.2164 370 89
12 (U’) 11.10 6.5188 388 90
3 13 (X) 10.36 490 119
14 (X’) 11.10 508 120
4 15 (V) 10.36 −6.4420 610 143
16 (V’) 12.05 −6.6321 628 144
5 17 (X) 11.78 730 175
18 (X’) 12.07 748 176
TOTAL 1191
3.3.8 Inner Hodoscope (IH)
In most spectrometers the position of particles are measured by hodoscopes, which are
simply an arrangement of detectors to measure the position of a particle that is moving
perpendicular its configuration [102] The IH, a Time Of Flight (TOF) counter, is added
into the logic as a start trigger. Each segment is attached to a light guide and a fine mesh
dynode type photomultiplier, HAMAMATSU H6152-01B, that operates on a negative high
voltage setting and allows for operation within the 0.42 T magnetic field supplied by the
680A magnet. The IH counter segments are arranged to enclose the VDC. The size of
each segment was specifically designed considering the probability of multiple hits on one
segment and the PMT peak operational singles rate. The desired requirement was that
of a less than 2% probability of multi-hits and a singles rate ≤ 200 kHz. The reduction
of multiple hits on one counter is necessary to avoid discarding π+π−pπ− events, where
two or more decay particles transverse the same IH segment. IH (5− 8) have scintillators
38.0Hx 7.53Wx 0.5T cm in size. IH2 is 38.0Hx 1.83Wx 0.5T cm, and was designed with
a thinner width, 1.83 cm, than the remaining segments to reduce the counting rate. The
results of a GEANT4 simulation revealed that the incoming bremsstrahlung photons of
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energy of 5MeV to 1.2GeV resulted in a singles rate of 160 kHz at a tagged photon rate of
roughly 2 MHz. The details of the angular coverage and dimensions of each segment are






Figure 3.11: Full Inner Hodoscope (IH) assembled on the VDC
3.3.9 Outer Hodoscope (OH)
As the IH is used as a start counter, the outer hodoscope (OH) is used as stop counter
and is a necessary part of the trigger system in that it it was able to detect two particle
existing the inner detector package sufficiently providing coverage of π+π−, pπ− or four
particle decay event. The OH is constructed from two sections one of which is arranged in
a vertical position (OHV) and the other arranged horizontally (OHH) and further divided
into right and left components. The vertical component consisted of a total of twenty
four segments, having twelve arranged on either side of the beam line, defined as outer
hodoscope vertical left (OHVL) and right (OHVR). OHV 1 − 8, use scintillator counters
of 74.8Hx 7.53Wx 2.0T cm in size, and are placed downstream in relation to the target
position. OHV 9− 12 are placed upstream and have scintillators 50.0Hx 5.64Wx 2.0T cm
in size. The orientation of OH counters is shown in Figure 3.20. A concise detail of all
the OH counters is listed in Table 3.5.
The horizontal component of the OH had nine segments for the left and right side,
and since they were arranged parallel to the beam direction, they would detect particles
with a high curvature. The OHH counters that were arranged on the plane of the beam
line were thinner in design for the purpose of lowering the count rate. OHV 7 − 12 and
all OHH plastic segments were affixed to folded light guides in order to transport the
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signals outside of the magnetic dipole region because of a photomultipliers performance
sensitivity to strong magnetic fields. The vertical segments were 60 cm in height and 2
cm in thickness.
3.3.10 Electron Veto (EV)
The photon beam will contribute a lot of background signals via the pair production
process and was be the main contamination at the trigger level. In an attempt to reduce
this, an electron veto counter was constructed. The light mass of the electrons will result
in a small opening angle for the created pairs. The EV was placed on a zero degree plane
perpendicular to the beam line. There are 8 detectors arranged in four pairs that comprise
the entire EV package, referred to as EV1 - EV4, where the numbering of the counters
grows in relation from the downstream to upstream potion. A detailed description of the
EV counters is given in Table 3.4 and is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The aim is to reject
electron and positron pairs because the conversion probability is much larger than the
γ + n → K0 + Λ reaction. However, there is the chance of discarding pions and proton
from K0 and Λ. The Λ hyperon is produced primarily in the forward direction. It follows
then that the proton from the Λ particle will move forward especially in comparison to the
charged pion decay from the kaon. Consequently, the use of the EV counters downstream
has been eliminated and a study was performed to ascertain the effects of their removal





Figure 3.12: Electron veto counters 1 and 2.
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Table 3.4: Electron Veto (EV) counters.
Segment ID Length [cm] Width [cm] Thickness [cm]
EV1 75.0 5.0 1.0
EV2 75 .0 5.0 1.0
EV3 125.0 5.0 .5
EV4 60.0 15.0 1.0
3.3.11 Target System
In order to study the photoproduction reaction process on a neutron, it was decided to use
the deuteron, the simplest bound system of nucleons. The cross section of K0Λ is roughly
on the order of 1μb. Therefore, in order to obtain a significant amount of statistics ,not
only is it necessary to have a beam of the highest intensity possible, but a dense target
should also be used. The target system was used to condense the deuterium into liquid
form. The target is housed in the vacuum chamber placed under the recondenser. The
apparatus was designed to be inserted and removed from the spectrometer via an aperture
located at the top by a manually operated crane system. The target system and the inner
details are shown in Figure 3.13
3.3.12 Target Cell
The target cell is monitored remotely by National Instruments LabVIEW on a Linux
machine in the counting room due to the inaccessibility of the experimental hall during
the target irradiation period. Constant monitoring ensures that the target is maintained at
a safe operational temperature and does not solidify. During the course of the experimental
runs the target temperature and absolute pressure were monitored enabling the calculation
of the density of the liquid deuterium target and subsequently the number of the target
neutrons.
The vacuum chamber, cylindrical in shape, was designed with a thickness of 1.5 mm. It
was inserted through a vertical hole in the spectrometer with a diameter of 120 mm, located
15 mm from the center position of the NKS2 into the magnetic yoke, in a configuration
such that its axis was parallel to that of the beam line, for the purpose of increasing
the photoinduced production of KΛ. The deuterium in a gaseous state is injected by an
inlet port and liquified at the condensor and allowed to drip into the target cell [103]. The
target cell is constructed from aluminum with an outer shell thickness of 1 mm and a beam
window constructed of Upilex-S film 75μm in thickness clearly visible in Figure 3.14. The
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Temperature sensor A (LakeShore CX-1050)
Condenser
Recondenser
Temperature sensor B (LakeShore CGR-1-500)








Figure 3.13: The target is stored in the vacuum chamber below the recondenser and was
designed to be inserted and removed from the spectrometer via an aperture located at the top
by a manually operated crane system.
Figure 3.14: Shape of target cell
beam window was designed to 40 mm and the outer diameter of the cell is 50 mm. The
target thickness is designed to be 2.97 cm.
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3.4 Triggered Event and Associated Electronics
3.4.1 Electronics and Data Acquisition (DAQ)
A trigger is usually a set of detectors that works in combination to indicate when an event
of significance has taken place. The trigger determines when the signals of the detector
package should be recorded, where the aim to gather the largest yet cleanest data set at the
highest beam intensity possible. Therefore, an ideal trigger would eliminate the recording
of events not of interest, and increase the retrieval of events that may contain information
regarding the physics to be explored. The UNIDAQ on Linux was used as a base system
of the NKS2+ data acquisition system. In the experimental counting room the data is
collected on three data acquisition machines, which are designated as k0daq0, k0daq1,
and k0daq2. Both k0daq0 and k0daq1 are used to record data from the drift chambers
and k0daq2 is used for the IH, OH, and EV signals and scaler data. The counter signals
are first discriminated by leading edges discriminators and were collected by CAEN VME
modules of muti-hit TDC (V775) and QDC (V792).
The signals from the drift chambers were amplified and discriminated by a GNA-220
Amplifier-Shaper-Discrimiator (ASD), the details were given in Table 3.2. We employed a
multi-hit TDC of AMSC AMT-VME module for the accumulation of the signals form the
drift chambers. The VME information is read via a PCI-VME adapter, SBS Bit3 Model
618 (now it is owned by GE Fanuc). During the commissioning of the NKS2+ and the
VDC, we recorded a notable amount of hits in a negative time region under a high tagged
photon beam rate. We elected to modify the internal operational program for AMT (Atlas
Muon TDC) VME modules, the AMT time resolution (LSB) were roughly 0.78 nsec per
channel with a corresponding dymanic range of 1 μs.
3.4.2 Trigger
The trigger logic differed for various data that desired to be taken. As such, full diagrams
of the upgraded NKS2+ logic for production data, tagger system calibration as well as
for the counters and chambers are given in Figures 3.18, 3.15, and 3.17. The main trigger
utilized for physics production experiments required an event trigger from the STB tagging
arm and the spectrometer arm. The tagging system portion required an event trigger that
was made from a coincidence between the TagF and TagB counters in order to decrease
the background and in principle, a tagged electron will have approach on a deflection angle
the a photon was produced in the 0.8 − 1.1 GeV energy range. The trigger requirement on
the spectrometer half prescribed that even with to or more charged particles were detected
that transferred the spectrometer. Therefore two more particles were required from the
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Figure 3.15: Trigger logic of the Tagger, IH and OH.
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Figure 3.16: Trigger logic of the EV counter.
time -to-digital)
Figure 3.17: Trigger logic of drift chambers. The signals were detected on the anode wire,
amplified by the ASD card and read out by the AMT module.
IH and the OH counters. It is possible to also include the signal from the EV counters as a
veto of electron coming from photon conversion. We implemented a spill gate, connected
with the beginning motion of the radiator to repudiate events that originated from the
radiator itself.
The trigger logic for physics runs and for the calibration of the tagger are shown in
Figure 3.18 in the upper and lower panels respectively. The logic can be more readily
understood be the examination of equation 3.3
Trigger = (nTagSum ≥ 1⊗ nIH ≥ 2)⊗ nOH ≥ 2⊗ EV (3.3)
where, nTagSum is used to denote a photon being generated and tagged over a range
of 0.8≤Eγ≤1.1 GeV, the energy of the photon is known by tagging the recoiled electron.
As defined above the trigger requires that a two particle event is detected by the IH and
the OH. For the OH this may occur by combinations between the horizontal and vertical
groups. Lastly, the EV is included into the trigger logic as a veto. Thus, if there is a
recorded coincidence event by the left and right EV counters the trigger is not provided.
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Figure 3.18: Trigger logic of NKS2+ spectrometer for normal data acquisition and tagger
calibration.
3.4.3 Tohoku Universal Logic Module (TUL)
A programmable logic unit, referred to as the Tohoku Universal Logic module (TUL-
8040) and illustrated in Figure 3.19 was used in the various trigger logics of the NKS2+
spectrometer. The module has the capabilities of several module that are each accessible
by switching amongst the installed programs. The propagation time within each module
in approximately 50 ns. It was designed with 80 input (ECL/LVDS 64 ch + NIM 16 ch)
and 40 ( ECL 32 ch + NIM 8 ch) output channels, that are mounted to a FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array) chip of a ALTERA APEX 20 series [104]. In the NKS2+
package the discriminated outputs of the OH and IH were fed into the TUL-8040 module.
We implemented another TUL-8040 module to create the majority logic of the IH and
OH capable of recording multiplicity of signals that were greater than 1 (NIH ≥ 1), &
(NOH ≥ 1) and did not exceeded 4 (NOH ≥ 4). An additional TUL-8040 module was
used in the event matching between the data acquisition computers, and was referred to
as the bit-counter. The correct matching of events was ensured by recording the 4 bit
signal output supplied front the bit-counter.
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Figure 3.19: The programmable logic unit designated as the Tohoku Universal Logic module
(TUL-8040).
3.5 Outer Hodoscope Specifications
The schematic details concerning the orientation and details of the OH counters is given
in Figure. 3.20 and Table 3.5.
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(b) Outer Hodoscope Horzontal Components
Figure 3.20: Outer Hodoscope detector package orientation.
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Table 3.5: List of hodoscope TOF counters.
Segment ID Angle coverage Dimensions Radius
IH [deg] [cm] [cm]
IH1 ± (-4 −+4) 16.5Hx 2.54Wx 0.5T
IH2 ± ( 4 − 10 ) 38.0Hx 1.83Wx 0.5T
IH3 ± (10 − 18) 38.0Hx 2.47Wx 0.5T
IH4 ± (18 − 30) 38.0Hx 3.74Wx 0.5T
IH5 ± (30 − 54) 38.0Hx 7.53Wx 0.5T
IH6 ± (54 − 78) 38.0Hx 7.53Wx 0.5T
IH7 ± (78 − 102 38.0Hx 7.53Wx 0.5T
IH8 ± (102 − 126) 38.0Hx 7.53Wx 0.5T
IH9 ± (126 − 144) 38.0Hx 5.64Wx 0.5T
IH10 ± (144 − 162) 38.0Hx 5.64Wx 0.5T
OHV [deg] [cm] [cm]
OHV1 ± (-1.4−8.6) 74.8Hx 2.54Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV2 ± (8.6− 15.8 ) 74.8Hx 1.83Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV3 ± (15.8− 23.0) 74.8Hx 2.47Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV4 ± (23.0− 30.2) 74.8Hx 3.74Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV5 ± (30.2− 37.4) 74.8Hx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV6 ± (37.4− 44.6) 74.8Hx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV7 ± (44.6− 51.8) 74.8Hx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV8 ± (51.8− 59.0) 74.8Hx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHV9 ± (113.8− 126.2) 50.0Hx 5.64Wx 2.0T 93.0
OHV10 ± (126.2− 138.6) 50.0Hx 20.0Wx 2.0T 93.0
OHV11 ± (138.6− 151.0) 50.0Hx 20.0Wx 2.0T 93.0
OHV12 ± (151.0− 163.4) 50.0Hx 20.0Wx 2.0T 93.0
OHH x , y, z [cm] Size [cm] [cm]
OHH1 ± 115.0, 30.25, 0 1600Lx 8.25Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH2 ± 115.0, 22.25, 0 1600Lx 8.0Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH3 ± 115.0, 14.25, 0 1600Lx 2.47Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH4 ± 115.0, 6.25, 0. 1600Lx 3.74Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH5 ± 115.0, 0.0, 0 1600Lx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH6 ± 115.0, -6.25, 0 1600Lx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH7 ± 115.0, 1600Lx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0
OHH8 ± 115.0, 1600Lx 7.53Wx 2.0T 121.0





If you always put limits on everything you do physically or anything else, it
will spread into your work and into your life. There are no limits. There are
only plateaus and you must not stay there, you must go beyond them.
Bruce Lee
4.1 Overview
In this chapter a summary of the gathered data, the details involved in the analysis
procedure, including counter calibration procedure, analysis efficiency, and drift chamber
tracking efficiency and resolution shall be reported. This will be followed by an explanation
of the event selection, particle identification methods, and an evaluation of the time of
flight separation power. Next, the calculation of the measured particle invariant mass,
and the momentum and angular distributions will be discussed. Next, an estimation of
the background will be presented. Lastly a description of the acceptance calculation is
reviewed. The analysis method undertaken to obtain the experimental observables from
the raw data followed the structure presented in Figure 4.1.
4.2 Data Summary
Photo production data on a deuteron target was taken over the course of several weeks, that
included September and October 2010. The data analyzed in this thesis was the portion
taken in September 2010. The data gathered in both experimental period was taken with
the same trigger logic and a tagged photon beam intensity ranging from 1.0− 2.0 MHz.
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Figure 4.1: Data analysis technique.
Table 4.1: Summary of data for physics production runs.
Experiment Period Flat Top Number of Number of Beam Rate
2010 [s] Accepted Events Photons [γ] [MHz]
September 21 0.64 × 109 0.89 × 1012 1.5 - 2.5 MHz
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4.3 Data Calibration and Processing
The aim of this experiment is to measure physical quantities and correctly interpret these
values in order to draw conclusions about a physical process. However, the first task is
preparing the raw gathered data for an in depth analysis. An absence of such prepa-
rations inevitably hinders the correct and precise extraction of physical quantities and
will be plagued with uncertainties. Therefore, each detector assembly in the spectrome-
ter undergoes a calibration procedure to obtain the necessary parameters, to ensure the
detectors peak performance is achieved.
4.3.1 TDC and ADC Offset
The hodoscope counters provide essential Time-Of-Flight (TOF) information, energy de-
posit per unit path length (dE/dx), and vertical hit positions that are used in combination
with the signals acquired from the drift chambers to reconstruct the trajectories of the
particles. However, it is possible for variations in the pulse height of each photomultiplier
to exist due to its respective gain. These variations in the quantum efficiency can be caused
due to age and radiation damage. A calibration of both the IH and OH was performed for
each hodoscope segment on a run per run basis to optimize the analysis parameters. The
time calibration involved the correct assessment of the gain and time offset value of each
counter. This offset value is used to adjust the raw TDC spectra peak to the zero position
for the pair of PMTs affixed the scintillaiton bars. The self-timing resolution for the outer
hodoscopes was calculated by finding the offset values of the TDC distribution, then sub-
tracting the offset time, and fitting the final result to a normal distribution. The standard
deviation is the resolution of the detectors in ns. TOF measurements can be enhanced, if
various corrections to the raw signals are performed, of which the most notable is a pulse
height correction. Following the initial TDC pedestal offset correction, the timing of all
hodoscopes counters is supplementally tuned using the IH2 segments as the prime timing
counter. A typical TDC spectrum and the fitting procedure by a gaussian distribution for
IH and OH counters is displayed in Figure 4.2
4.3.2 ADC Offset and Gain
The technique involved properly identifying the gain and ADC offset value, commonly
know as the pedestal, and the first peak. The pedestal is the ADC response in the absence
of any signals. This is an offset value that is determined and then subtracted off to obtain
the corrected value of the signal corresponding to the energy deposited. The trailing peak
is associated with that of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP). The shape of the MIP
peak follows a Landau distribution [105]. The gain is defined as the measured number
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TDC IHR-2-down Constant  74± 3.911e+04 
Mean      0.0± 894.2 
Sigma     0.06± 25.13 













TDC OHVR- 1-down Constant  55± 2.08e+04 
Mean      0.1±  1021 
Sigma     0.08± 24.41 
Figure 4.2: Fitting of a typical TDC distribution for timing calibration.







ADC IHL-2-up Constant  259± 4.19e+04 
Mean      0.0± 148.7 
Sigma     0.008± 1.961 









ADC IHL-3-up Constant  61691± 8.156e+04 
Mean      1.5± 133.1 
Sigma     0.972± 1.521 
(a) ADC pedestal fitting (IH)








Constant  12.1± 801.2 
MPV       1.8± 794.5 
Sigma     0.73±51.12 








Constant  12.7± 881.9 
MPV       1.8± 928.6 
Sigma     0.74± 53.24 








Constant  16.1±  1125 
MPV       1.3± 711.6 
Sigma     0.55±41.29 
(b) ADC MPV fitting (TagB)
Figure 4.3: Typical ADC spectrum for the IH and TagB counters. Here the fitting of the
pedestal (a) and MPV(b) peak is shown.
of ADC channels associated with the difference between the pedestal and the MIP peak.
Once the calibration parameters was properly obtained for each PMT in the hodoscope
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arrays, the energy deposited can be determined. The accurate energy deposition in the
OH is calibrated with knowledge of the plastics mean stopping power of 4 MeV, which
is proportional to 2 cm in thickness, for a minimum ionizing pion. This same calibration
procedure is applied to the IH, where the plastic bars were 0.5 cm in thickness. The
expectation in an energy deposition is in the range of 1 MeV, for a minimum ionizing
pion, to approximately 11 MeV, and possibly higher for low momentum protons. The
gain of the only TagB segments was calculated due to only the recording of the TDC
signals for the TagF finger counters. The fitting procedure for the ADC spectrum was
administered using a Landau function [105] as it best describes the distribution; As a
result of straggling, the value of interest is the MPV, the most probable value of the
energy deposit. In Figure 4.3 a typical ADC spectra and the fitting of the pedestal and
MPV is shown.
4.3.3 Pulse Height Correction
Time [ns]











































Figure 4.4: The energy deposit vs. time for IHR4D is shown as a color contour plot. The
left figure presents the affect of timewalk , a result of using a leading edge discriminator. The
corrected figure is shown on the right.
The IH signals were fed into a leading edge discriminator, the effect of this being that
differences in pulse heights of the signals result in slewing of the TDC recorded time. This
slewing is commonly referred to as time-walk. The procedure adopted to correct for this
was to first determine the offset channel values and resolve the mean and pedestal value
for each counter segment. The procedure was discussed in the previous sections. Following
this, a two dimensional histogram of the ADC offset corrected spectrum versus the TDC
offset corrected was generated. From projection distributions, points that detailed the
described the shape of the energy deposit versus time were again fitted for the purpose
of obtaining the fit parameters p1 , p2, and p3, used to the time correction. The time is
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corrected by the following equation,
tcorrected = trawdata − p0|dE − p1| − p2 (4.1)
In Figure 4.4, the energy deposit (dE/dx) vs. time for the IHR4D counter is presented
as a color contour plot. The left figure illustrates vividly the adverse affect of time-walk,
a result of using a leading edge discriminator. The corrected energy deposit (dE/dx) vs.
time obtained using the above described procedure and equation 4.1 is exhibited on the
right of Figure 4.4.
4.4 Hodoscope Performance
hit IHL















































Figure 4.5: Hit patterns of the IH left and right segments are shown.
The second segments of the IH are used in the main trigger based off its high counting
rate determined by a GEANT4 simulation. A representative hit pattern of IH counters
can be seen in Figure 4.5, irrefutably, the IH2 segments achieve an elevated count rate
mainly from electron positron pairs that have a relatively small opening angle. The time
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Constant  4.5± 517.5 
Mean      0.00121±-0.01458 
Sigma     0.0010± 0.1699 
Time(IHL-IHR) [ns]











Constant  1.8± 103.7 
Mean      0.00298±-0.03372 
Sigma     0.0026± 0.2081 
Time(IHL-IHR) [ns]
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
1
10
Constant  0.79± 22.13 
Mean      0.00704±-0.01612 
Sigma     0.006± 0.242 
(a) Time difference for IHL2−IIHR2 IHL3−IIHR3, and IHL4−IIHR4 segments
time(IH2-IH3) [ns]
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
1
10
Constant  0.84± 25.12 
Mean      0.005440± -0.008645 
Sigma     0.0046± 0.1987 
time(IH2-IH4) [ns]
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
1
10
Constant  0.355± 3.469 
Mean      0.02297± 0.06961 
Sigma     0.0342± 0.2791 
(b) Time difference for IH2−IIH3 and IH2−IIH3 segments. for the selec-
tion of charged pions and electron positron events.
Figure 4.6: Time difference for IHL2−IIHR2, IHL3−IIHR3, and IHL4−IHR4 segments (a)
for the selection of charged pions and electron positron events. The resolution is determined
from fitting as 170, 209, and 246 ps for the IH2, IH3, and IH4 segments respectively. In Figure
(b) the time difference for IH2−IH3 and IH2−IH4, segments is shown.
resolution is measurement of the over-all timing uncertainty of a system [106]. The time
difference for IHL2−IIHR2, IHL3−IHR3, and IHL4−IHR4 segments for the selection of
charged pions and electron positron events are seen in Figure 4.6(a), where the timing
resolution is determined from fitting as 170, 209, and 246 ps for the IH2, IH3, and IH4
segments respectively. In Figure 4.6 (b) the time difference for IH2−IH3 and IH2−IIH4,
segments, where the selection of charged pions and electron positron events was gated. The
relative time resolution of other segments and the trigger selective IH2 segments was found
by fitting. The time resolution of the relative timing that can be achieved between the
left and right components of the IH hodoscope, determined from fitting, where the black
data points are for IHL−IHR for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th segments are plotted in Figure 4.7.
The red data points are the time resolution between IH2 and other IH segments in pico






















Figure 4.7: Relative timing that can be achieved between the left and right components of
the IH hodoscope, determined from fitting, where the black data points are for IHL4−IHR for
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th segments. The red data points are the time resolution between IH2 and
other IH segments in ps.
Time [ns]









Constant  7.3± 998.5 
Mean      0.00192± -0.03557 
Sigma     0.0017± 0.3256 
Figure 4.8: Time of flight resolution as determined between the inner hodoscope and the
vertical components of the outer hodoscope.
as act as the start and stop triggers respectively. The measured time of flight resolution




A drift chamber is an essential component in a spectrometer for identifying the trajecto-
ries of charged particles and for a precise calculation of their momentum. We employed
two cylindrical type drift chambers in the NKS2+ spectrometer. The analysis procedure
adopted to covert the raw drift chamber signal into vital physics information is detailed
in the flow chart shown in Figure 4.9. It outlines the steps taken from the raw data to the
finalized track reconstruction. The primary step after the successful recording of the raw
chamber data is the generation of TDC distributions. An ordinary TDC histogram for the
VDC is seen in Figure 4.10, in which the upper figure shows a two dimensional plot of the
TDC signal versus the width of the logic signal formed from the subtraction of the rise
and fall times. The lower figures are the corresponding one dimensional TDC histogram.
The width information of ASD logic signal is similar to ADC information, simply because
the falling and rising timing are related the pulse height.
Figure 4.9: Flow chart of drift chamber analysis method
The next step in the proper calibration of the chamber data is obtaining the time zero
(t0) or start time value or each wire. Our procedure involved differentiating the TDC























Mean x   851.9
Mean y   90.98
RMS x   198.3
RMS y   53.85
Time [ch]
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Mean x   836.3
Mean y   101.5
RMS x     220
RMS y   51.66
Time [ch]











Mean    836.8
RMS       220
Figure 4.10: Typical VDC layer TDC distribution are shown for an inner and outer layer,
2 and 7 respectively. The upper figure display the TDC distribution versus the width of the
rise and fall signal.













AMT 03, ch 08
DC_TDC_distribution_AMT03_ch08
Entries  72241
Mean    803.7
RMS     153.2







ATM 03, ch 08
DC_dTDC_distribution_AMT03_ch08
Entries  129
Mean    830.8
RMS     202.8
 / ndf 2χ  22.85 / 12
Prob   0.02901
p0        3.78± 84.17 
p1        0.7± 986.9 
p2        0.470±9.945 






AMT 03, ch 09
DC_TDC_distribution_AMT03_ch09
Entries 71995
Mean    799.7
RMS     148.6







ATM 03, ch 09
DC_dTDC_distribution_AMT03_ch09
Entries  129
Mean    830.8
RMS     201.2
 / ndf 2χ  20.67 / 12
Prob   0.05549
p0        3.79± 83.25 
p1        0.7± 974.5 
p2        0.50± 10.65 








AMT 24, ch 00
DC_TDC_distribution_AMT24_ch00
Entries 79304
Mean    923.6
RMS     95.37








ATM 24, ch 00
DC_dTDC_distribution_AMT24_ch00
Entries  129
Mean    926.9
RMS     100.8
 / ndf 2χ  86.31 / 12
Prob   2.55e-13
p0        6.2± 221.9 
p1        0.4± 972.2 
p2        0.29± 10.51 








AMT 24, ch 01
DC_TDC_distribution_AMT24_ch01
Entries 77600
Mean    923.8
RMS     94.99







ATM 24, ch 01
DC_dTDC_distribution_AMT24_ch01
Entries  129
Mean    927.3
RMS     98.34
 / ndf 2χ  106.1 / 12
Prob       0
p0        6.2± 226.9 
p1        0.4± 972.3 
p2        0.270±9.954 
Figure 4.11: Typical drift chamber TDC distribution and the associated differentiated dis-
tribution in the lower figure. The gaussian fit is shown in red where the mean time is used
for time zero (t0) parameters acquisition. The TDC distributions for the CDC and VDC are
shown as the left two and right two figures respectively.
parameters, of which the mean (μ), should be the needed (t0). One may assume that this
parameter would be constant over the experimental period, however it was found that the
values slightly varied from run to run. Thus, the calibration of the (t0) parameters was
undertaken for each wire on the CDC and VDC, on a per run basis. An illustration of
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this procedure is provided in Figure 4.11 for the CDC and VDC left to right respectively.
In the upper panel are typical TDC distributions of the CDC and VDC drawn as the blue
histograms, where the width of the TDC distribution is associated to the variance in cell
size. The differentiated distribution is seen in the lower panel corresponding to the TDC
histogram located directly above. The gaussian fit is drawn as the red curve.
The time zero parameters can subsequently be used to adjust the raw measured TDC
to a start time position of an actual zero value. The adjusted TDC distributions originally
given in Figure 4.11 are now seen in Figure 4.12 after the (t0) parameter shift is applied.
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Figure 4.12: drift chamber TDC distribution with time zero parameter
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Figure 4.13: Drift chamber drift time [ns] vs drift length[cm]. curves for layers 3(left) and
4(right) of the CDC.
A consequence of a non uniform electric field in the drift space is a non linear rela-
tion between the drift time and drift length. The typical drift time versus drift length
dependence is drawn as a two dimensional contour color plot in Figure 4.13, in which the
x − t-curve for layers 2 and 3 of the CDC are left to right in the figure. A fifth order
polynomial was assumed to describe the x − t relation. A study of the number of hits
nHiti, where i is the layer number, as a function of the tagged photon beam intensity was
carried out in preparation for event selection requirements. The nHiti, dependence for
tagged photon beam intensities of Eγ= 1.50, 1.75, 2.00 and 2.50 MHz on each VDC layer
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is shown as the black circle, red square, green triangle, blue inverted triangle respectively
in Figure 4.14. It was found that the average number or recorded hits in each layer was
2 − 3, and that the inner layer suffered the largest increase in multi hit counts as the
photon beam intensity was extended.
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TagSum = 1.50 MHz
TagSum = 1.75 MHz
TagSum = 2.00 MHz
TagSum = 2.50 MHz
Figure 4.14: Multiplicity hit distribution for various intensity of the incident tagged photon.
4.5.1 Drift Chamber Performance
Tracking Strategy
The current method of analysis used for tracking involves a spline function fit for axial
wire hits at first (using B field at Z=0 plane) and then a tilt angle is estimated by the
stereo wire hit to obtained the distance of closet approach (DCA) between track and the
hits. The NKS2 and NKS2+ used a fitting procedure adopted and detailed in Wind[107].
Postion Resolution
In Figure 4.15, the position resolution of the CDC that was measured during the exper-
imental period is shown. The CDC evidently has a position resolution greater than 350


























Figure 4.15: CDC layer position resolution.
They were measured to have resolutions of 260 and 310 μm respectively.
4.5.2 Momentum Resolution
In this experiment, the magnetic field strength of 0.43 T was supplied by the 680 magnet,
and R was the radius of curvature of the particle trajectory. The radius was found by
drift chamber tracking. In a magnetic spectrometer the radius of curvature of a particle
was inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength and is directly proportional to
the it’s momentum. In a general case, the magnetic field B is known in Telsa and radius






The tracking information provided by the drift chamber was in the horizontal direction,
the direction normal to the field. The curvature was calculated from the hits detected in
the CDC. The vertical component of the momentum is an estimation using the horizontal
component along with the particle flight length between the inner and outer hodoscopes,
and lastly the vertical hit position on the outer hodoscopes counter, ZOH . A 4th order
Runge-Kutta fit method was employed in determination of the flight length. At the trigger
level, the electron veto counter is used as a veto for the purpose of reducing the data size.
However, in the analysis stage an opening angle cut, that −0.9 ≤ cos θ ≤ 0.9, will further







































































Figure 4.16: The momentum distribution of charged pions from the decay of K0s and Λ are
seen here where the proton momentum distribution are on the left and the pion on the right.
The top row figures are the momentum of the decay particles with out the opening angle
selection are presented in the middle row when applied. The ratio of the distributions in the
bottom row.
The measured momentum distribution of charged pions from the decay of K0s and Λ
are seen in Figure 4.16, where the proton momentum distribution are on the left and the
pion on the right. The top row of figures are the momentum of the decay particles without
the opening angle selection and present in the middle row when applied. The proton and
π momentum and angular distributions distributions in the laboratory frame of reference
reconstructed by the CDC are shown in Figure 4.17 in the right 2 columns and can be
readily compared to the simulated proton and π distributions from the K → π+π− and
Λ → πp decay channels in the left 2 columns, where the generated events, reconstructed
events after the NKS2+ upgrade, and before, are shown as black, blue, and red respectively.
4.6 Tagging Efficiency
At the commencement and ending of each experimental period a measurement of the
photon tagging capability of the spectrometer was conducted. This is a measurement of
the ratio of the photons that are present on the target to the number of tagged recoil
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Figure 4.17: The figure presents the simulated momentum distribution of charged pions from
the decay of K0s and Λ , the generated events, reconstructed events after the upgrade, and
before as shown as black, blue, and red and respectively in the left 2 columns. The measured
proton and π momentum and angular distributions distributions in the laboratory frame of
reference are seen in the right 2 columns
electrons detected. The number of photons that reached the target was estimated from
the scaler counts recorded by the tagger counters. A lead glass Cherenkov counter, 15 x
15 x 30 cm3 due to is high Z number, is positioned 9.5 m downstream from the target. It
is used to measure the number of photons that passed through the spectrometer, that is
equivalent to the approximate number that reached the target. A schematic diagram of
the detector arrangement is shown in Figure 4.18. The tagging efficiency for the ith TagF







Where NγLG is the number of photons detector by the lead glass counter and NγTagF
is the number of photons detected by the TagF finger counters.
For the determination of the NKS2+ tagging efficiency, the photon beam intensity
was kept in the range of a few Hz predominantly due to counting rate capability of the
Cherenkov counter, and to reduce the probability of chance coincidences between the
lead glass counter and the tagging segments. In principle, this should have no effect on
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Figure 4.18: Detecter arrangement for tagging efficiency measurement.
TagF Segment




































p0        0.001443± 0.7987 Sep 2010 
Figure 4.19: Tagging efficiency of the collimated photon beam for the July September, and
October 2010.
the measured efficiency. The efficiency calculated is affected due to the reduction of the
photons that actually reach the target or from hits on the tagger not correlated to photons
detected at the lead glass counter. A percentage of the bremstrahlung generated photons
may not reach the target and thus are attributed to the reduction in tagging efficiency
due to the following reasons, the first of which is the loss of photons at the collimator.
The collimator is comprised of lead blocks 10.0 × 10.8 × 5.0 cm3 in size is located in front
of the sweep magnet. An aperture of 1 cm in diameter positioned in the center of the
collimator. The motivation of placing the collimator in this location lies in reduction of
the beam halo at the cost of the loss of photons emitted at large angles. The reduction in
the tagging efficiency is appreciable. Photons may interact with the material that is on the
beam line between the radiator and the target. The radiation length was approximated at
3 x 10−2X0 [108]. The number of hits on the tagger can be increased as a result of firstly
the scattering of an electron on any lingering gas that may be present in the accelerator
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Table 4.2: Tagging Efficiency Run
Experiment Period Flat Top Number of Number of Beam Rate
2010 [s] Spills Photons [γ] [kHz]
September 20 200 x 106 ≤ 10
pipe and the second if a recorded hit on the tagger attributed to Møller electrons that
scattered on the radiator. The tagging efficiency for various test and production periods
are shown in Figure 4.19 on the left. The apparent structure in the lower TagF segments
is believed to originate from the coincidence requirement between the TagB and TagF
counters, the sensitivity to the low momentum electrons and the variation of the electron
beam orbits for different experimentation periods. The fitted tagging efficiency for the
September data set that is analyzed in this thesis yielded a value of 79.9% denoted by the
dashed black line on the right of Figure 4.19.
4.7 Vertex Distribution
[cm]-+Vertex Distribution X








 [cm]-+Vertex Distribution Y
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Figure 4.20: Vertex distributions in the x̂ and ŷ directions are shown left to right respectively.
The top row displays distributions associated with the a π+π− events and the right column
are for pπ− identified events
The vertex distributions for two track events are presented in Figure 4.20 where the
reconstructed distributions in the x̂ and ŷ directions are visible left to right. The distri-
butions for two track events corresponding to π+π− identified events or pπ− events are
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shown in the upper and lower figures respectively.
4.7.1 Vertex Resolution
Vertex Y w OACut[cm]










Constant  6.3  1515 
Mean      0.002 0.405 
Sigma     0.0015 0.5196 
Vertex Z w OACut[cm]







Constant  10.0  2017 
Mean      0.001203 0.003868 
Sigma     0.0013 0.3285 
Figure 4.21: The vertex resolution of pπ− identified events fitted by a gaussian distribution
in the x̂ and ŷ directions were resolved as 5.20 ± 0.015 mm and 3.29 ± 0.013 mm respectively.
The distribution were generated including an opening angle cut of −0.9 ≤ cosθ ≤ 0.9
.
The fitted vertex distributions of pπ− identified events in the x̂ and ŷ directions were
found to be 5.20 ± 0.015 mm and 3.29 ± 0.013 mm respectively and are provided in
Figure 4.21. The distributions were generated with the inclusion of an opening angle
selection of −0.9 ≤ cosθ ≤ 0.9.
4.8 Liquid Deuterium Target
4.8.1 Target Thickness
[cm]-+Vertex Distribution 























Figure 4.22: Vertex distributions x̂ vs. ŷ for two track events corresponding to π+π− or
pπ−identified events.
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Vertex X Selected Large OA Region [cm]
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Mean   -0.6569
RMS     2.467
 / ndf 2   1710 / 44
Prob       0
p0        12.8 497.3 
p1        0.008 -2.842 
p2        0.0052 0.3419 
p3        14.9  -577 
p4        0.0072 0.4136 
p5        0.0057 -0.3358 
Figure 4.23: Vertex positon x̂ direction differential.
The thickness of the target was determined by taking the differential of the vertex
position on the x̂ direction and is shown in Figure 4.23. For this experiment the target
thickness was 3.1839 ± .003 cm, which is slightly larger than the previously detailed size
of the target cell. The size of the target cell was designed to be 2.97 cm as discussed
in section 3.3.11 on the target cell. However, it is known that the target thickness does
fluctuate as a results of thermal expansion such that the film on the target cell will ballon
with pressure.
4.8.2 Target Stability
During the experimental period the absolute pressure and temperature of the liquid deu-
terium were remotely monitored by the LabVIEW on Linux to verify that it remained
below its boiling point and to ensure the target stability. Figure 4.24 presents the con-
dition of the target over the course of the data acquisition period. The monitored and
corrected values of the target pressure and temperature are shown in each Figure 4.24 as
black and blue respectively. The temperature was monitored in Kelvins and the absolute
target pressure in kPa. The measured pressure and temperature are presented in the
upper figures left to right. The density over the course of the experimentation period is
shown in the lower left figure. The fitted density distribution of the liquid deuterium is
presented in the lower right figure.
4.8.3 Target Density Calculation
The average density of the target was calculated using the method described by Gunn and
Yamada [109] and Chueh and Prausnitz [38]. The usage of the Gunn-Yamada formula
is usually applicable only to the cases of a saturated liquid. The average density was
calculated by both methods with a difference in α, a scaling factor for the saturated






















































Constant  3502± 3.849e+05 
Mean      0.0000± 0.1719 
Sigma     0.0000024± 0.0005191 
Figure 4.24: The monitored and corrected values of the target pressure and temperature
are shown in each figure as black and red respectively. The temperature monitored in Kelvins
target absolute pressure in kPa are presented in the upper figures left to right. The density
over the course of the experimentation period is shown in the lower left figure. The fitted
density of the liquid deuterium target was 0.1719 g/cm3
later. The calculation was performed using the variables listed in Table 4.3.














= V 0r (Tr)(1− ωΓ(Tr)) (4.6)
V R
Vsc
= V 0r (T
R)(1− ωΓ(TR)) (4.7)
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Table 4.3: Variables and constants in Gunn-Yamada saturated density formula.[38]
Symbol Meaning Values
Tb normal boiling point [K] 23.7
Tc critical temperature [K] 38.4
Tr reduced temperature [K]
TR reference temperature [K] 22.7
Pc critical pressure [atm] 16.4
Vc critical molecular volume [cm
3/g · mol] 60.3
Vs saturated molecular volume [cm
3/g · mol]
Zc critical compressibilty factor 0.314
ω acentric factor -0.13
ρR density at reference temperature TR 0.165
MD molecular weight [g/mol] 2.014 U
where Vsc is a scaling factor at the reduced temperature assigned as Tr =0.6K, V
R is
the volume at the reference temperature. In this framework Vs is expressed as [109] s:
Vs =
V 0r (Tr)(1− ωΓ(Tr))
V 0r (T
R)(1− ωΓ(TR)) × V
R (4.8)
here Γ(Tr) and V
0
r are
• Γ(Tr)= 0.29607 - 00.09045Tr - 0.04842T 2r
• V 0r = 0.33593 - 0.33593Tr + 1.51941T 2r - 2.02512T 3r + 1.11422T 4r





Implementing the above technique in the calculation of the liquid deuterium target
was successfully performed. The results of the calculated density are shown in the lower
right in Figure 4.24. The average density of the experimentation period determined by
fitting was 0.172 g/cm3. The calculated value of the target density prior to the correction
of the measured temperature and absolute pressure was 0.1736 g/cm3 thus the difference
between the non-corrected and corrected values was roughly 0.2%.
4.8.4 Calculation of the Number of Deuteron Target
The measured thickness of the target cell resolved from the vertex distributions shown in
Figures 4.23, 4.20, and 4.22 was 3.25 ± 0.3 cm, which is more than the described designed
value of 2.97 cm discussed in section 3.3.11. The disparity between the two quantities can
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Table 4.4: Average target parameters in September 2010 experimental period
Period Temperature Pressure Thickness Density Deuteron target
2010 [K] [kPa] [cm] [g/cm3] [μb−1]
September 20.1± 0.1 47.1± 0.5 3.25 ± 0.3 0.172 0.168 ± .006
be attributed to the distension in the target cell that was not suppressed by the Upilex-S
film. The pressure dependence on the overall resultant shape has been evaluated and is
known to be spherical [103]. The estimated upper limit of the target cell’s bloating is 0.2
cm. The number of target deuterons was calculated by the following:
NTarget =
ρD ·NA ·W effectivetarget
MD
(4.10)
In the above calculation, the density of the liquid deuterium (ρD) was 0.172 g/cm
3,
the effective thickness of the target (Weffectivetarget ) was 3.25 ± 0.3 cm, the mass of a deuteron
(MD) is 2.0141077803 g/mol
−1 atom and Avagadro’s number (NA) was 6.01221479 x 1023.
Both MD and NA values were obtained from the latest listings in the Particle Data Book.
Using these values the effective number of target is readily calculated as,
NTarget =
0.172 · 6.01221479x1023 · 3.25
2.0141077803
(4.11)
In the calculation of the differential cross section by equation 5.2 the number of
deuteron target was approximated as 0.168 μb−1. The average target parameters of the
experimental period is provided in Table 4.4.
4.9 Data Acquisition Efficiency
The data acquisition efficiency is designated as the total number of triggers accepted
divided by the total number of triggers requested. The requested and accepted values
were recorded by CAEN VME scaler during the experimental period for every run. It





where the ΣTriggeracc and ΣTriggerreq are the sum of the recorded accepted and
requested triggers respectively. In the September experimental run period the average
tagged photon beam intensity was 1.7−2.3 MHz. The DAQ efficiency for this period was
determined to be roughy 60% ± 0.1%, where the error is systematic in origin.
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4.10 Particle Identification Technique (PID)
In modern particle and nuclear experiments PID is of the upmost importance. Particle
identification is the correct determination of a particles mass and charge from the phys-
ical measurements that can be accomplished experimentally. By utilizing and properly
exploiting the physical processes that take place between matter we are able to expand
our knowledge of the structure of the at its most basic level. The difficulty in efficiently
identifying hadrons lies in the fact that a determination of the momentum alone is not
sufficient. A momentum measurement must occur in addition to another independent
measurement that has a correspondence to the particles momentum such as ionization
energy loss (dE/dx), time-of-flight (TOF) and knowledge of the strength of the mag-
netic rigidity,(B), is necessary. The most common techniques for the identification of
hadrons, are through the use of energy loss (dE/dx) or ionization loss, time of flight
(TOF), Cherenkov radiation imaging, and lastly by transition radiation measurements.
4.10.1 Scintillators
The most widely used detectors are scintillation counters, solid-state detectors, propor-
tional tubes, and drift chambers. In modern nuclear and particle experiments the use of
a scintillator is common place in the construction of particle identification system. The
signals produced, which are electrical in nature, can be digitized and processed in real
time or recorded for further analysis using high-speed digital computers. A scintillator
is substance that upon exposure to high energy photons or charged particles, absorbs
some energy, conventionally called excitation, and the releases this energy as photons, at
a wavelength longer than that of the absorbed wavelength. The light produced is usually
detected by photomultipliers tubes (PMT) and more recently solid-state detectors.
Scintillators are grouped into two groups, organic and inorganic. Organic liquid crys-
tals such as anthracene are highly effective for measuring beta particles. Inorganic scintil-
lators works via the excitation of valence electrons and can be made from materials with
low Z numbers. Typically they are relatively inexpensive to manufacture and have fast
response times in the range of ns. These are primarily used for TOF counters, triggers,
vetos, and calorimeters. The main advantage of uses scintillators is their ability to achieve
high counting rates.
4.10.2 Energy Deposition (dE/dx)
All charged particles can be detected by the electromagnetic force as a result of the ioniza-
tion of atoms as they pass through bulk matter. In fact, electromagnetic interactions are





























Figure 4.25: Measured energy deposit per unit length (dE/dx) in OH counters. The energy
deposit per unit length curves generated by using the Bethe-Bloch formula without the inclu-
sion of the density effect and shell corrections are drawn by the colored lines and compared
the measured energy deposit in the OH counters.
through matter. Two distinct events characterize the passage of charged particles, the first
being the loss of energy by the particle, and the second being a deflection of the incident
particle from its initial trajectory [110]. Of these, the inelastic collision of particles with
the atomic electrons has the highest probability of taking place. The collision results in an
energy transfer through the excitation and ionization of the atomic electrons. The average
energy loss per unit path length is also referred to as the stopping power or dE/dx [111].
The method of particle identification by measuring the specific energy loss (dE/dx),
has been successfully used for many years. The energy deposited is dependent upon the
charge and velocity of the incoming particle, in conjunction with the absorbing material.
Thus, prior knowledge of the mean energy loss for a specified absorber can allow for good
particle identification and separations below minimum ionizing [112]. Average energy loss
of a particle can be described by the Bethe-Bloch formula.
The Bethe-Bloch formula accurately describes the average energy loss of charged par-
ticles as they pass through matter, but this is assuming a uniform loss in energy. The
inclusion of the density correction is a result of polarization that may occur in the absorb-
ing material [113]. In the non-relativistic region, dE/dx is proportional to 1/β2, where at
β=0.95 particles reach the minimum ionization point. A minimum ionizing particle has a
dE/dx proportional to 2 MeVg-−1cm2. In regards to relativistic particles, the deposited
energy increases logarithmically after surpassing the minimum. Ionization energy loss
approaches a gaussian distribution for thick absorbers, but with a decrease in absorber
thickness the distribution acquires a tail. Ionization of matter is the emphasized principle
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in all detector technology. The fluctuation in energy loss for thin absorbers is sometimes
called straggling, caused by the small number of collisions between atomic electrons and
the transiting particle, with a large energy transfer. In essence, thick and thin absorbers
have significantly different properties. These fluctuations in energy loss follow the so-called
Landau distribution [105]. The Landau distribution is an asymmetric distribution known
for its tail. Accordingly, the mean ionization energy loss is not the same as the most
probable energy loss value (MPV). Thus, the value of importance when attempting to fit
histograms, is the MPV value, not the mean. The expectation in an energy deposition
is in the range of 1 MeV, for a minimum ionizing pion, to approximately 11 MeV, and
possibly higher for low momentum protons.
The measured energy deposit per unit length in OH counters are shown in Figure 4.25,
where the energy deposit per unit length curves generated by using the Bethe-Bloch for-
mula without the inclusion of the density effect and shell corrections are drawn by the
colored lines and compared to the measured energy deposit.
4.10.3 Time of Flight (TOF)
The most utilized detector for time of flight (TOF) measurement is the plastic scintillation
counter detector system. Details of the scintillation counter are discussed in the data
analysis sections. This technique is applicable below 1.0 GeV, in which the velocity of
particles, at specific momentum, is mass dependent. Time of flight measurements allow
for a particles mass to be determined by knowledge of flight time, the momentum, and the
path length L [114]. The time of flight for a particle exiting the IH and passing through
the OH is found by the difference of the mean time of the later with that of the former.
The TOF particle identification method in combination with a momentum measurement
was used for determination of the particle species. The technique was to not select the
particles only by their mass but instead by two dimensional histograms of the momentum














β2 − 1) (4.14)
from equation 4.14 PID of charged pions is specified as,
−0.5 ≤ m2 ≤ 0.25[GeV2/c4] (4.15)
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and for the protons,
0.5 ≤ m2 ≤ 1.8[GeV2/c4] (4.16)
Figure 4.26 displays the two dimensional plot of the charge of the particle times mo-
mentum and inverse beta. This plot was generated with the inclusion of an opening angle
requirement for the purpose of rejecting the copious amount of electron positron pairs.
The bands around 1/β = 1 are the distributions that correspond to charged pions, in-
dicated in the red regions, and the fainter band is for protons which lie within the blue
region. Separation of the particle type is evident when a projection of the 1/β distribution
is produced for a specified momentum region as shown in Figure 4.27.
]-1Inverse Velocity [

























Figure 4.26: The particle momentum multiplied with the particle charge plotted as a function
of the inverse velocity is shown in Figure 4.26. The proton and pion selection regions are shown
by the blue and red regions respectively. The charged pions are identified by the sign of the
momentum.
A study into the separation power of time of flight measurements between protons
and pions (π/p) was conducted to quantitatively ascertain the performance of the NKS2+
spectrometer with the inclusion of the new IH [115]. The separation power of the particle
species is evident when a projection of the inverse velocity distribution is produced for a
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-1Inverse velocity 








































Figure 4.27: 1/β distributions, where β = (v/c). The figures are for a momentum selection
region of 0.20− 0.22, 0.30− 0.32, 0.40− 0.42, 0.50− 0.52, 0.60− 0.62, and 0.70− 0.72 GeV/c.
The above figure illustrates the particle separation, red for charged pions and blue for protons
at different momenta.
specified momentum region as presented in Figure 4.27, where the pion and proton inverse
beta distributions are seen left to right respectively. The regions of momenta selection are
























Figure 4.28: Separation power between pions and protons with respect to momentum for
momentum selected regions of 0.20−0.25, 0.30−0.35, 0.40−0.4.5, 0.50−0.55, 0.60−0.65, and
0.70− 0.75 GeV/c
includes an additional requirement for the opening angle such that −0.9 ≤ cos θ ≤ 0.9.
The opening angle for electron positron pairs is much smaller than that of charged pions
from the kaon decay in the energy region of this experiment.
The results of the study of the separation power between pions and protons with respect
to momentum was explicitly calculated and we present the computed results in 4.28 where
the results calculated by equations 4.17 4.18 4.19 are the solid red, black, and blue squares
respectively. The separation power nσi was defined by the following equations 4.17 4.18
4.19, where the distribution where first fitted to a Gaussian function. μ1, μ2, σ1 and σ2 are
the mean values and the standard deviations of the gaussian fits of the pion and proton
distributions.
















As can be understood from the equations the particles species separation power was defined
as being proportional to the mean of the sigmas, equation 4.17, the square root of the sum
of the squares of the sigmas, equation 4.18, and the sum of the σ, equation 4.19. Therefore,
we define the upper bound and lower bound TOF capabilities of the spectrometer as 4.17
and 4.19.
]4/c2Mass squared [GeV






























Figure 4.29: Mass squared event distribution (left); Rigidity multiplied by particle charge
plotted verses mass squared event distribution (right).
The mass squared distributions of the detected particles versus the momentum that
has been multiplied by the charge is shown in Figure 4.29, where again the clear separa-
tion of pion and protons is evident and the sign of the charged pion is associated to the
sign of the momentum. Event distributions for the squared mass of the charged particles
observed by the spectrometer is shown in Figure 4.29, in which the charged pions lies left
of the red vertical line, protons within the blue vertical lines, and deuterons to right of
the second blue vertical line.
4.11 Momentum Resolution
The study of the momentum resolution was also performed for momentum bins of 0.1
GeV/c spanning the range of 0.1 − 0.7 GeV/c for pions and 0.3 − 1.0 GeV/cfor protons.
For each bin the square of the masses was generated and fitted by a gaussian function.
The mean, squared masses of the particle and relative resolution, obtained from the fitting
procedure was plotted a function of the momentum bin. The results of the study are shown
in Figure 4.30 where the obtained momentum resolution (FWHM) are plotted versus the
particles momentum. The resolution of the measured pions was found to be from 20−200












































Figure 4.30: The momentum resolution (FWHM) of the detected pions (left) and protons
(right) are plotted versus the particles momentum.
resolution was between 100− 600 MeV/c for the momentum range of 300− 1000 MeV/c.
4.12 Event Selection
This section will describe the selection process and the requirements placed on the gathered
raw data in order to obtained the Λ invariant mass with the highest reduction in the
background continuum. It will covers the kinematical, timing, tracking, and missing mass
requirements in detail.
4.12.1 Kinematical Selection
The details of the photoproduced kaon and Λ particles were listed in Table 2.3 where the
life time of the afore mentioned particles in terms of cτ(cm) was given. The focus of the
analysis of the thesis was in the inclusive measurement of Λ in which, there lies some
uncertainty in the reaction production location. The variables of the center of the target
(tp̂) production point in the target (gp̂), the length of the flight before decay(dlength),
and the site of decay (dp̂) are procured as listed below,
dlength =
|	p · ( 	dp− 	tp)|
|	p| = |
	dp− 	gp| (4.20)
	gp− 	tp = 	dp− 	tp− dlength · 	p|	p| 	p · (
	dp− 	gp) ≥ 0 (4.21)
	gp− 	tp = 	dp− 	tp+ dlength · 	p|	p| 	p · (






particle decay length: dlength




Figure 4.31: Schematic view of production point, flight length (dlength) and explanation of
kinematical variables.
An illustration of the kinematical variables, denoting the generation point, the decay
site, and the length of the of the flight prior to the decay into the detected charged particles
is shown in Figure 4.31
The accepted zone for a valid generation point was set as,
	gp · x̂− 	tp · x̂ ≤ 2.0[cm] (4.23)
	gp · ŷ − 	tp · ŷ ≤ 1.5[cm] (4.24)
4.12.2 Timing Requirements
One of the primarily items that was corrected was the time between the TagF and TagB
counters. Each segment of the TagB counters is used in coincidence with four correspond-
ing TagF counter to eliminate accidental coincidences, and since the number of photons
that reach the target is determined from the recorded scaler counts of the tagger segments
an additional study of the possibility misidentified hits or hits of more than one segments
from one electron was undertaken. The TagF segments, only provide TDC information
while both ADC and TDC information in taken for the TagB counters. The decision was
made to only record the time information for the TagF counters was based on a desire to
reduce the data size. The time was corrected for all segments as discussed in section 4.3
as well necessary time walk corrections for the eight TagB segments. The time difference
between TagF and TagB is shown in Figure 4.32. A time resolution of the 295 nanoseconds
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Constant  210± 2.879e+05 
Mean      1.662e-04± -3.263e-05 
Sigma     0.0002± 0.2952 
Time (TagF-TabB) [ns] 











Figure 4.32: Gated time for tagger events. Time selection of real photons gated by the time
difference between TagF and TagB counters was specified to be within 2 ns indicated by the
solid blue lines in the figure.
Constant  4.0± 128.2 
Mean      0.00835±0.01741 
Sigma     0.007± 0.329 
Time(TagB-(IHL+IHR)/2) [ns]








Constant  7.5± 607.9 
Mean      0.004925±0.005473 
Sigma     0.0051± 0.5273 
Time(TagF-(IHL+IHR)/2) [ns]









Figure 4.33: Time difference between the TagB (left) and TagF (left) counters, and the
mean time of the IHL2 and IHR2 are shown. The resolution was determined from fitting as
374 ps and and 528 ps for the TagB−IH and TagF−IH counters respectively.
as achieved. The distribution however does have an assymetrical shape, a consequence of
having performed a time walk corrected only to the TagF segments. The time gate was
set to be within 2ns indicated by the solid blue lines.
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Figure 4.34: The opening angle between two identified charged particles are shown all in
black. An overlay with two electrons events as green, a ππ events as red, and a pπ− as blue.




4.12.3 Opening Angle Cut
To reduce the copious amount of positron electron pairs generated in the forward direction
primarily of the reaction plane, ẑ = 0, that were introduced into the recorded data that
would be used for further analysis, a selection requirement was placed on the acceptable
opening angle between particles in the laboratory frame of reference. The opening angle
of detected particles is shown in Figure 4.34. The distributions of detected charged par-
ticles, including, e+e− pairs, π+π− pairs, and pπ− shown as black, green, red, and blue
respectively. The lower figures are the ratio of of pπ− and π+π− events to that of e+e−
events, where the pπ− ratio is in the middle figure and π+π− events in the lower. It is
quite apparent that for π+π− the contamination of e+e− pairs, is significant, showing that
ratio of less than 10% for angles less than 0.9 degrees. We then implemented a selection
requirement of an opening angle cut of −09 ≤ cosθ ≤ 0.9.
4.12.4 Drift Chamber Layer Multiplicity Selection
The layer multiplicity was substantially reduced by pattern recognition selections that
including clustering and grouping requirements. However, even with the implementation
of these types of stipulations there still is a high rate of multiplicity on the drift chamber
layers. As such, a selection requiring the maximum number of hits per layer to 20 or
less was used in further analysis. The layer multiplicity of the VDC and CDC are shown
for all layers (color online) and the accepted region of 20 or less hits is indicated by the
blue vertical line. The multiplicity distribution is consistent over all layer of the VDC in
contrast to the CDC whose outer layers have roughly an order more hits for a multiplicity
greater that 50.
4.12.5 χ2 Selection
The selection of good events was carried out for the purpose of optimizing the quality
of the data analyzed. As such, additional cuts were placed the data set. This included
placing a selection on the acceptable value of the χ2 value associated with the track fitting.
The tracking was accomplished, at present, using only the CDC to construct the particle
trajectories. A prerequisite such that the χ2 value be below 10 indicated by the solid blue
line and is visible is in Figure. 4.36; The left figure is the χ2 distribution of pions and the
right is for protons.
4.12.6 Hodoscope Hit Residual Selection
The measured distance of a hit position from ahodoscope segment central position was
defined as the hit residual distance. The hit position was determined by the particle
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Multiplicity of Hits in Layer 














(a) Multiplicity of hits on VDC
Multiplicity of Hits in Layer 














(b) Multiplicity of hits on CDC
Figure 4.35: Multiplicity of hits on layers for the drift chamber, the VDC (a) and CDC (b)
distributions over all layer are shown superimposed in the figure.
/dof2
































Figure 4.36: The generated χ2 squared distribution of tracking results as performed by
CDC. The selection region is indicated by the solid blue line, where the accepted region was
χ2 ≤ 10 .The left figure is the χ2 distribution of pions and the right is for protons.
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path trajectory reconstructed by the CDC. The distributions for the IH and the OHV9−12
segments are shown in Figure 4.37. We placed a cut on the accepted region for the IH, of
IH distance ≤2.5 [cm] and OHV1−8 <12.5 ,OHV9−12 <10 cm.
Distance(IH) [cm]



















Figure 4.37: Distribution of the distance from the center position of the hodoscope segment
and the hit position obtained from the interpolated track path for the IH and the OHV9−12
segments.
4.12.7 Distance Between Reconstructed Tracks Selection
 Distance Between Tracks [cm] 







Figure 4.38: The calculated distance between two reconstructed tracks selection. The color
online are for π+π− and pπ− events.
There was a selection requirement placed upon a reasonable acceptable distance be-
tween the reconstructed tracks. The decay vertex determination and reconstruction reso-
lution are a direct consequence of the distance between tracks. Only tracks with of 2 cm
or less were decided to be used. The distribution of the distance between tracks is shown





In section 2.3 the missing mass technique was elaborated upon at some length; We now
turn to the calculation of the koan missing mass and discuss it’s usage as an additional
event selection prerequisite. The squared missing mass are calculated as follows,
M2k0 = (Eγ + En − Eπ− + Eπ+)2 − (	pγ + 	pn − 	pπ+ + 	pπ−)2 (4.25)
M2Λ = (Eγ + En − Eπ− + Ep)2 − (	pγ + 	pn − 	pp + 	pπ−)2 (4.26)
]2)X)[GeV/c-(pN mmX (















































Figure 4.39: Missing mass distribution in the inclusive measurement of γN →pπ−X reaction.
Events where there was a selection placed on the invariant mass pπ− of between 1.105−1.125
GeV/c2 is showed as the green online color.
The missing mass distribution in the inclusive measurement of γN →pπ−X reaction
are given on the left in Figure 4.39. The accepted region of the kaon missing mass is shown
in Figure 4.40, based on the distribution of the events in which a requirement was placed
on the invariant mass pπ− of between 11.105 − 1.125 GeV/c2, as seen as the solid green
histogram, only events greater than 0.4 GeVc2 was accepted. This corresponds to the
solid red portion in the afore mentioned histogram. Thus, the missing mass requirement
is,
γN → pπ−X > 0.4[GeV/c2] (4.27)
Placing a tight requirement of the Λ particle invariant mass, between 1.105 − 1.125
GeV/c2, as previous discussed, the kaon missing mass distribution gated for neutron at
rest within the deuteron nucleus was generated. The missing mass resolution was found
to be 31 ± 2 MeV/c2 with a fitted mean value of 504 ± 2.0 MeV/c2. The spread in the




























Figure 4.40: Missing mass distribution in the inclusive measurement of γN →pπ−X reaction.
Events where there was a selection placed on the invariant mass pπ− of between 1.105−1.125
GeV/c2 is showed as the green online color. The accepted region is displayed in red.
Constant  2.79 42.34 
Mean      0.0019 0.5041 
Sigma     0.00135 0.03366 
]2)X)[GeV/c-(pN MMx (
















Figure 4.41: Kaon missing mass distribution from the neutron assumed at rest in the
deuteron nucleus in the inclusive measurement of γN →pπ−X reaction, in which there was a
selection placed on the invariant mass pπ− of between 1.105− 1.125 GeV/c2 .
with the fact that the missing mass spectrum was generated by an inclusive measurement
of pπ−, it is apparent that the missing mass distribution has a contribution from the K+Λ
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Table 4.5: Listing of data analysis cuts
Cut Name of Cut Selection Region
Timing
Cuta TimeGate |tagF-tagB| <1.5 [ns] Fig. 4.32
Cutb Time1 |IHleft/right2 -tagB| < 2 [ns] Fig. 4.33
Cutc Time2 |IHleft2 -IHright2 | < 2 [ns] Fig. 4.6
Kinematic
Cutd Opening angle −0.9 ≤ cosθ ≤ 0.9 Fig. 4.34
Cute χ
2 χ2<10 Fig. 4.36
Cutf Number of hits in track 6 ≤ Nhits ≤ 8
Cutg IH Distance IH distance ≤2.5 [cm] Fig. 4.37
Cuth OH Distance OHV1−8 <12.5 ,OHV9−12 <10 [cm] Fig. 4.37
OHH <10 [cm]
Cuti Layer Multiplicity Hits on layer ≤20 Fig. 4.35
Cutj Distance between tracks Distance ≤2 [cm] Fig. 4.38
Cutk Generation point |(gx-tx)| <2.0 & |(gy-ty)| <2.0 [cm]
Cutl Particle ID [p] (0.5 ≤ m2p ≤ 1.8)[GeV2/c4]Figs. 4.26,4.29
Particle ID [π−] (−0.5 ≤ m2π ≤ .25)[GeV2/c4]Figs. 4.26,4.29
Cutm Electron Rejection Cut 0.06 ≤ m [GeV/c2]
Cutn Out of Target 2.0< | 	vp · x− 	tp · x̂ | [cm] eq. 4.24
Cuto Downstream of Target 1.5< | 	vp · y − 	tp · ŷ| [cm] Fig. 4.31
Cutp Missing mass γN → pπ−X > 0.4 [GeV/c2] Fig. 4.40
and K0Λ processes.
4.14 Invariant Mass
The direct approach to measuring the photo production of strangeness is by reconstructing
the invariant mass of the produced particles that contain a strange quark. The squared
invariant mass of pπ− was calculated by equation 4.28, numerous cuts were implemented
on the raw invariant mass to extract the Λ distribution that was hidden in the continuum.
Mpπ−2 = (
√
m2p + |	pp|2 +
√
m2
π− + |	pπ− |2)2 − |	pp + 	pπ− |2 (4.28)
A complete listing of the all selection requirements previously discussed in section 4.12 is
given in Table 4.5. In Figure 4.42 the usefulness of each selection is illustrated starting
from the top left to the bottom right, where each figure shows the effect of an additional
stipulation on the raw invariant mass spectrum.


































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.42: The effectiveness of the aggregated application of the data analysis cuts detailed
in Table 4.5 on the Λ peak.
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]2 Invariant Mass [GeV/c-p

















(a) The pπ−invariant mass distribution
]2 Invariant Mass [GeV/c-p

















(b) The pπ−invariant mass distribution where the missing mass cut, equa-
tion 4.27, is employed
Figure 4.43: The pπ−invariant mass distribution is shown is the upper figure. In the lower
figure, invariant mass distribution with and without the inclusion of a missing mass selection
is shown as the red and yellow filled histograms respectively.
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]2 Invariant Mass [GeV/c-p


















 < 1.1 GeV 0.9 < E
]2 0.17[MeV/c =2.70  
(a) Invariant mass resolution for the energy bin of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV
]2 Invariant Mass [GeV/c-p
















 < 1.0 GeV 0.9 < E
]2 0.29[MeV/c =2.56  
]2 Invariant Mass [GeV/c-p
















 < 1.08 GeV 1.0 < E
]2 0.30[MeV/c =3.26  
(b) Invariant mass resolution for the energy bins of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV
Figure 4.44: Invariant mass resolution for the energy bin of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV (a) was
found by fitting as 2.87 ± 0.19 MeV/c in rms. Invariant mass resolution for the energy bins
of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV are seen in the Figures(b) left to right respectively.
Where the fitted resolution were found to be 2.56 ± 0.29 MeV/c and 3.26 ± 0.30 MeV/c in
rms.
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Estimating the Background
is the upper panel (a) of Figure 4.43, this distribution is obtained after the inclusion of
all cuts outlined in Table 4.5. In the lower figure (b), the pπ−invariant mass distribution
prior the inclusion of a missing mass selection, equation 4.27, is shown as the yellow filled
histogram, and with the missing mass selection as the red filled histograms respectively in
the figure.
The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γN →pπ−X measurement is shown
(a) in Figure 4.44 for the energy bin of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.08 GeV. The distributions associated
with the energy bins of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.08 GeV can be seen in lower his-
tograms in Figure (b)4.44. The distributions were fitted by the combination of a gaussian
and a third degree polynomial function. The resolution of the distribution generated for
the energy bin of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.08 GeV was determined to be 2.87 ± 0.19 MeV/c2 in RMS.
In the two smaller energy bins, 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV, the resolutions were
2.56 ± 0.2 and 3.26 ± 0.30 GeV respectively. Full details are listed in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: pπ− invariant mass resolution
Inclusive Λ measurement
Selection Region Eγ Res.(σ) Yield Noise S/N
[ GeV] [MeV/c2] (S) (N)
Eallγ 0.90 - 1.1 2.87 ± 0.19 349 ± 25.49 166±12.88 2.1
E1γ 0.90 - 1.0 2.56 ± 0.20 102 ± 14.42 49±7.00 2.1
E2γ 1.0 - 1.1 3.26 ± 0.30 247 ± 20.59 72±10.24 3.4
4.15 Inclusive Λ Measurement:
Estimating the Background
For the identification of the Λ particle it was necessary to reconstruct its invariant mass
from two particle combination of a negatively charged pion and a proton. However there
lies the chance of a fallaciously identified decay vertex point such that the combination
of a pion from the kaon decay and a proton from a Λ decay could be made. An example
of such is illustrated in Figure 4.45. The background continuum present in the invariant
mass spectrum after the application of kinematical and various cuts is attributed mainly to
this mis-combination that could be from pions from the koan decay and protons from the
Λ decay or with the spectator proton. The overall contribution of mis-combinations was
estimated at 60%. The photon induced production of a Δ0 particle and it’s subsequent
decay can also contribute to the background and was estimated to be roughly 10%. In
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erroneous decay point: dpe
Figure 4.45: Illustration of background candidate in pπ−]invariant mass
The correct assignment of the background was attempted by five procedures here forth
designated as BGSB, BGMSA, BGMLF , BGMQF and BGMMM . The technique utilized in
BGMSB is the so-called side band method, in this approach the background contribution
in the invariant spectrum was estimated as the sum of the side regions denoted as BGhigh
and BGlow which are shown in Figure 4.46. In this approach the background regions of
the side bands of the Λ peak are defined as,
Backgroundlow = BGlow = 1.105− 1.11[GeV/c2] (4.29)
Backgroundhigh = BGhigh = 1.12− 1.125[GeV/c2] (4.30)
BGSB = BGhigh + BGlow (4.31)
The invariant mass gate region of the acquired pπ− invariant mass spectrum associated
with the quasi-free photo production of the Λ particle is selected between 1.11 − 1.120
GeV/c2 shown as the filled yellow area of the histogram Figure 4.46, the areas used for
the calculation of the background in BGMSB are the filled red and blue regions where
their sum corresponds to equation 4.31. The remaining four procedures used to determine
the background continuum in pπ− invariant mass spectrum, BGMSA, BGMLF , BGMQF
and BGMMM are shown in Figure 4.47. They are the so-called side area method, a linear
fit to the background, a quadratic fit, and the invariant mass distribution generated by
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Figure 4.46: Background events in the pπ− invariant mass spectrum determined by the side
bands, BGMSB are further defined as BG 1 and BG 2 which are the red and blue colored
regions. The accepted invariant mass gate region is shown as the filled yellow area
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Figure 4.47: The four procedures, BGMSA, BGMLF , BGMQF and BGMMM used to deter-
mine the background continuum in pπ− invariant mass spectrum. They are the so-called side
area method, a linear fit to the background, a quadratic fit, and the invariant mass distribution
generated by accepting the missing mass≤ 0.4 GeV/c2
accepting the missing mass≤ 0.4 GeV/c2. The side area approach BGMSA, Figure 4.47
(top left), involved using a section of the background area far away from the prompt
invariant mass peak as an area for subtraction, illustrated as the purple solid area. This




Backgroundside = BGSA = 1.140− 1.15[GeV/c2] (4.32)
The linear fit approach BGMLF , Figure 4.47 (top right), involved using a linear fit
of the background in combination with a gaussian fit of the invariant mass peak. The
linear fitting and gaussian fitting range were designated as 1.09 − 1.14 and 1.11 − 1.12
GeV/c2 respectively. The linear fit is shown as the green line and has been extended to
the full range of the histogram. The blue fit shows the combination of the gaussian and
linear function and the red fit is after the subtraction of the background determined by
the parameters obtained using the combination function. Both the blue and red fits have
been extended to the full range of the histogram.
The quadratic technique BGMQF , Figure 4.47 (bottom right), involved using a quadratic
fit of the background in combination with a gaussian fit of the invariant mass peak. The
quadratic fitting and gaussian fitting range were designated as 1.06− 1.16 and 1.11− 1.12
GeV/c2 respectively.
In order to distinguish the source of the continuum a simulation was performed by
GEANT4. The invariant mass distribution generated from incorrectly combined pion and
protons can by seen in as the green filled histogram Figure 4.48 on the top left. More-
over, this obtained distribution was then overlaid with the invariant mass generated from
correct combination in the right on the top right of Figure 4.48. The original hypothe-
sis was confirmed as the simulated distribution appropriately describes the shape of the
background. Hence, it was concluded that anything outside of the prompt mass peak is
not a true Λ event.
A comparison of the simulated Λ invariant mass capable of being resolved by the
spectrometer was made to the experimentally obtained spectrum. The experimentally
measured invariant mass is shown as the black dots. The simulated distributions and
background selection areas, BGMSB and BGMSA, the filled yellow, blue, red and violet
regions respectively, are seen in (a) in Figure 4.49. In the right figure are the background
regions overlaid with the simulated invariant mass as the red online histogram. The side
bands method lead to the incontestable conclusion that they fall well within the Λ peak
as evident in the (b) of Figure 4.49 and the side area, the solid violet, is a viable region
for selection as it at most contains roughly one count.
Using the results of the simulated Λ invariant mass that can be resolved with the
spectrometer we decided to adopt the side area approach for the background subtraction.
However, the accepted invariant mass and background region were extended to completely
cover the simulated full Λ peak shown as the red line drawn on the experimental data points
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Figure 4.48: Simulated background spectrum generated from wrong combination of proton
and pion and the fitted distribution.
in black as shown on the left in (b) of Figure 4.49. The final accepted regions are drawn as
the solid yellow and violet regions overlaid on the experimental data points on the right.
The accepted region for the Λ invariant mass was,
InvariantMassΛaccepted = IM
Λ
acc = 1.105− 1.125[GeV/c2] (4.33)
Hence, the following cut condition is applied for Λ yield extraction
IMΛacc = |IMΛ −mpπ− | < 10MeV/c2 (4.34)
Where the mass of Λ has been taken from the PDG determined value of 1.115683
(GeV/c2). The accepted region for the background subtracted was therefore,
Backgroundside = BG
f
SA = 1.140− 1.16[GeV/c2] (4.35)
The side area background region corresponds to a range of
5σrms ≤ BGfSA = |IMpπ− − BGfSA| ≤ 7σrms (4.36)
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(a) Invariant mass distribution with a comparison to the simulated distributions and background
selection areas BGMSB and BGMSA as the filled yellow, blue, red and violet regions respectively.
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(b) Invariant mass distribution with a comparison to the simulated distributions and background selec-
tion regions for background subtractions and yield extraction as the solid violet and yellow sections
Figure 4.49: Invariant mass distribution with a comparison to the simulated distributions
and background selection areas.
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Figure 4.50: Λ yield and background events in the pπ− invariant mass spectrum determined
by the five techniques, BGMSB , BGMSA, BGMLF , BGMQF and BGMMM .
The extracted photon energy dependent Λ and background yield for the various back-
ground methods are shown in Figure 4.50. The results of BGMSB, BGMSA, BGMLF ,
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BGMQF and BGMMM approaches are the solid red squares, open violet square, solid blue
circle, solid green triangle, and the solid inverted violet triangle respectively. Here is it
undeniable that the approach decided upon is the background definition and subtraction
criteria notably biases the Λ yield. Its influence will be accounted for a source of systematic
uncertainty in the cross section calculations.
4.16 Simulated Distributions
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Figure 4.51: Simulated momentum (left) and cosθLAB (right) distributions of K0s and Λ in
the laboratory frame of reference. The K0s distribution and Λ distributions are presented top
to bottom respectively.
A monte-carlo simulation was performed with GEANT4 to generate the momentum
and angular distributions of K0 and Λ produced in the γn→K0Λ reaction for the laboratory
frame. The momentum distributions of K0 are shown in upper panel and the Λ in lower
panel of Figure 4.51. These distributions were procured for photon energies of 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤
0.9, 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0, and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV/c shown as the red, green and blue histograms
respectively and were drawn along with the black online histogram, the distribution for
0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV, to illustrated the photon energy dependent contribution.
The simulation study was extended to also considered the distributions of based the
two most favored isobar models, the Kaon-MAID (KM) and Saclay-Lyon A (SLA) models;.
Triggered momentum distributions for the photon energies of 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 0.9, 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤
1.0, and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV and are illustrated in Figure 4.52 as the black, red and green
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Figure 4.52: Simulated momentum distributions of K0 and Λ based on KM (top) and the
SLA (bottom) models. Triggered events for the energy range of the photon is 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 0.9,
0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0, and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV/c and are illustrated as the black, red and green
lines in the figure.
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Figure 4.53: Simulated momentum and cosθLAB distributions of K0s and Λ in the laboratory
frame of reference, based of the Kaon Maid and SLA models. The upper figure displays the
K0s distribution and the Λ momentum distribution is shown in lower. Generated events and
triggered events are shown as the black and red line respectively with the solid lines for the
SLA prediction and the dashed for KM
the energy dependence on the shape and size of momentum and angular distributions are
quite obvious.
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Figure 4.54: Triggered Λ momentum distributions of based of the KM in the laboratory
frame of reference for the angular bins of (cosθLABΛ ) 0.90-1.0, 0.90-0.80, 0.70-0.80
The simulated distributions in the laboratory frame of reference for these models are
given in Figure 4.53. The upper figure displays the K0s distribution and the Λ momentum
distribution is shown in lower. Generated events and triggered events are shown as the
black and red line respectively with the solid lines for the SLA prediction and the dashed
for KM.
The angular region dependence for the Λ momentum distributions based of the KM
are seen in Figure 4.54 for the bins of (cosθLABΛ ) 0.90 − 1.0, 0.90 − 0.80, 0.70 − 0.80. The
dominant contribution to the shape of the momentum is from the forward hemisphere,
cosθLABΛ = 0.90-1.0, seen as the black histogram.
4.17 Measured Λ Event Distributions
The Λ momentum and angular distributions were measured with the background contri-
butions for the entire spectrum of the bombarding photon beam as well as for specific
energy and angular bins. In Figure 4.55 the momentum of Λ is showcased with and with-
out the background in the upper figures. The it was estimated that 60% of background is
attributed to the mis-combination of negatively charged pions from the the koan decay and
the proton from the Λ decay. The background is associated with the side area background
procedure discussed in section 4.15 and defined by equation 4.35 and visible as the red
data points in Figure 4.49. The angular event distribution is seen in the lower panel (b).











































(a) Λ Momentum distributions
 cos



























(b) Λ Angular distributions
Figure 4.55: Momentum and angular event distributions of the inclusive Λ measurement
with background contribution indicated by red data points.
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(a) Λ Momentum distributions
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(b) Λ Angular distributions
Figure 4.56: Momentum distributions (a) and angular distributions (b) of the inclusive Λ
measurement with background contribution indicated by red points for the energy bins of 0.9
≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV
bins of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV in Figure 4.56 left to right respectively.
Next, we present the momentum distributions associated with the forward angular zones
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(a) 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 GeV
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Figure 4.57: Momentum event distributions of Λ for the energy bins of (a) 0.9≤ Eγ ≤
1.0 GeV and (b)1.0≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV are shown. The results of the angular bins of 0.95≤
cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.90≤ θLAB ≤.95 and presented left to right.
of cos 0.95≤ cosθLabΛ ≤1.0 and 0.90≤ cosθLabΛ ≤.95 are given in Figure 4.57, where the
distribution for the angular regions are shown right to left and the increase in the energy
bins progresses top to bottom. The measured momentum vs cosθLabΛ event distributions
of Λ in the laboratory frame are compared to the simulated distributions generated based
on the KM hadronic model for the energy bins 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1, 0.8 ≤ Eγ ≤ 0.9, 0.9 ≤ Eγ
≤ 1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV. Apparent in Figure 4.58 is the prediction of the correlation
between the PLABΛ and of the scattering angle, cosθ
LAB
Λ , shown as the black contour plots
and measured distribution as the the colored contour plots respectively. This indicates an
agreement in the expected distributions yielded from simulations and the experimentally
measured data. The two dimensional plot displays the sufficient acceptance coverage of
the NKS2+.
4.18 Summarization of Assorted Efficiencies
The assorted cuts that were applied to the data to achieve a clean invariant mass dis-
tribution invariably discards true Λ events, thus the efficiency of these requirements was
ascertained and used as corrections in cross section calculations. The efficiency of the
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Figure 4.58: The measured Λ momentum distributions compared to simulated distributions
generated based on KM for the energy bins 0.9−1.0, 0.8−0.9, 0.9−1.0 and 1.0−1.1 GeV. The
simulated and measured distributions are shown as the black contour plots and the colored
contour plots respectively.
number of Λ events prior to the application of the cut. This is essential in the accurate
calculation of the cross section. The efficiency of a cut, in essence, is a measure of the
survival ratio of Λ events with a cut applied is calculated by,
εi =
NΛ < cuti
(NΛ < cuti) + (NΛ > cuti)
(4.37)
Where, NΛ > cuti is the number of Λ events discarded by the cut, NΛ < cuti is the
number of events after the cut and i is the efficiency in question. A concise listing of the
varied efficiencies which include the number of photons measured, the calculated number
of taget deuterons, the data acquisition and the efficiencies of cuts are given in Table 4.7.
4.18.1 Efficiency of Distance Between Tracks Selection
The Λ yield as a function of the cut condition was evaluated firstly for the distance
between reconstructed tracks from 0.5−5.0 cm, in increments of 0.5 cm. The distance
between tracks stipulation, (DTB), used in the analysis and illustrated in Figure 4.38 was
DTB ≤2.0 cm. In Figure 4.59 the yield is shown on the left, where the obvious rapid climb
in yield for the cut conditions, DTB ≤3.0 cm, is apparent. Although for DTB ≥2.0 cm
this tendency seems to quickly slow and appears to plateau. The Λ yield was normalized
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to one at the value of DTB = 3.0 cm, and this provided the means to evaluate the relative
yield given on the right in Figure 4.59. The efficiency as the function of distance between
tracks was studied with the use of equation 4.37 for 0.5 ≤ DBT ≤ 5.0 cm in 0.5 cm steps
and the results are shown in Figure 4.60. The efficiency (εDTB) of the DTB ≤ 3.0 cm
requirement of was 91.5 ± 1.0%.
Distance Between Tracks[cm]






























Figure 4.59: Λ total and relative yield as a function of the DTB cut.
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Figure 4.60: Efficiency (εDTB) of the distance between tracks cut.
4.18.2 Efficiency of Opening Angle Selection
The opening angle requirement associated with the detected charged particles was defined
−0.9 ≤ cosθOA ≤ 0.9. The Λ yield as a function of the opening was studied is given on
the left in Figure 4.61 for steps of cosθ bins = 0.02. The relative yield normalized to
1 at −0.9 ≤ cosθOA ≤ 0.9 is illustrated on the right. Appropriating the method used
in the discussion of the DTB cut, and equation 4.37, the results regarding the efficiency
dependence as a function of the opening angle cut is present in Figure 4.62. The computed



































Figure 4.61: Λ total and relative yield as a function of the opening angle selection
oacos















Figure 4.62: Efficiency (εOA) of the opening angle cut.
4.18.3 Efficiency of χ2 Selection
The estimation of the efficiency of the χ2 requirement with an additional cut on the number
of hits in the reconstructed track ≥ 6 was evaluated for stages of 1. The method followed
the same outline as introduced in equation 4.37. The relation between the of Λ yield and
the χ2 selection was estimated ranging from 5 χ2 ≤ 15. The relative yield was normalized
to 1 at χ2 ≤ 10. The total and relative Λ yield can be seen left to right respectively in
Figure 4.63. The cut efficiency as a function of the χ2 requirement is present in Figure 4.64.
The efficiency of the χ2 requisite (εχ2) was estimated to 97.5% ± 1%.
4.18.4 Efficiency of MHL Selection
A sizable number of recorded multiple hits on the layers of the drift chambers were repu-
diated for the purpose of minimizing the analysis time. The number of accepted events
identified with π+π− or pπ− was MHL ≤ 20. In the evaluation of the MHL efficiency, the
tagger time selection, the opening angle, IH distance, and χ2 stipulations were included.
The relative yield is normalized to one at MHL ≤20 and the results for π+π− or pπ−
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Figure 4.63: Λ total and relative yield of as a function of the χ2selection
/[dof]2















Figure 4.64: Efficiency of the χ2 cut.
presented in Figure 4.65, top and bottom panel respectively. The increased relative yield
was fitted by an exponential function, and the efficiency was extracted by the integration
the function from 21≤MHL ≤ ∞. The efficiency of the multiplicity of hits (εMHL) was
determined as 99.5% ± 1%.
4.18.5 Other Efficiencies
The efficiency of the accepted pπ− invariant mass(εIM) defined by equation 4.34 was
estimated to be 98.9% ± 2%. The efficiency of the number of hits required to reconstruct
as track(εhits) was calculated as 98.3% ± 2%. The uncertainty of number of photons
irradiated on the target which is proportionally to the number of recorded scalar hits
in TagF (Nγ) was straightforwardly found as the square root of the counts
√
Nγ . A
complete listing of the variable that are considered in the cross section determination and


































































Constant  1.154± 0.7672 
Slope     0.06819± -0.3983 
Multiplicity of Hits




















Constant  1.015± 1.255 
Slope     0.05942± -0.4253 
Figure 4.65: The relative sand increase relative yield of π+π− or pπ− events given, where
is he relative yield is normalized to one for MHL ≤20.
4.19 Acceptance Calculation
The acceptance of Λ for the NKS spectrometer is seen in Figure 4.68. The acceptance was
calculated by using the analogous analyzer that was utilized for the experimental data
set but for the data generated through simulation is shown in Figure 4.68 in the lower
left figure. Mathematically the acceptance is the ratio of the triggered or reconstructed Λ
events including the efficiencies of various detector components to the generated events in





Ntrig is the sum of the Λ histogram events within the appropriate kinematical range.
Ngen is the number of Λ histogram events that were generated isotropically in the labora-






The K0 acceptance of NKS2+ spectrometer as predicted by the KM model is shown in
Figure 4.66. The figure presents the acceptance of K0 as a three-dimensional (upper left)
and contour (upper right). The contour plots in the lower panel are of the K0 acceptance
for the energy bins 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤1.08 GeV left to right respectively.
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Table 4.7: Listing of efficiencies
General Efficiencies Uncertainty
accronym article value statistical systematic
Ntarget effective number of target [b
−1] 0.168 <1% 2.5%
Nγ recorded hits in TagF scaler 1.34 ×107 3.6 ×103 2.1%
εDAQ DAQ efficiency 62% - -
εMHL multi-hit efficiency 99.5% <1% 7%
εtagging tagging efficiency 79% <5%- 8%
Inclusive Λ measurement
ζΛ Branching ratio of Λ → p+ π− 63.9 % - ±0.5%
εIM Invariant mass selection 98.9% <1% 1%
εOA opening angle 97.5% 1% 3%
εDTB distance between tracks 91.5% <1% -%
εhododist hodoscope distance 98.8% <2% -%
εχ2 χ
2 selection efficiency 97.5% <1% -%
εhits hits in track selection 98.3% <2% -%
The generated Λ acceptance of upgraded NKS2+ spectrometer based on the KM model
are shown in Figure 4.67, where the three-dimensional acceptance (upper left) and contour
plot (upper right) are illustrated in upper panel. The energy bins 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and 1.0
≤ Eγ ≤1.08 GeV left to right respectively in the lower panel.
Λ acceptance as a function of momentum (PLABΛ ) for angular integration bin cos θ
LAB
Λ
= 0.75 − 1.0 is given in Figure 4.68, which was generated using the analogous analyzer
that was used for the analysis experimental data and for the data generated by GEANT4
simulation. A three dimensional presentation of the NKS2+ acceptance for Λ is shown
in the top left panel, and the two dimensional contour plots is on the top right. A com-
parison of the calculated acceptance and the KM predicted PLABΛ vs cos θ
LAB
Λ histogram
in Figure 4.69 clearly demonstrates the Λ acceptance coverage of the NKS2+. The decay
particle of protoproduced Λ hyperon will surely be detected by in the spectrometer. The
momentum dependence of Λ acceptance was computed for various angular regions. The
generated Λ acceptance as a function of momentum for angular integration bins corre-
sponding to cosθLABΛ = (a) 0.95− 1.0, (b) 0.90− 0.95, (c) 0.85− 0.90, and (a) 0.80− 0.85,
is shown in Figure 4.70 top left to bottom right respectively. Lastly, the angle dependence
on the acceptance was explored for several photons energy bins. The results of the Λ
acceptance as a function of cosθΛ for energy bins in the laboratory frame of reference (a)
.95−1.00 , (b) 1.00−1.02, (c) 1.02−1.04, (d) 1.04−1.06, and (e) 1.06−1.08 GeV are shown
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Figure 4.66: K0 acceptance predictions based on KM are given as a three-dimensional (upper
left) and contour plot (upper right). The lower panel are the energy bins 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤1.0 and
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Figure 4.67: Λ acceptance distributions based on KM are given as a three-dimensional
(upper left) and contour plot (upper right). The lower panel are the energy bins 0.9 ≤ Eγ






























































Figure 4.68: Λ acceptance as a function of momentum (PLABΛ ) for the angular bin of cos θ
LAB
Λ
= (0.75 − 1.0). This was calculated by using the identical analyzer that was used for the
experimental data and for the data generated by GEANT4 simulation.
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Figure 4.70: Λ acceptance as a function of momentum (PLABΛ ) for angular integration bins
of cosθLABΛ = (a) 0.95− 1.0, (b) 0.90− 0.95, (c) 0.85− 0.90, and (d) 0.80− 0.85.
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Figure 4.71: Λ angular acceptance as a function of cosθLABΛ for energy bins (a) 0.95−1.00,





In order to transform the world about us, with its misery, wars, unemployment,
starvation, class divisions, and utter confusion, there must be a transformation
in ourselves. The revolution must begin within ourselves but not according to
any belief or ideology, because revolution based on an idea, or in conformity
to a particular pattern, is obviously no revolution at all. To bring about a
fundamental revolution in oneself, one must understand the whole process of
one’s thought and feeling in relationship. That is the only solution to all
our problems, not to have more disciplines, more beliefs, more ideologies and
more teachers. If we can understand ourselves as we are from moment to
moment without the process of accumulation, then we shall see how there
comes a tranquility that is not a product of the mind, and only in that state
of tranquility can there be creativeness.
Jiddu Krishnamurti
5.1 Overview
In the following chapter, a description of the numerical calculation of the differential cross
section will be addressed. Next the experimental results of the inclusive Λ measurement
on a deuteron, which includes the Λ momentum distribution will be presented graphically.
This is followed by the results of the calculated integrated cross sections, the estimated
total cross section, angular distribution as a function of the scattering angle and polariza-
tion determination. The chapter concludes with a comparison of the results of this work
to previous NKS2 collaboration measurements [4, 5].
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5. EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS
5.2 Differential Cross Section
In the previous chapter the procedure concerning the extraction of the photoproduced Λ
was described in detail. In photonuclear reactions, the term cross section is used to define
the probability of an event occurring, which for scattering experiments is a measurement
of the probability of two particles colliding, and resulting in the desired reaction products.
This typically refers to the probability per target nucleus [77]. The symbol most often
associated with a cross section measurement or calculation is the quantity σ, a non-sensical
area measurement, that must be correlated to the cross sectional area of a nucleus. Most
nuclear reactions do not proceed in uniform way with respect to the encroaching beam. In
this framework, the measurement of the number of generated particles per unit time dN ,
as seen by a detector covering a specific solid angle dΩ and some angle φ, with respect to
the beam is defined as the differential cross section dσ/dΩ.
The total cross can obtained from the integration over the entire solid angle and ranges







The differential cross sections for the inclusive measurement of the Λ can be calculated





Nγ ·Ntarget · εΛaccept(p, cosθ) · ζΛ · εΛGE · εΛspecific · 2πd(cosθ)
(5.2)
where NΛyield is the yield of Λ events, Nγ the number of the incidents photons, and
Ntarget is the number of target deuterons. The branching ratio for the decay mode, Λ
→ pπ−, is represented by ζΛ. The term εΛGE refers to the efficiencies that are universal to
the spectrometer, while on the other hand, the term εΛspecific denotes the efficiencies that
are intrinsic to the inclusive Λ measurement. The calculation of εΛGE follows,
εΛGE = εDAQ · εMHL · εtagging · εanatagging (5.3)
The calculation of εΛspecific is performed as,
εΛspecific = εOA · εDTB · εhododist · εχ2 · εtrack (5.4)
The inputed values for all efficiencies are listed in Table 4.7. It should be noted that
in equation 5.2 the acceptance is referred to as εΛaccept(p, cosθ) while in equation 4.38 it
was denoted as ã.
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5.3 Integrated Cross Section
Although the differential cross section is typically of interest, the integrated cross section
likewise imparts useful information. Starting from the differential cross section defined in









This formula permits the calculation of the total cross section (σ), or a simply the
integration over the desired momentum or angular range. Below is an explanation of
how this can be exploited to obtain the momentum or angle dependent integrated cross
sections.
5.4 Momentum and Angular Distributions
In the following brief section the formalism adopted for the calculation of the momentum
and angle dependent integrated cross sections is outlined. The measured momentum and












where the polar angle (φ) integration yielded the 2π term taken outside of the inte-












Equations 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 have amply detailed the mathematical approach used to
determine the physical observables that will be discussed at length in sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2
and section 5.7.
5.5 Yield Extraction
In order to calculate the energy, momentum, or angular dependence of Λ photoproduction,
it is necessary to acquire the yield of Λ (NΛyield) for each of the conditions in which one
will evaluate its dependence as defined in equation 5.2. The yield was calculated as the
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Figure 5.1: A scatterplot of the pπ−invariant mass vs. accepted missing mass (γd → pπ−X)
region for Λ yield extraction. The projections of each are shown in the lower panel, where the
color of the histograms indicates the projection related to the drawn accepted regions.
 [GeV]Photon Energy:E






















Figure 5.2: Λ Invariant mass plotted against the incident photon energy for the angular
region of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The number of Λ was extracted for each of the bins indicated
by the red rectangular sectors.
The accepted Λ region for yield extraction displayed in the two dimensional histogram
in Figure 5.1, which depicts the pπ−invariant mass versus missing mass of γd → pπ−X
spectra. The accepted area for the invariant and missing mass are between the red and
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Figure 5.3: Extracted Λ yield as a function of photon beam energy for the angular region of
0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (left) and 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (right).
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Figure 5.4: Λ invariant mass vs momentum (left) and cosθLABΛ (right). The number of Λ
was extracted for each of the bins indicated by the red rectangular sectors.
light blue parallel lines respectively. The projections of each are shown in the lower panel
where the color of the histograms indicates the projection related to the drawn colored
accepted regions. Firstly, the yield of Λ was extracted in energy bins for the angular regions
of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and forward angular region of 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The energy bins
for the excitation calculation are shown in Figure 5.2 as the red boxed sectors, where the
invariant mass plotted against the incident photon energy for the angular region of 0.75≤
cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The two dimensional color contour plot reveals the density distribution of
the produced Λ as photon energy extends into a higher region.
The yield as a function of the incident photon energy for the entire accepted angular
range (left) and the forward area (right) is showcased in Figure 5.3 as the solid red squares,
and was determined as the total counts under the accepted Λ peak minus the total counts
from the selected background continuum that was extensively detailed in section 4.15 and
defined by equations 4.33 and 4.35. The yield grows with the increased photon energy up
to 1.0 GeV after which it rapidly declines. This tendency is consistent in both angular
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(a) 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 GeV
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(b) 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV
Figure 5.5: Extracted Λ yield as a function of momentum as measured in the laboratory
frame for an incoming photon beam energy of 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0 GeV (top row) and 1.0≤ Eγ ≤1.1
GeV (bottom row). The angular bins of cosθLABΛ = 0.95 −1.0, 0.9 − 0.95 are shown from left
to right respectively.
statistical errors, Poissonian in nature, were determined by standard error propagation,
in which the error in the counts from the integration of the area under the peak and the
background are simply their respectively square roots
√
N . The details of the yield of Λ
for each bombarding photon energy bin along with the signal to noise is listed in Table 5.1.
We next proceed to obtain the momentum dependence of the yield in the laboratory
frame where NΛyield is extracted for each rectangular bin drawn in Figure 5.4 (left). The
method outlined above is used to calculate the yield for the momentum span ranging from
0.2 ≤ |P |LabΛ ≤ 1.1 in |P |Λ bins = 0.05 in the two angular sections of 0.95 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0
and 0.90 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95. Two photon energy bins are analogous to 0.9≤ Eγ ≤1.0, (a)
upper, and 1.0≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV(b) lower panel, and the results are presented in Figure 5.5
as the solid red squares, where the errors are calculated by customary error propagation.
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Figure 5.6: Extracted Λ yield as a function of cosθLABΛ as measured in the laboratory frame
for the energy bins 0.95≤ Eγ ≤ 1.00, 1.00≤ Eγ ≤1.02, 1.02 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.04, 1.04 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.06,
and 1.06 ≤ Eγ ≤1.08 GeV are presented top left to bottom right respectively.
The details of the the momentum dependent yield for both energy bins can be found in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Lastly the yield of Λ was obtained for the calculation of the angular distributions
defined in equation 5.7. It follows directly that the yield of Λ as a function of the scattering
angle be gathered. It was desired to extract the values over the angle sector of 0.90 ≤
cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0 in cosθLABΛ bins = 0.025 GeV/c, shown in for each bin in drawn in Figure 5.4
(right), for five photon energy bins. The photon energy bins were 0.95≤ Eγ ≤ 1.00, 1.00 ≤
Eγ ≤ 1.02, 1.02 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.04, 1.04 ≤ Eγ ≤1.06, and 1.06 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.08 GeV. The invariant
mass distributions of the numerous extraction bins can be reviewed in Appendix D.
5.6 Inclusive Λ measurement
5.6.1 Momentum Distribution
The energy averaged angle integrated inclusive differential cross of Λ in the γd→ΛX reac-
tion as a function of momentum (PLABΛ ) ,before background subtractions are performed
are shown in Figure 5.7. The background contribution is shown as red solid squares and
are attributed to the background areas discussed in extensive details in section 4.15. The
upper row are the results for the lower photon energy regime of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 while
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(b) 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV
Figure 5.7: Differential cross section of Λ in the γd→ΛX reaction as a function of momentum
in the energy bins of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 (upper) and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV (lower) . The background
contribution is shown as red solid squares. The angular bins of cosθLABΛ = 0.95 − 1.0 and
0.9− 0.95 are left to right respectively.
integrated angular bins are d(cosLabΛ ) = 0.05 in the lab system. The errors in the figure
are only statistical in nature. Following the subtraction of the background contribution
indicated by the red squares in Figure 5.7, the differential cross section of γd→ΛX reac-
tion as a function of momentum in the energy bins of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 (upper) and 1.0 ≤
Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV (lower) are presented in Figure 5.8, the errors reported are statistical only
and are estimated to be less than 20%. The angular of bins of 0.95≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and
0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95 are seen left to right in the figure. The angle integrated momentum
dependent cross section are shown to prominent at forward angle 0.95≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0
exhibiting more or less a four-fold larger magnitude.
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(a) 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 GeV
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(b) 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV
Figure 5.8: Background subtracted differential cross section of Λ in the γd→ΛX reaction as
a function of momentum in the energy bins of 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0 (upper) and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1
GeV (lower). The angular bins of 0.95− 1.0 and 0.9− 0.95 are left to right respectively
5.6.2 Angular Distribution
The cross section as a function of the Λ scattering angle in the laboratory frame of refer-
ence was determined by eq 5.7 for five bins. The resulting angular distributions of Λ in the
γd→ΛX reaction in the energy regions of 0.95− 1.00, 1.02− 1.04, 1.04− 1.06, 1.06− 1.08
GeV can be seen in Figure 5.9 top left to bottom respectively as the black squares with
corresponding background shown as the red squares. The background subtracted distri-
butions are given in Figure 5.10, presented in a format akin to Figure 5.9, in the lower
energy regime, climbs steadily as the angles shrinks. This is in contrast to higher energies
where the distribution peak reduces for small angles.
The data reveals that the cross sections of d(γ,Λ)KN are concentrated at laboratory
angles of cosθLABΛ ≥ 0.85, therefore the ability to measure the total cross of γd→ΛX is






















































































Figure 5.9: Angular distribution of the inclusive measurement of Λ in the γd→ΛX reaction
in the energy regions of 0.95 − 1.0, 1.02 − 1.04, 1.04 − 1.06, and 1.06 − 1.08 GeV, presented
top left to bottom respectively, prior to background subtractions shown as the black squares.
The background contributions are shown as the solid red squares.
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Figure 5.10: Background subtracted angular distribution of Λ in γd→ΛX for the energy
bins of 0.95− 1.0, 1.02− 1.04, 1.04− 1.06, and 1.06− 1.08 GeV, presented top left to bottom
respectively.
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5.7 Integrated Cross Section of (dγ,Λ)X
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Figure 5.11: Integrated cross section of the inclusive measurement of Λ in γd→ΛX for the
angular region of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The cross section prior to background subtraction are
the black squares, and background contribution are shown as the red squares. The background
subtracted results are presented in the right figure.
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Figure 5.12: Integrated cross section of the inclusive measurement of Λ in γd→ΛX for the
angular region of 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The cross section prior to background subtraction are
the black squares, and background contribution are shown as the red squares. The background
subtracted results are presented in the right figure.
In Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the integrated cross section obtained by the inclusive mea-
surement of Λ in γd →ΛX reaction is shown prior to background subtraction as the black
squares, and contribution of the background region are shown as the red squares and the
background subtracted measurements are presented in the right figures. In Figure 5.13,
the background subtracted cross sections of γd→ΛX reaction for the dual angular regions
of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 are shown in the figure as red and black
solid circles respectively. The larger angular integration sector results in an increased
absolute value for energies larger than 0.9 GeV.
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A corollary of ascertaining the integrated cross section values over the acceptance
range of the spectrometer and also for the limited forward hemisphere was that numerical
evaluation of their ratio. The integrated cross sections of both regions are plotted on the
left in Figure 5.13 red and black solid circles respectively, from which its is clear as day that
the measurement in only the forward region tapers off at photon energies above 1.0 GeV in
contrast to the full angular acceptance range. Hence, the ratio of integrated cross section
was computed and graphically presented on the right of Figure 5.13. Approximately a
10%−20% reduction in magnitude of the measured cross sections is incurred from Eγ=
(.80−.95).
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Figure 5.13: The background subtracted integrated cross section of Λ in γd→ΛX for the full
angular integrated region of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and and the limited 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 are
shown in the figure as red and black solid circles respectively. The ratio of the two angular
integration hemispheres are shown in the right figure.
5.8 Total Cross Section of (dγ,Λ)X
The data analyzed as a focus of the thesis was gathered for the angular integration region
of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. Therefore in order to accurately approximate the total cross
section of (dγ,Λ)X reaction, the contribution to the cross section from the angular region
invisible to the NKS2+ spectrometer must be determined thus enabling an extrapolation
from the measured integrated cross section was performed. The results of the theoretical
calculations were used to approximate the total cross section of γd →ΛX and γd→K0Λp
reactions. The primary focus of the thesis has been on the inclusive measurement of Λ in
the γd →ΛX reaction. However, it was decided to exploit the results of the theoretical
predictions, and adopt a method taken from reference [4, 5] in order to extract the total
cross section of γd →ΛX. The mathematical details involved in the evaluation of the total
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In regards to equation 5.9, the total and integrated cross sections of the γd → K0Λp







Integrated respectively. In the case of the KM model, the integration range was the
forward hemisphere of 0.9 ≤ cosθΛ ≤ 1.0, in contrast to the RPR model, where the inte-
gration was over the angular acceptance of 0.75 ≤ cosθΛ ≤ 1.0 in the laboratory system.
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Figure 5.14: Extrapolated total d(GeV,Λ)X cross section incorporating the KM and RPR
theoretical calculations as solid black and red squares respectively.









Integrated are all based on theoretical predictions.
The number of Λ that was unmeasured as a result of the restricted angle integration
regions, 0.9 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0 and 0.75 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0, were compensated for by the
ratio determined from the respective models, to be on the order of roughly 15% and 1%
for the KM [6, 20, 21] and RPR [26, 28, 29]. The ratio for the RPR and KM calculations
used in estimation follows the ratio that can be referenced in Figures 6.10 and 6.12. The
extrapolated total cross of γd→ΛX by equation 5.9 is displayed in Figure 5.14 as the solid
and open circles respectively and draw attention to a minor model dependence at photon
energies of Eγ ≤ 1.05 GeV.
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5.9 Λ Recoil Polarization
In the case of reaction such as A+B→ C+D, the polarization vector of the D particle
in production plane is know to be perpendicular, when the initial state are unpolarized.
The emitted proton’s direction in the Λ → pπ decay is directly related to the spin of the
produced Λ and is referred to as the Λ self analyzing power. The self analyzing feature
of the weak decay of the Λ particle gives rise to not only parity violation but also an
asymmetry.
The vector normal to the plane of production is defined as the following,
n̂ = − Eγ × pΛ|Eγ × pΛ| (5.10)
The polarization of Λ (PΛ) can be given by 5.11 and will be computed from the decay







where α = 0.6421 ± 0.013, is the so-called self analyzing strength or the decay asym-
metry parameter [116], N1 and N2 are the total number of events where cosϑ is greater
or less than zero respectively. It this framework cosϑ denotes the angle that lies between
the proton from the Λ decay and n̂ in the rest frame of the Λ hyperon.
P totσ = |f+|2 − |f−|2 (5.12)
The recoil polarization yields restrictions on the amplitudes, but does not give a unique
solution. From knowledge of the cross section and polarization the absolute value of the
scattering amplitudes can be deduced but simultaneously is not adequate enough to map
out the complex amplitudes |f+| and |f−| [40]. This asymmetry is typically thought
of as the ratio between competing patterns is a consequence of the witnessed interference
between the s and p waves, in which the s and p waves are parity violating and conserving
respectively. For α to be a non-zero value, both the s and p waves must be present and
as a repercussion, permitting an investigation of the non trivial internal spin structure
of Λ [67]. The momentum dependence was determined for three photon energy ranges,
0.9 − 1.0GeV, 0.95 − 1.05GeV , and 1.0 − 1.1 GeV, the results of which are shown in
Figure 5.15, given left to right respectively. The polarization in the lower energy bin is
clearly negative and approaches zero in the other energy bins. We can conclude that the
polarization are sizable near the threshold but decreases rapidly.
Λ recoil polarization as a function of momentum (|P |LABΛ ) for and 1.0 ≤Eγ≤ 1.1
was derived for the forward angular ranges corresponding to 0.95≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and
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Figure 5.15: Λ recoil polarization as a function of momentum (|P |LABΛ ) for the energy range
of 0.9− 1.0GeV, 0.95− 1.05GeV , and 1.0− 1.1 GeV shown from the top left respectively.
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Figure 5.16: Λ recoil polarization as a function of momentum (|P |LABΛ ) in the angular bins
of cosθLabΛ = 0.95−1.0 (left) and 0.9−0.95 (right) at a bin centered energy for 1.0−1.1 (right)
GeV.
0.90≤cosθLABΛ ≤0.95 is seen in figure 5.16 and eludes to an intensification in the abso-
lute magnitude at small angles.
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5.10 Comparison with the Previous NKS2 Experiment
The experimental results of the inclusive measurement of Λ on a deuterium target using the
NKS2 spectrometer prior to the recent upgrade was successfully carried out and the results
reported [4, 5, 24]. We begin by presenting a comparison of the measured Λ momentum
distributions in Figure 5.17, where the momentum spectra of the previous NKS2 (red
squares) findings and those analyzed in this thesis (black circles) in the energy range of
0.9 − 1.0 (upper), and 1.0 − 1.1 (lower) GeV and angular regions of 0.95≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0
and 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95 are presented left to right respectively. Both are similar in
shape, however, our results suffer at lower momenta due to limited statistics, and are
unable to reproduce the former results. Broadly speaking the outcomes of both analyses
are remarkably akin.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison Λ momentum spectra between the results of the previous NKS2
(open red squares) and those analyzed in this thesis (black circles) on the deuteron in the
the energy range of 0.9 − 1.0 (upper), and 1.0 − 1.1 (lower) GeV. The angular regions of
0.95≤cosθΛ≤1.0 and 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95 are presented left to right.
In the previous analysis on data taken with the NKS2, the integrated cross section the
energy region was 0.9 ≤Eγ≤ 1.0 and only determined for the forward angular region of
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Figure 5.18: The inclusive background subtracted integrated cross section of Λ in γd→ΛX
reaction for the forward hemisphere (0.9≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0) where results of the NKS2 experi-
ment [4, 5, 24] and the present analysis (NKS+) are shown as open and solid black circles
respectively. The errors in both results are only the statistical in origin.
0.9≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. However, in this thesis the excitation function was determined for two
angular regions, the full and forward regions, but for a valid comparison, only the same
angular section is viable. The background subtracted integrated cross section of the in-
clusive measurement of Λ photoproduction in γd→ΛX reaction for the integrated angular
region of 0.9≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 are shown in Figure 5.18. The results of the previous NKS2
experiment and the latest results of the NKS2+ collaboration, obtained from independent
experiments and analysis, are shown as open and solid black solid circles respectively. The
errors bars in both results are only statistical in nature. The findings reported in this dis-
sertation produce an excitation function that has considerable agreement with the finalized
results of the preceding experiment, emphasizing the uniqueness of the research, and more
importantly, the reliability of the data reported by the NKS2/NKS2+ collaborations.
A comparison of the present work to the previous polarization results were also eval-
uated. In the results obtained from the data gathered by the NKS2 collaboration during
the 2006−2007 period, the Λ hyperon polarization was calculated in two energy ranges
and for the cases that involved a decay volume selection and its absence, as it was not
a major emphasis in that analysis it was detailed in the Appendix [5]. Here though, the
newest data is compared to those results to confirm its validity. Due to statistically lim-
itations our data is reported in only two bins in contrast to the three binned data of the




































(a) 0.9 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0
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(b) 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1
Figure 5.19: Comparison of this work with the previous NKS results of momentum depen-
dence of Λ hyperon recoil polarization at Eγ of 0.9− 1.0, and 1.0− 1.1 GeV presented left to
right respectively.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison with previous NKS results of momentum dependence of Λ hyperon
recoil polarization at Eγ energy range of 0.9 − 1.0, and 1.0 − 1.1 GeV presented left to right
respectively, for the left and right wings of the NKS2+ given top to bottom.
earlier measurements in the terms of sign of the polarizations though the data indicates
a substantially stronger absolute strength of roughly twice in magnitude. The increase of
photon energy suggests a change in the sign in a momentum range of 0.4− 0.6 GeV and
has the propensity to vanish as the momentum climbs.
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Table 5.1: Extracted Λ as a function of the bombarding photon energy
Inclusive Λ yield
(0.75 ≤ cosθΛ ≤ 1.0)
Selection Region [GeV] Yield Noise S/N
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 1.0 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 1.7 0.3± 0.1
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 6.0 ± 4.0 7.0 ± 2.6 0.9± 0.1
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 20.0 ± 5.0 8.0 ± 2.8 2.5± 0.2
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 34.0 ± 7.0 7.0 ± 2.6 4.8± 0.3
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 51.0 ± 9.0 9.0 ± 3.0 5.6± 0.2
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 79.0 ± 8.8 23.0 ± 4.8 3.4± 0.3
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 63.0 ± 7.9 15.0 ± 3.9 4.2± 0.4
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 76.0 ± 8.7 16.0 ± 4.0 4.75± 0.2
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 25.0 ± 5.0 2.0 ± 1.4 12.5± 0.3
(0.90 ≤ cosθΛ ≤ 1.0)
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 1.0 ± 2.2 3.0 ± 1.6 0.3± 0.1
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 6.0 ± 4.5 7.0± 2.5 0.9± 0.2
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 20.0 ± 6.0 8.0 ± 2.7 2.5± 0.2
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 34.0 ± 6.9 7.0 ± 2.5 4.9± 0.2
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 51.0 ± 8.3 9.0 ± 3.0 5.7± 0.3
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 70.0 ±10.2 17.0 ± 4.1 4.1± 0.4
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 59.0 ± 9.4 15.0 ± 3.8 3.9± 0.4
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 74.0 ±10.3 16.0 ± 4.0 4.6± 0.2
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 24.0 ± 5.5 3.0 ± 1.7 8.0± 0.2
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Table 5.2: Extracted Λ as a function of momentum and angular bins in the laboratory frame
Inclusive Λ yield [1.00 ≤ Eγ ≤1.0] GeV
Selection Region Yield Noise S/N
0.95 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0
PLab1Λ 0.40 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.45 5.0± 2.6 1.0± 1.0 5.0± 1.0
PLab2Λ 0.45 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.50 7.1± 3.0 1.0± 1.1 7.1± 1.0
PLab3Λ 0.50 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.55 10.1± 3.75 2.0± 1.1 5.1± 1.0
PLab4Λ 0.55 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.60 8.0± 4.2 5.0± 1.0 1.6± 1.0
PLab5Λ 0.60 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.65 11.0± 3.8 2.0± 1.4 5.5± 1.0
PLab6Λ 0.65 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.70 14.0± 6.0 11.0± 3.3 1.3± 1.0
PLab7Λ 0.70 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.75 15.0± 4.4 2.0± 1.4 7.5± 1.0
PLab8Λ 0.75 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.80 25.0± 5.6 3.0± 1.7 8.3± 1.0
PLab9Λ 0.80 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.85 29.4± 6.5 6.6± 2.5 4.5± 1.0
PLab10Λ 0.85 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.90 21.0± 5.4 4.1± 2.0 5.1± 1.0
PLab11Λ 0.90 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.95 18.0± 4.4 1.0± 1.0 18.0± 1.0
PLab12Λ 0.95 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.00 9.0± 3.6 2.0± 1.4 4.5± 1.0
PLab13Λ 1.00 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.05 2.0± 2.0 1.0± 1.0 2.0± 1.0
0.90 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95
PLab4Λ 0.55 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.60 3.5± 2.1 0.5± 0.7 7.0± 2.5
PLab5Λ 0.60 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.65 6.0± 2.4 0.5± 0.5 3.0± 1.7
PLab6Λ 0.65 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.70 5.0± 2.6 1.0± 1.0 5.0± 2.2
PLab7Λ 0.70 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.75 7.0± 3.0 1.0± 1.0 7.0± 1.6
PLab8Λ 0.75 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.80 9.0± 3.0 0.5± 0.5 18.0± 4.3
PLab9Λ 0.80 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.85 3.0± 2.2 1.0± 1.0 3.0± 1.6
PLab10Λ 0.85 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.90 1.0± 1.7 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.1
PLab11Λ 0.90 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.95 .0± 1.4 1.0± 1.0 0.0± 1.1
PLab12Λ 0.95 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.00 1.0± 1.0 0.5± 0.5 2.0± 1.7
PLab13Λ 0.95 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.05 -1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0 -1.0± 0.5
PLab14Λ 1.00 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.05 1.0± 1.0 0.5± 0.5 2.0± 1.7
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Table 5.3: Extracted Λ as a function of momentum and angular bins in the laboratory frame
Inclusive Λ yield [0.90 ≤ Eγ ≤1.0] GeV
Selection Region Yield Noise S/N
0.95 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0
PLab1Λ 0.40 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.45 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0
PLab2Λ 0.45 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.50 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0
PLab3Λ 0.50 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.55 4.0± 2.5 1.0± 1.0 4.0± 2.0
PLab4Λ 0.55 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.60 6.0± 2.9 1.0± 1.0 6.0± 2.4
PLab5Λ 0.60 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.65 9.0± 3.0 1.0± 1.0 9.0± 3.0
PLab6Λ 0.65 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.70 13.0± 3.9 1.0± 1.0 13.0± 3.4
PLab7Λ 0.70 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.75 20.0± 4.9 2.0± 1.4 10.0± 3.1
PLab8Λ 0.75 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.80 14.0± 4.0 1.0± 1.0 14.0± 3.7
PLab9Λ 0.80 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.85 16.0± 4.5 2.0± 1.4 8.0± 2.8
PLab10Λ 0.85 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.90 11.0± 3.6 1.0± 1.0 11.0± 3.1
PLab11Λ 0.90 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.95 1.0± 2.7 3.0± 1.7 0.3± 0.5
PLab12Λ 0.95 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.00 2.0± 2.0 1.0± 1.0 2.0± 1.7
PLab13Λ 1.00 ≤ PΛ≤ 1.05 1.0± 1.7 1.0± 1.0 1.0± 1.0
0.90 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤0.95
PLab4Λ 0.55 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.60 1.0± 1.0 1.0±1.0 2.0±1.2
PLab5Λ 0.60 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.65 2.0 ± 1.5 1.0±1.0 3.0±1.3
PLab6Λ 0.65 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.70 1.6± 1.5 0.5±0.71 3.0±1.2
PLab8Λ 0.75 ≤ PΛ≤ 0.80 1.0 ± 1.0 0.75±0.25 2.0±1.2
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Table 5.4: Extracted Λ yield as a function of the scattering angle (cosθLABΛ )
Inclusive Λ yield
(0.95 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.0) [GeV]
Selection Angular Region Yield Noise S/N
cos θ1Λ 0.900-0.925 0.0 ± 1.0 0.0 ± 0.5 0.0± 0.1
cos θ2Λ 0.925-0.950 7.0 ± 4.4 6.0± 2.5 1.2± 0.1
cos θ3Λ 0.950-0.975 34.0 ± 6.5 4.0 ± 2.0 8.5± 0.2
cos θ4Λ 0.975-1.000 94.0 ± 12.4 30.0 ± 5.5 3.1± 0.3
(1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.02)
cos θ1Λ 0.900-0.925 1.0 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 1.7 0.3± 0.1
cos θ2Λ 0.925-0.950 6.0 ± 4.0 7.0± 2.6 0.9± 0.1
cos θ3Λ 0.950-0.975 20.0 ± 5.0 8.0 ± 2.8 2.5± 0.2
cos θ4Λ 0.975-1.000 34.0 ± 7.0 7.0 ± 2.6 4.8± 0.3
(1.02 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.04)
cos θ1Λ 0.900-0.925 4.0 ±21.0 0.0 ± 0.5 4.0± 0.1
cos θ2Λ 0.925-0.950 5.0 ± 3.3 3.0± 1.7 1.7± 0.1
cos θ3Λ 0.950-0.975 26.0 ± 6.2 6.0 ± 2.5 4.3± 0.2
cos θ4Λ 0.975-1.000 26.0 ± 8.4 22.0 ± 4.7 1.2± 0.3
(1.04 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.06)
cos θ1Λ 0.900-0.925 2.0 ± 2.5 2.0 ± 1.5 1.0± 0.1
cos θ2Λ 0.925-0.950 12.0 ± 4.0 2.0± 1.4 6.0± 0.1
cos θ3Λ 0.950-0.975 36.0 ± 6.0 1.0 ± 0.5 36.0± 0.2
cos θ4Λ 0.975-1.000 38.0 ± 7.5 9.0 ± 3.0 4.2± 0.3
(1.06 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.08)
cos θ1Λ 0.900-0.925 7.0 ± 3.9 4.0 ± 2.0 1.75± 0.8
cos θ2Λ 0.925-0.950 18.0 ± 4.2 1.0 ± 0.5 18.0± 0.2
cos θ3Λ 0.950-0.975 48.0 ± 7.5 5.0 ± 2.3 9.6± 0.7





Philosophy, though unable to tell us with certainty what is the true answer to
the doubts which it raises, is able to suggest many possibilities which enlarge
our thoughts and free them from the tyranny of custom. Thus, while dimin-
ishing our feeling of certainty as to what things are, it greatly increases our
knowledge as to what they may be; it removes the somewhat arrogant dogma-
tism of those who have never traveled into the region of liberating doubt, and




This chapter will cover the formalism used in theoretical model calculations of photo
production on deuteron. The results of calculations by Kaon-MAID (KM) [6, 20, 21],
Saclay-Lyon A (SLA) [7, 85] and Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR) [26, 28, 29] models will be
presented for the momentum and angle dependent differential cross sections, polarizations
and excitation function. This will be followed by a comparison of the experimental findings
to the theoretical predictions. The chapter concludes with a confrontation of the measured




6.2 Photoproduction on a Deuteron
These models are useful to predict the d(γ,Λ)KN reaction though they have quite a lot
difference in the resonance parameters that are included for each channel. In regards to
the s-channel in which nucleon resonances are the exchange term, the Kaon-MAID in-
cludes four resonances in comparison to the solitary nucleon resonance in the SLA model.
In the SLA model framework the photo-coupling ratio of the charged and neutral K1,
rK1Kγ , is not determined and is therefore treated as a free fitting parameter. As such,
the calculations by the SLA model were performed for rK1Kγ parameter ranging from
-(1.0 - 3.0). The calculations on the deuteron in computed by P. Vancreayvald and P.
Bydz̆ovský were both founded on the impulse approximation method, PWIA for the iso-
bars descriptions. However, the RPR calculations are calculated on the deuteron utilizing
a relativistic plane wave impulse approximation (RPWIA). The relativistic and deuteron
wave function are adopted from the WJC-1 solutions. Typical deuteron wave functions
are given in Appendix C.
For predictions of the inclusive measurement of the d(γ,Λ)KN process, the nucleon
was treated as a spectator, under the assumption that the KN final state interaction (FSI)
is negligible. Addressing reactions in the threshold energy regime, the ΛN interaction
is known to have dissimilar importance with respect to the inclusive d(γ,K+Λ)n and
exclusive d(γ,K+)Λn processes, where for the former it is less significant [117].
Photoproduction of the deuteron in the spectator approximation, following the formal-
ism of reference [47], is found as,
d9σ =
mΛmN ′
64π4Pγ · PdEΛEN ′
∫
d4PNδ

















In the above equation, s = (Pγ + PN )
2, t = (Pγ − PK)2, P ei = Pγ +PN , and P ef = PK
+PΛ. The four momentum of the target nucleon, designated as PN , will be integrated




















Σ|M efi|2ud(pN ′ )2 (6.3)
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The energy of the target nucleon in equation 6.3 is expressed as,
EN = Ed − EN = EK + EΛ − Eγ (6.4)






for the on-shell case.
Combining the former equations and after some algebra, eventually the inclusive cross




mN ′ (s−m2N )2	p2






d|	pN |dΦN ′ (6.6)
6.2.1 Kaon Photoproduction:
KM and SLA: Momentum Calculations
The predictions of the K0 momentum spectra based on Kaon-MAID [7, 20] for the γd →
K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions and the addition of both are presented in Figure 6.1 as
the red, black and blue curves respectively. In these figures, the photon energy is averaged
for the two specific energy ranges, 0.9 − 1.0 (upper) and 1.0 − 1.08 (lower) GeV. The
calculations were performed for four angular regions of integration cosθLABK = (a) 0.9−1.0,
(b) 0.8− 0.9, (c) 0.7− 0.8, (d) 0.6− 0.7, in the laboratory frame by P. Bydz̆ovský.
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Figure 6.1: Inclusive cross sections as a function of kaon lab momentum based on the
Kaon-MAID model, for the γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions and the addition of their
respective cross sections for incident photon energy in the range from (top) 1.0−1.08 GeV and
(bottom) 0.9− 1.0 GeV as the red, black and blue curves respectively. The angle integration
bins were cosθLABK =s0.9− 1.0, 0.8− 0.9, 0.7− 0.8, and 0.6− 0.7.
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K0 momentum spectra for γd → K0Λp, for the incident photon energy in the range
from (left) 1.0− 1.08 GeV and (right) 0.9− 1.0 GeV. The calculations were performed for
the isobaric models, Kaon-MAID and SLA models, where the rK1Kγ parameter for the
SLA models is displayed in the Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2: K0 momentum spectra for γd → K0Λp for the incident photon energy in the
range from(left) 1.0 − 1.08 GeV and (right) 0.9 − 1.0 GeV. The calculations were performed
for the isobaric models, Kaon-MAID and SLA models, where the rK1Kγ parameter for the
SLA model is displayed in the figure.
6.2.2 Λ Photoproduction:
KM and SLA: Momentum Calculations
The predictions of the inclusive measurement of the Λ momentum dependent differential
cross section based on KM for the γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions are presented in
Figure 6.3. Here the photon energy is averaged for the two specific energy ranges, 0.9−1.0
(upper) and 1.0 − 1.08 (lower) GeV. The calculations were performed for four distinct
angular regions of integration cosθLABΛ =(a) 0.95 − 1.0, (b) 0.90 − 0.95, ( c) 0.85 − 0.90,
(d) 0.80− 0.85, in the laboratory frame for Λ production with an corresponding charged
or neutral kaon. The K+Λ, K0Λ and the addition of both cross section amplitudes are
drawn as black, red, and blue curves respectively. Theoretical calculations of inclusive cross
sections as a function of Λ momentum for the γd →K0Λp and γd→K+Λn reactions for the
incident photon beam energy in the range from (right) 1.0− 1.08 GeV and (left) 0.9− 1.0
GeV are given in Figure 6.4. The region of integration were the same as Figure 6.3. The
calculations were performed for the SLA model [7, 20]. The rK1Kγ parameter for the SLA
models is displayed in the figure and was allowed to vary from −(1.0− 3.0) by increments
of −0.5 .
Lastly, the curves for only the addition of the γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn cross
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 Momentum [GeV/c]







































































































































































Figure 6.3: Kaon-MAID inclusive cross sections as a function of Λ momentum for the
γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions and the addition of the amplitudes for the incident
photon beam energy in the range from(right) 1.0 − 1.08 and (left) 0.9 − 1.0 GeV as the red,
black and blue curves respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical predictions of inclusive Λ momentum cross sections for γd → K0Λp
and γd → K+Λn reactions for photon energy of (right) 1.0− 1.08 and (left) 0.9− 1.0 GeV.
sections of KM and SLA are contrasted in Figure 6.5. The presentation of Eγ and cosθ
LAB
Λ
bins follows that of Figure 6.4. The parameter for the SLA model is displayed in the figure
indicated by the colors in the legend, whereas KM is seen now as the dashed black curve.
6.2.3 RPR: Momentum Predictions
The calculations of the hyperon angle integrated momentum distribution based on RPR[8,
25, 27] for the γd → ΛKN reactions are presented in Figure 6.6. In these figures, the
angular bins were forward scattering angles of 0.95≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ
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Figure 6.5: KM and SLA calculations of the inclusive Λ momentum cross sections for the
addition of γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions for photon beam energy of (right) 1.0−1.08
and (left) 0.9− 1.0 GeV in the laboratory frame.
Momentum: P








































































Figure 6.6: Regge-Plus-Resonace (RPR-2007) [25, 26] theoretical calculations of bin-centered
energies and Λ angle integrated inclusive cross sections as a function of Λ momentum for
photon beam energy of 1.0− 1.1 (bottom) and 0.9− 1.0 (top) GeV. The region of integration
covered the angular bins of cosθLABΛ = 0.95− 1.0 (left), and cosθLABΛ = 0.90− 0.95(right).
= 0.9 − 1.0 and 1.0 − 1.08 GeV. The results of the higher and lower energy and angular
bins are the top and lower, left and right respectively. The appearance of the momentum
dependent cross section takes it shape from the momentum of the nucleon that was hit
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and has strong relation to the photon energy [26]. The shaded regions represent the
theoretical uncertainties introduced from the ratio of the magnetic transition moments of
the D13(1900) and P13(1900) resonance states, which is allowed to range from −(2 − 2).
In the RPR approach, it was concluded that γd → K+Λn is the predominant process
responsible for the better part of the cross section [25].
6.2.4 KM and SLA: Excitation Function
The forward angle integrated and total cross section of γd → K0Λp and γd →K+Λn
reactions as a function photon energy, predicted by KM, are given in Figure 6.7, where
the total cross section by the addition of γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions, as
a function photon energy, is shown as the solid blue curve (right). The results of the
calculations for the angular integration of 0.9 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0 are given in upper row and
the total cross section in the lower in Figure 6.7. The smaller and more forward region of
hyperon angular integration results in a reduction of the predicted energy dependence of
Λ production.
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Figure 6.7: Kaon-MAID [20] curves of the integrated (upper) and total (lower) cross section
of γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn reactions in the region of angular integration is 0.9 ≤ cosθLABΛ
≤ 1.0 as a function photon energy are shown as the red and black lines respectively. The right
figure includes the sum of the cross sections as the solid blue curve.
Illustrated in Figure 6.8 is the total cross section of γd → KΛΣ based on the Kaon-
MAID model [20]. Numerous curves are drawn to exhibit the addition of the various
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contributions of the six isospin channels. In the photon energy range discussed in this
thesis, the production of a Σ hyperon is also possible, though it is dominated by Λ hyperon
production. The minor contribution of Σ is seen in the Figure. 6.8, where the contributions
of Σ0,+,− are all drawn and added to obtained the total cross section. It is obvious that
the inclusion of the Σ contribution accounts for roughly 20% increase in the overall cross
section above Eγ = 1.05 GeV. The results of the KM calculation suggest for energies
lower than Eγ ≤ 1.075 GeV that the reaction has the most sizable endowment from K+Λ.
Hereafter and to up an energy of 1.2 GeV, K0Λ becomes the formidable contributor.
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Figure 6.8: Total cross section of γd→K (Λ, Σ) based on the Kaon-MAID model.
The total cross section of inclusive Λ measurement in the γd→K0Λp and γd→K+Λn
reactions, as a function photon energy, predicted by the SLA is shown in Figure 6.9. In
Figure 6.9 (right) the total cross section of inclusive Λ measurement by the addition of
curves for γd →K0Λp and γd→K+Λn reactions as a function photon energy predicted by
SLA are shown as the dashed curves. The rK1Kγ parameter for the SLA is displayed in
the figure and was allowed to range from −(1.0 − 3.0). The SLA model, due to its free
parameter, supplies an abundance of curves for the K0Λ reaction. It predicts that at all
photon energies from the threshold up to 1.2 GeV, the strength of K0Λ is significantly
more substantial than K+Λ for rK1Kγ = −(0.5 − 2.0). At values of rK1Kγ ≥ −2.0, the
K+Λ reaction is responsible for the bulk of the cross section.
The ratio between the integrated cross section (upper) and total cross section (lower)
of KM and SLA(rK1Kγ) = −1.5 are seen in Figure 6.9, at hyperon angles of 0.9 ≤ cosθLABΛ
≤ 1.0 are presented in Figure 6.10, where the ratio for the K+Λ, K0Λ, and the sum of
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Figure 6.9: Cross sections of inclusive Λ measurement of the γd → K0Λp reaction as
a function of the incident photon beam energy. The angular region of integration, 0.9 ≤
cosθLABΛ ≤1.0, in the laboratory frame is given in the upper figures. The total cross sections
are in the lower panel. The predictions are for the SLA model [7], where the rK1Kγ parameter
is indicated. The calculation for the γd →K+Λn reaction is shown as the black solid curve.
their cross sections are the solid red, dashed black, and solid blue curves respectively.
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Figure 6.10: Ratio of integrated to total cross section for KM (left) and SLA(rK1Kγ) = −1.5
(right). The ratio for the K+Λ, K0Λ, and the sum of their respective predicted cross sections
are the solid red, dashed black, and solid blue curves respectively
The energy dependence of total cross section in the elementary γn →K0Λ process for
the KM and SLA model is shown in Figure 6.11. The SLA coupling constant rK1Kγ is
displayed in the figure and was allowed to vary from −(1.0− 3.0) by increments of −0.5.
The γp →K+Λ process has been considerably researched theoretically and experimentally,
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see section 1.4 2.5 and 2.5.3, the γn→K0Λ process on the other hand has not. The S11
resonance plays an important role in the steep growth of the cross section for the former,
while the latter has a slower rise in the cross section.
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Figure 6.11: Total cross section of the elementary γn→K0Λ reaction as a function photon
energy predicted by KM and SLA, where rK1Kγ values are indicated in figure.
6.2.5 RPR: Excitation Function Prediction
Following this are RPR-2007 theoretical calculations of inclusive Λ integrated cross section
as a function photon energy for γd→K0Λp, γd→K+Λn, and the sum of the processes are
shown in Figure 6.12 are blue, red, and black curves respectively. The angles of integration
covered the more forward angles of 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (left) and entire acceptance of the
spectrometer, 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (right), in the laboratory frame. As with the calculation
of the momentum dependent cross section, the computations were done at bin centered
energies and anticipate that the energy dependent cross section of γd → K+Λn reaction
is more robust than the γd → K0Λp process.
The total cross section of γd → K0Λp, γd → K+Λn, and the total cross section of
γd → Λ(K0,K+) are drawn as the black, red, and blue curves curves respectively. In
accord to the procedure adapted to the KM and SLA models, the ratio of the integral
cross section and total cross was computed and is visible for the K+, K0, and the sum of
them on the bottom left and right in Figure 6.12 respectively. The angle of integration
in the ratio calculation was 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. In the threshold regime, at energies of
Eγ ≤ 1.1 GeV, the cross sections of γd → K0Λ and γd → K+Λ are concentrated at angles
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(a) Integrated cross section for 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (left) and 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (right)
:Photon Energy [MeV]E








































(b) Total cross section (left) and ratio of integrated 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 to total (right)
Figure 6.12: RPR-2007 theoretical calculations of Λ integrated cross section as a function
photon energy for γd → K0Λp, γd → K+Λn, and their sum are shown are the black, red, and
blue curves respectively. The cross sections were integrated over angular bins of 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ
≤1.0 (left) and 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (right) in the lab. The predictions of total cross section
shown as blue, red, black curves respectively on the bottom left. The ratio of the integral
cross section, 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0, and the total cross sections are given in the bottom right .
below cosθ ≤ 0.80, as is discernible in Figure 6.17, therefore a possibility of measuring
the total cross section is feasible in a spectrometer that has acceptance in this small-scale
angular region [118]. In the RPR framework, the cross section is reduced approximately
1% by measuring the reaction in the 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 region.
6.2.6 Angular Distributions: KM and SLA
The momentum integrated Λ angular dependent cross section in the lab was calculated
for the KM, SLA, and RPR theoretical models. As the approach of each of theoretical
model is different, especially regarding the inclusion of resonance terms and the use of
form factors, the experimental results of the Λ angular distribution can further constrain
models.
Figure 6.13 presents the elementary angular distributions of the γn → K0Λ reaction
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Figure 6.13: Angular distributions of the γn→ K0Λ reaction for a specific photon of (left)
0.97 GeV and (right) 1.10 GeV predicted by the SLA and KM theoretical models. The rK1
Kγ values are indicated in the legends.
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Figure 6.14: SLA γn→KΛ elementary angular distributions at 1.01 GeV.
for a specific photon of (left) 0.97 GeV and (right) 1.10 GeV, predicted by the SLA
and Kaon-MAID theoretical models in the kaon center of momentum frame. The rK1Kγ
parameter for the SLA models is displayed in the figure and was allowed to vary from
−(1.0 − 3.0) by increments of −0.5. The SLA rK1Kγ = -1.4 and -2.0 predictions of the
angular distribution of the elementary kaon production are seen in Figure 6.14. From
the curves, it apparent that K+Λ and K0Λ are opposite in respect to being forward or
backwards biased.
Next presented are the results of the KM model where the cross section was calculated
as a function of cosθLABΛ . The angle dependent cross sections of the d(γ,Λ)K
+n and
d(γ,Λ)K0p reactions and the summation of the contributing cross sections in the lab ,as
a function of cosθLABΛ , in the KM framework are seen in Figure 6.15 for five photon Eγ
bins of (a)0.95 − 1.0, (b)1.0 − 1.02, (c)1.02 − 1.04, (d)1.04 − 1.06, (e)1.06 − 1.08GeV. The
curves for K+Λ, K0Λ, and their sum are the black, red, and aqua curves respectively. It
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Figure 6.15: Angular distributions of d(γ,Λ)K+n and d(γ,Λ)K0p reactions and their cross
section addition, based on KM, integrated over five Eγ bins corresponding to (a)0.95 −
1.0, (b)1.0− 1.02, (c)1.02− 1.04, (d)1.04− 1.06, (e)1.06− 1.08GeV as the black, red and aqua
curves respectively.
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Figure 6.16: Angular distributions of the d(γ,Λ)K+n and d(γ,Λ)K0p reactions and the
sum of the amplitudes, based on SLA, integrated over five Eγ bins corresponding to (a)0.95−




is apparent from the curves in the figure that the d(γ,Λ)K+n process is the dominant
contributing amplitude at lower energies but at photon energies larger than 1.06 GeV
the amplitudes achieve equivalent status. The angular dependent cross section peaks at
approximately 0.95 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.98 and declines towards cosθLABΛ = 1.0.
The Λ momentum integrated angular distribution of the d(γ,Λ)K+n and d(γ,Λ)K0p
reactions were subsequently calculated with the SLA model in the laboratory frame. The
predictions for each process and their addition are given in Figure 6.16. The curves for
the K+Λ, K0Λ, and their sum are the black, red, and blue curves respectively. The cross
sections for the SLA predictions are significantly larger than those of the KM model for
laboratory angles of cosθ ≥0.95. Unlike the results of the KM calculations the d(γ,Λ)K0p
process primarily contributes to Λ photo production in the SLA framework at small an-
gles [82].
6.2.7 Angular Distributions: RPR Predictions
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Figure 6.17: Angular distributions of the γd→ΛKN reaction based on the RPR model [8,
25, 27, 28, 29] for photon energy ranges of (a)0.95− 1.0, (b)1.0− 1.02, (c)1.02− 1.04, (d)1.04−
1.06, (e)1.06− 1.08 GeV
Angular distributions of the γd→ΛKN reaction in the laboratory frame as a function
of the momentum of Λ which based on the RPR-2007 model are presented in Figure 6.17
for bin centered photon energy in ranges of of left (a)0.95 − 1.0, (b)1.0 − 1.02, (c)1.02 −
1.04, (d)1.04 − 1.06, (e)1.06 − 1.08 GeV. The curves are somewhat similar to the SLA
calculations, however unlike the cross sections of the SLA that does not decline, here
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Figure 6.18: Deuteron density as calculated within the WJC model [30, 31] as a function
of cosθΛ and 	pΛ at various values of Eγ . Each point in the phase space of the reaction
determines a single value for |	pN | assuming the RPWIA and the corresponding deuteron
density is plotted[32]
the RPR curves had a reduction in the magnitude at small angles. The RPR and KM
predictions produced a prominence in theK+Λ reaction which exhibits the fall off, opposite
of the SLA curves. Figure 6.18 is the deuteron density as calculated within the WJC
model [30, 31] as a function of cosθΛ and |	pΛ| at various values of Eγ . Each point in the
phase space of the reaction determines a single value for |	pN | assuming the RPWIA and the
corresponding deuteron density. Details of the radial wave function and momentum space
distribution for the WJC-1 model can be found in Appendix C. The deuteron density
shapes the cross section in the d(γ,K)Y N reaction and diminishes congruently with a
heightened relative three-momentum of the proton and neutron inside the deuteron[9, 25,
26].
6.2.8 Λ Recoil Polarization: KM and SLA Calculations
The calculations of the Λ hyperon recoil polarization (PΛ) in the laboratory frame as a
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Figure 6.19: Momentum dependence of Λ polarization in the Laboratory frame. The KM
and SLA predictions of γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn are given left to right respectively. The
photon energies bins of 0.95, 1.0 and 1.1 GeV are given top to bottom.
and SLA isobar models. Here, the predictions were made for three specific photon energies,
those being Eγ = 0.95, 1.0, and 1.1 GeV. The results of the calculations as displayed in
Figure 6.19, where KM and SLA predictions of γd → K0Λp and γd → K+Λn are given
left to right respectively. The curves for KM are shown as the dashed black curve and
the SLA curves are seen are red, light blue and blue for 0.95, 1.0, and 1.1 GeV. The KM
and SLA models have distinctively different descriptions of the polarization of Λ in terms
of the reaction. Both models suggest an absolute value of less that 0.3 for either process,
while cross sections are similar at lower photon energies.
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6.2.9 Λ Recoil Polarization: RPR Predictions
The RPR-2007 curves of the angular dependence of Λ polarization are showcased in Fig-
ure 6.20. The figure shows the calculations for both γd → K0Λ p reactions. The region
of integration were angular bins of cosθLABΛ = 0.95− 1.0 (left) and 0.95− 1.0 (right). The
results of bin centered energy regions of 0.9 − 1.0, and 0.9 − 1.1 GeV are shown top to
bottom respectively. The calculations exhibit a modest value of the Λ polarization that
has of energy and momentum dependence on it’s sign. The calculations show a value
close to zero in the forward hemisphere, and for the angular integration range of cosθLABΛ
= 0.90 − 0.95 the asymmetry is negative at low momenta [9, 26]. In measurement of the
polarization, the RPR model indicates the K0Λ channel has a large effect in suppressing
the recoil asymmetry.
Momentum: P



























































































Figure 6.20: Angular dependence of Λ polarization. The plots are based on RPR-2007 model
for spectator kinematics. The figure shows the calculations for γd → ΛX reactions. The region
of integration covered the forward hyperon angles of cosθLABΛ = 0.95−1.0 (left) and 0.95−1.0
(right). The results of bin centered energy regions, 0.9 − 1.0, and 1.0 − 1.08 GeV are shown
top to bottom respectively.
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6.3 Comparison to Theoretical Calculations
6.3.1 KM and SLA: Momentum Distributions
We then proceed to employ the various theoretical calculations as a comparison to the
experimentally yielded outcomes. The initial comparison is made with the inclusive mea-
surement of Λ momentum distribution of Λ for the KM and SLA models discussed in
section 6.2.1. The comparison of results with KM and SLA calculations for the addi-
tion of cross sections of the γd →K0Λp and γd →K+Λn reactions, for photon energy
bins of (top) 0.9 - 1.0 and (bottom) 1.0 to 1.08 GeV in the lab frame are shown in Fig-
ures 6.21 and 6.22. The data integrated over two angular regions of cosθLABΛ = 0.95−1.0
and 0.90−0.95 are shown left to right respectively. The rK1Kγ coupling constant free pa-
rameter for the SLA model is displayed in the figures. The KM results do a passable job
of describing the overall shape of the distributions in both energy and angular integration
zones. Nevertheless, it fails to give an accordance with the strength of the measured mo-
mentum dependent differential cross section in the forward hemisphere. In these zones,
with respect to both integrated photon energy bins, it under predicts the cross section by
approximately 50% at the Λ momenta of 0.65 ≤ PLABΛ ≤ 0.90. GeV/c. The SLA model
has a good agreement with the shape and magnitude of the data for rK1Kγ = −(1.0− 1.5)
replicating it best in the forward scattering angles with rK1Kγ= −1.4 drawn as the aqua
curve in Figure 6.22.
6.3.2 RPR: Momentum Distributions
The experimentally determined background subtracted angle integrated momentum dif-
ferential cross section was additionally compared to the RPR -2007 predictions of the
inclusive measurement of Λ. As shown in Figure 6.23 the data is confronted with the
theoretical calculations of energy-averaged and Λ angle-integrated inclusive cross sections
as a function of Λ momentum for the γd → ΛKN reaction, for the energy averaged (top)
0.9 − 1.0 and (bottom) 1.0 − 1.1 GeV. The data was integrated over hyperon scattering
angles equivalent to cosθLABΛ = 0.95− 1.04 (right) and 0.9− 0.95 (left), in the laboratory
frame. The model calculation derived for bin centered photon energies is able to roughly
produce the shape and intensity of the data for the higher energy bin particularly in the
forward angular integration range. In the lower integrated energy region, Eγ = 0.9 − 1.0
GeV, the model performs adequately in the more backward angular bin within the er-
rors.At the most forward scattering angles the model indicates a sharper decrease in shape
with a maximum Λ momentum of around 0.8 GeV. Due to the unknown helicity, intro-
duced from the ratio of the magnetic transition moments of the D13(1900) and P13(1900)
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Figure 6.21: Comparison with KM calculations of the Λ momentum cross sections for the
addition of amplitudes of the γd→K0Λp and γd→K+Λn for photon energy bins of (top)
0.9 − 1.0 and (bottom) 1.0 − 1.08 GeV. The integrated hyperon angles of 0.95 − 1.0 and
0.90− 0.95 (cosθLABΛ ) are shown left to right respectively.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison to calculations of the Λ momentum cross sections. The angular
and energy presentation format is the same as in Figure 6.21. The rK1Kγ parameter for the






































































Figure 6.23: Comparison to RPR calculations of Λ momentum dependent cross sections for
γd →ΛKN , for the bin centered photon energy of 0.9−1.0 (top) and 1.0−1.1 (bottom) GeV.
The data was integrated over hyperon scattering angles of cosθLABΛ = 0.95 − 1.0 (left) and
0.9− 0.95 (right).
Momentum: P


































































Figure 6.24: Comparison to RPR of Λ momentum dependent cross sections for γd →ΛKN
with theoretical uncertainties shown as the light blue shaded region. The data was integrated
over hyperon scattering angles of cosθLABΛ = 0.95− 1.0 (left) and 0.9− 0.95 (right).
resonant states, for which these calculations was allowed to vary between −(2− 2), some
theoretical inaccuracy were introduced, hence the comparison of the data and theory with
the inclusion of these errors was also performed and given in Figure 6.24 as the light blue
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shaded region. The angular and energy presentation format is the same as in Figure 6.23.
The model concurs with the reported data within the theoretical uncertainties.
6.3.3 Integrated Cross Section: KM and SLA
The analysis procedure involved an inclusive measurement of Λ with the use of a deuteron
target therefore expected to have contributions from K+ and K0 production. The results
are compared to the addition of the amplitudes calculated for integrated and total cross
section of the γd →K0Λp and γd →K+Λn reactions as a function photon energy. The
comparison of the measured cross sections integrated over 25 MeV energy bins to the
predictions by the KM of the forward hyperon angular region of integration, 0.9 ≤ cosθLABΛ
≤ 1.0 is presented in Figure 6.25 The data has a shape that is agreeable to the KM
predictions but is far larger in magnitude for the total integrated region.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison to the Λ integrated cross section of the sum of the γd →K0Λp and
γd→K+Λn reactions as a function photon energy predicted by the KM model.
We also perform a comparison with the calculations yielded from the SLA model. An
identical comparability approach is applied such that the integrated cross section results
in the forward hemisphere as a function of the photon energy are given in Figure 6.27,
where the rK1Kγ parameter is presented in the legend. Our data in the restricted angular
region has similar behavior to that of the SLA curves and the rise in the cross section with
the increase in photon energy is present, for the case of the comparison to the addition of
the K0Λ or K+Λ cross section. The cross section findings are similar to the predictions
where the fitting parameter has been tuned to −(1.5 − 1.0). However, the ascending
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Figure 6.26: Comparison to the Λ integrated cross section as a functin photon energy, for
the the sum of γd →K0Λp and γd →K+Λn reactions as a function photon energy predicted
by the SLA model. The rK1Kγ parameter is indicated in the figure.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison to the Λ integrated cross section as a function photon energy
predicted by the SLA and KM models where the amplitudes of γd →K0Λp and γd→K+Λn
reaction are added.
Thereafter, a comparison to the both KM and SLA results is performed for the forward
angular region of integration as is evident in Figure 6.27, where the KM and SLA curves
are drawn as the dashed and solid respectively.
The conclusion drawn regarding the best reproduction of the data by the SLA model
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Figure 6.28: Residuals of SLA models for different rK1Kγ values indicated by the marker
style shown in the legend (a). Residual of SLA models calculations for rK1Kγ = −1.4 (b).
Residual of KM model (c)
rK1Kγ = −1.4 was purely qualitative, based on the visual representation shown in Fig-
ures 6.27 and 6.27. A more rigorous approach was conducted to strengthen the premise
to which the conclusion is drawn. As as result, the residual of each curves obtained by
the change of the rK1Kγ parameter was calculated. The residual was simply defined as
the numerical difference between the experimental values and the theoretical prediction at
each specific energy bin. The residual values for each rK1Kγ value was plotted as a func-
tion of the photon energy in Figure 6.28 (a). The residual corresponding the SLA model,
rK1Kγ = −1.4 (c), is plotted in Figure 6.28( c) and the KM residual in (d). The residual
distribution can be used to evaluate if a model’s fit to the gathered data was accurate.
The residuals should, in all likelihood, estimate the random errors that govern the inter-
relations between the independent and dependent variables in a statistical relationship.
Thus, if the calculated residuals depict a random response, it has the implications that a
model fits the data reasonably well. Conversely, if a non-random structure is observed in
the residuals, it is a unmistakable signal that a model fits the data poorly.
6.3.4 Integrated Cross Section: RPR
Experimentally measured and obtained measured cross sections integrated over 25 MeV











































Figure 6.29: Comparison to RPR calculation of sum integrated cross sections of the γd→
K0Λp and γd→K+Λn reactions as a function photon energy. The left figure is comparison of
the forward angular integration region and the right the comparison of full integration region.
29] in Figure 6.29. The juxtaposition is made to the summation of the cross sections
corresponding to the integrated cross sections of the γd→ K0Λp and γd→K+Λn reactions
as a function photon energy, in angular integration regions of 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (left)
and 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 (right). The RPR calculations describe the shape and size of the
data, for both angular integration hemispheres, shown as light blue curves. However, in
the 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 region the curves slightly over gauges the shape with increasing
photon energy, but undershoots the data in the larger angular integrations region.
6.3.5 Estimated Total Cross Section: KM and RPR
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Figure 6.30: Extrapolated total d(γ,Λ)X cross section compared the KM model. The addi-
tions of γd→K0Λp and γd→K+Λn processes are on the left and the inclusion of Σ contribution
to the total cross section is seen on the right.
The total cross section of Λ photoproduction in the d(γ,Λ)X reaction integrated over
25 MeV bins was estimated with the theoretical predictions afforded by the KM and
RPR models. The results were discussed in the previous chapter, accordingly, here we
graphically compare the numerical values obtained to the predictions of each model. The
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Figure 6.31: Extrapolated total d(γ,Λ)X cross section obtained with and compared to the
RPR model.
comparison of the KM models predictions and the data are illustrated in Figure 6.31.
Though the contributions of Σ are expected to be small the are included in the model
predictions of the KM in this comparison. Inceptively we compared the prediction of the
KM model in the absence of the known, but expected minor contribution of Σ production,
next it was included. Yet, even with the inclusion of the calculated Σ contributions the
KM results maintains its under prediction of the Λ cross section.
The evaluation of the RPR predictions and the data are illustrated in Figure 6.31. The
contribution of the K+Λ, K0Λ and the addition of their respective contributions are the
red, black and blue curves respectively. The calculations in the RPR approach describes
the data well at photon energies under 1.0 GeV but predicts a lower magnitude for Eγ ≥
1.0 GeV.
6.3.6 Angular Distributions
The momentum integrated angle dependent differential cross section of d(γ,Λ)X is com-
pared with the results of the KM, SLA and RPR calculations. Here, the confrontation does
not suffer from any disturbance from the presence of the Σ hyperon production process.
The background subtracted angular distributions of the γd→ ΛX reaction as a function of
the scattering angle of Λ, (cosθLABΛ ), are compared to theoretical calculations based on
the RPR model, including theoretical uncertainties, and are presented in Figure 6.32 for
Eγ bins of (a) 0.95− 1.00 GeV, (b) 1.00− 1.02 GeV, (c) 1.02− 1.04 GeV, (d) 1.04− 1.06
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Figure 6.32: Background subtracted angular distributions of γd→ΛKN integrated over five
Eγ bins equated with the RPR model predications and associated theoretical uncertainties [8,
25, 28].
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Figure 6.33: Background subtracted Λ angular distributions integrated over five photon
energy (Eγ) bins alongside the predictions of γd→ΛKN of KM, SLA and RPR (excluding
theoretical uncertainties) models.
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The RPR obtained curves furnished for bin centered energies accomplishes a fairly
good description of the experimental results achieving agreements within the statistical
error. In the lower energy bins (a) 0.95 − 1.0 GeV , (b) 1.0 − 1.02 GeV, in Figure 6.32,
the model over predicts the cross section data by approximately 20 − 30%. Whereas for
higher energy bins, it is evident that the model over approxiamates the cross sections by
around 10−15% for cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95. The strongest accord between the data and the RPR
predictions exist in the (c) 1.02−1.04 GeV energy bin. The momentum distribution of the
nucleons inside the deuteron peaks at forward Λ production in the laboratory frame and
forward kaon production in the kaon-nucleon CM frame. Obviously, this is only one factor
that goes into a cross section calculation, but it determines the shape in an important
way. At the highest energy you can see for example that the peak moves away from cosθΛ
= 1. According the angular distribution peaks at cosθΛ = 1 at the lowest energies and
thus the peaks shifts with increasing photon energies [32]. The momentum distribution
for the K0Λ appears identical because of the small kaon mass difference. The strength of
the cross sections differs however because the elementary process is different.
The background subtracted Λ angular distribution integrated over five Eγ was com-
pared to the predictions of the KM, SLA(rk1kγ = -1.4) and RPR predictions of γd→ΛKN
as calculated P. Vancraeyveld [32] and P. Bydzovsky [119]. Previous calculation of the
momentum integrated angular cross sections for the SLA(rk1kγ = -2.0) were reported but
were based on fits to published NKS2 data that was later corrected [3, 83]. Displayed in
Figure 6.33, the KM, SLA and RPR curves are the black, red and blue curves respectively.
The RPR and SLA(rk1kγ = -1.4) models do a reasonable job of describing general ten-
dency of the data. The later fails to describe the peak at cosθ = 0.95, but has a better
reproduction of the data than RPR at higher energies. While the KM does not describe the
data at small angles, which is also seen in the comparison of the elementary cross section,
and under estimates the angular distribution most significantly in the extreme forward
region in angles larger than cosθ ≤ 0.95. It is apparent from the curves in Figure 6.33
that d(γ,Λ)K+n is the dominant contributing amplitude at lower energies but at photon
energies larger than 1.06 GeV the amplitudes achieve on par status. The angle dependent
cross section peaks at approximately 0.95 ≤ cosθ ≤0.98 and declines towards cosθLABΛ =
1.0. The amplitudes for the SLA predictions are significantly larger than those of the KM
model for laboratory angles of cosθ ≥0.95. Unlike the results of the KM calculations the
d(γ,Λ)K0p process primarily contributes to the Λ photo production reaction in the SLA
framework. This dominant tendency of the d(γ,Λ)K0p reaction increases to more than
twice that of d(γ,Λ)K+n simultaneously with extending photon beam energies at angles
of cosθLABΛ ≥0.95. Both models produce similar predictions of the d(γ,Λ)K+n as a con-
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sequence of the determined elementary amplitudes that are fitted to K+Λ data in which
the folded deuteron density has a minor effect. The disparity in the contribution of each
process arises from the resonance content in respective models attempt to suppress the
Born term contribution [119]. In the K0Λ channel the sensitivity to the rK1Kγ parameter
is remarkably dissimilar mainly playing a larger role in the SLA point of view than in
the KM framework which was determined by fitting K0Σ data [47]. In the anticipation of
newly published data Λ momentum integrated angular distributions in d(γ,Λ)KN ,s recent
theoretical calculations have been attempted with modifications to the current KM, such
as H2 and KM2 which include hyperon resonances such as S01(1670) and S01(1800) [82].
6.3.7 Λ Hyperon Recoil Polarization
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Figure 6.34: Λ recoil polarization compared to KM and SLA predictions of the momentum
dependence. The γd→K+Λn and γd→K0Λp results are the left and right columns.
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Figure 6.35: Λ polarization compared to RPR predictions model for cosθLabΛ = 0.95 − 1.0
and 0.90− 0.95, at bin centered energy bin 1.0 − 1.1 GeV, given left to right respectively.
The Λ hyperon polarization was determined as a function of momentum and angle
previously discussed in Figures 5.15, 5.16, and ??. The momentum dependence was first
compared for energy bins Eγ = 0.90 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.00, 0.95 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.05, and 1.0 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1.1
GeV to the γd→K+Λn and γd→K0Λp calculations based on the KM and SLA models,
which furnished contrastive predictions in terms of the sign of the polarization. The
predictions are given in Figure 6.34, for K+Λ and K0Λ left to right columns respectively.
The sign of the determined polarization is shown to be negative and has the propensity
to disappear at around 0.8 GeV, which is consistent with the KM prediction within the
statistical errors, in contrast to the SLA curves, that do not describe the trend of the
data. This is of concern as the SLA(rK1Kγ = −1.4) performed well in its description of
the momentum, angular, and integrated cross sections results. The experimental findings
for the forward angular integration region, cosθLabΛ = 0.95 − 1.0, and energy bins of 0.90
Eγ 1.00, and 1.0 Eγ 1.1 GeV were compared to RPR calculations seen in Figure 6.35. The
predictions do not reproduce the shape nor magnitude of the data, where only at higher




6.4 Comparison to Existing Experiments
6.4.1 Polarization Observables
The polarization of Λ was obtained from the inclusive measurement of Λ in the 2H(γ,Λ)X
process, therefore it has obvious contributions from K0Λ and K+Λ reactions. Published
observations of single Λ polarization observables were reported by the SAPHIR [11, 12],
GRAAL [50, 51] and CLAS [13, 14, 15, 16] collaboration. The SAPHIR most recent
polarization results at 30 kinematical values were released with their differential cross
sections and the GRAAL data set at large energies, from threshold up to 1.5 GeV for
angles of (θ = 30 − 140) were reasonably alike seen in the angular distributions cosθCMK
and momentum dependence, PΛ
LAB, in Figure 6.36 on the left and the same results after
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Figure 6.36: SAPHIR, GRAAL, and CLAS angular distributions (cosθCMK ) and momentum
dependence (PΛ
LAB) of the Λ recoil polarization for γp → K+Λ are presented left to right
respectively.
The Λ hyperon recoil polarization for γd → ΛX for three photon energies Eγ =
0.90−1.0, 0.95−1.05 and 1.0−1.1 GeV and published data sets of γp → K+Λ results
are confronted in the Figure 6.37. In the calculations, the proton was presumed to be
at rest and only statistical errors as given. In regards to the smallest energy region the
results of NKS2 [5] and the latest findings exhibit a negative absolute value at lower Λ
momentum, though the this work has a larger overall absolute value. Whereas in at
higher momenta our data still remains negative in contrast to the sign change in SAPHIR,
GRAAL and CLAS outcomes. At energies of Eγ = 0.95−1.05 GeV, the recoil polarization
is consistent with both energies of GRAAL data within error bars. Despite this, for the
highest energy bin measured, our data point at low Λ momenta is positive and stands in
opposition to the all the data it has been set beside. For the remaining momentum bin
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Figure 6.37: NKS2+, NKS2, SAPHIR, GRAAL, and CLAS momentum dependence (PLABΛ )
of the Λ recoil polarization for γd→ ΛX and γp → K+Λ compared at energies of 0.9−1.0, 0.95−
1.05, and 1.0− 1.1 GeV.
PLABΛ = 0.65−1.05 GeV/c, our value can be regarded as zero in rough agreement with
the SAPHIR and GRAAL data point.
6.4.2 The Kinship of K0Λ and K+Λ
The results of theoretical calculations provided the means to approximate the total cross
section of γd → ΛX and γd → K0Λp reactions. By appropriating the method from




















Integrated . It follows that the integrated cross of the γd → K+Λn process
is designated as σ̃γd→K
+Λn
Integrated . In the above calculation, all integrated cross sections were
derived for the angular integration range of 0.9 ≤ cosθΛ ≤ 1.0 in the laboratory frame









Integrated were procured by purely theoretical means. The values for σ̃
γd→ΛX
Integrated are the
results previously discussed and seen in Figure 5.12. The ratio of the integrated cross
section and total cross section in the computation are same as found in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.38: Estimated total γ(d,K0)Λp cross section using the calculations of KM and SLA
rK1Kγ = −1.5. Only statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 6.39: Estimated total γ(d,K0)Λp cross section using the calculations of KM and SLA
rK1Kγ = −1.5 compared to their respective predictive curves given left to right respectively.
Only statistical errors are shown.
The total cross section of the γd → K0Λn are plotted for the both the KM and
SLA models as the solid black and blue circles respectively in Figure 6.38. The same
procedure was implemented for both models, with a limiting case of the rK1Kγ fitting
parameter in the SLA rK1Kγ= −1.5, based of the comparison of the σγd→ΛXIntegrated with the
SLA predictions and also in the comparison, Figure 6.27, made it evident that the value
of rK1Kγ= −(1.0− 1.5), with a specific value of −1.4, best approximates the experimental
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Figure 6.40: Estimated total d(γ,K0)Λp cross section as determined in this dissertation and
published K+Λ and K0Λ data using proton and deuteron targets [5, 11, 12, 13, 15, 33]. Only
statistical errors are shown.
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of estimated total d(γ,K0)Λp cross section with theoretical predic-
tions and published K+Λ and K0Λ data using proton and deuteron targets [5, 11, 12, 13, 15, 33].
Only statistical errors are shown.
results. The systematic error associated with this method of calculation is drawn as the
filled area on the data points which is approximated at less than 15%. There is evidently
only a small model dependence on the extracted total cross section deduced by using either
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theoretical calculations. The estimated total γ(d,K0)Λp cross section is compared to the
calculations of total γ(d,K0)Λp cross section and total γ(d,K+)Λn for KM and SLA in
Figure 6.39.
In section 1.4 current research projects involved in the strangeness physics was re-
viewed. Hence, at this stage the estimated total cross section can be juxtaposed to
results of γn → K0Λn and γp → K+Λp. The published results by SAPHIR [11, 12]
and CLAS [13], and those taken from the dissertations of K. Bantawa [33] and K. Fu-
tatsukawa [5]are plotted alongside the estimated total cross section of γd → K0Λn by
the method described in equation 6.7 in Figure 6.40 as solid light purple triangle, solid
light blue square, open green diamond, open turquoise triangle, solid black square, solid
blue and red circles respectively. The maximum photon energy range of the NKS2+ data
presented in this work is Eγ= 1.08 GeV. The results of the other collaboration extend in
to a higher energy regime. The estimated total γd → K0Λn compare favorably well to the
measured γp → K+Λp energy dependent cross sections up to 1.08 GeV, this implies that
cross sections are roughly on par in terms of overall magnitude. Despite the general con-
sensus between our semi-inclusive energy dependent cross section to those of the SAPHIR
and CLAS results, the MAINZ results shown a distinctly different trend. Our results over
the integrated energy range of 0.9 − 1.08 GeV has a calculated value of 40 − 20% higher
than the results reported by the MAINZ group.
Model predictions for the inclusive γn → K0Λn and γp → K+Λp reactions, calculated
in the KM and SLA framework, are compared to the experimental results in the threshold
energy region gathered by the NKS2, NKS2+, CLAS, SAPHIR, and MAINZ collabora-
tions. These comparison are shown in Figure 6.41 where the curves for the γp → K+Λp
process predicted by KM and SLA and drawn as solid and dashed black lines. The KM
and SLA predictions of the γp → K+Λp process are similar and provides a great de-
scription of the data up to Eγ ≤1.0 GeV, where after both slightly under shoot the data
between 1.0 Eγ ≤1.1 GeV and then return to a consistent agreement. Predictions of the
γn → K0Λn calculated by the KM and SLA models, for the SLA model the results for
the rK1Kγ =−(1.0 − 2.0), are shown as the solid light red, dashed light red, dashed light
blue, and dashed light purple curves respectively. The general consensus between our ex-
perimental results and theoretical predictions of the SLA model is good. The shape and






If I could find the spot where truth echoes,
I would stand there and whisper memories
of my children’s future. I would let their
future dwell in my past so that I might live
a brighter now.
Saul Williams
This chapter will summarize the findings of this thesis and is followed by a discussion
on the conclusions that may can be reached from these results. It shall further discuss
a more global and comprehensive perspective of the research conducted and review the
outlook of future research projects.
7.1 Summary of Results
This dissertation presented findings furnished from the exploratory data measured with
the upgraded NKS2+ spectrometer taken at Research Center for Electron Photon Science
(ELPH) Sendai, Japan. The experiment was performed with intense tagged photons beams
in the range of 0.8≤ Eγ ≤1.1 GeV that were directed to a liquid deuterium target and the
inclusive measurement of Λ was achieved by the identification of its decay particles in the
following Λ → pπ− channel.
The purpose of this work was to deeply investigate strangeness photo production at
threshold energies, to a large extent by placing the emphasis on Λ production. The
analysis conducted was cardinally focused on the inclusive measurement of Λ in the γd →




1. Λ momentum dependent differential cross section (Figure 5.8)
2. Λ angle dependent differential cross section (Figure 5.10)
3. Λ photon energy dependent integrated cross section (Figures 5.11 and 5.12)
4. Λ recoil polarization (Figures 5.15 and 5.16)
Fledgling objectives were achieved thus galvanizing the results of this work to be
extended beyond the initial goals, by innovative methods of incorporating theoretical
calculations to extract the following,
I Total d(γ,Λ)X cross section (Figure 5.14)
II Total d(γ,K0)Λp cross section (Figure 6.38)
The findings were compared with the experimental results of the NKS2 collaboration
for the forward integration region and exhibit fairly consistent results with the previous
data reported [5] discussed in section 5.10 and seen Figures 5.17, 5.18, 5.20, and 5.20. This
thesis also reported on theoretical calculations for the photoproduction on the deuteron
and extensively examined the predictions of γd→K0Λp and γd→K+Λn to discern their
relevance and the dominate process. The predictions were compared with the outcomes
of this research endeavor in section 6.3.
7.2 Conclusion and Outlook
The measured cross sections of the angle integrated Λ momentum dependent differential
cross sections for the addition of γd→K0Λp and γd→K+Λn reactions, for photon energy
bins of (top) 0.9 - 1.0 and (bottom) 1.0 to 1.08 GeV were likened to Kaon-MAID and
Saclay-Lyon A calculations in Figures 6.21 and 6.22. Kaon-MAID calculations replicates
the general shape of the distributions in both energy bins and scattering angles. Nonethe-
less, it was deficient in converging with the magnitude at the most forward angles, in
which it underscored the cross section by approximately 50% at the Λ momenta of 0.65
≤ PLABΛ ≤ 0.90 GeV/c. On the other hand, the SLA model calculations had an admirable
consensus with the shape and magnitude of the data for rK1Kγ = −(1.0−1.5). The Regge-
Plus-Resonance (RPR-2007) calculations derived for bin centered photon energies, when
set against momentum distributions, was capable of emulating the shape and intensity
of the data for the higher of the two energy bins, notably for the most forward hyperon
angles and matches the data within the reported errors at Eγ = 0.95 GeV. The Regge-Plus-
Resonance (RPR-2007) momentum distributions agrees with the reported data within its
theoretical uncertainties.
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The Λ angular distribution as a function of the scattering angle in the laboratory
system was additionally deduced for five distinct energy bins. The Regge-Plus-Resonance
accomplishes a good agreement with the angular dependent cross section in the measured
energy bins. Both Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR-2007) and the Saclay Lyon A(rK1Kγ =
−1.4) models do a reasonable job of describing the general tendency of the data. The later
fails to describe the peak at cosθLABΛ = 0.95, but has a better reproduction of the data
than Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR-2007) at higher energies. While the Kaon-MAID does
not describe the data well, and under approximates the angular distribution at the very
forward region for angles smaller than cosθLABΛ ≤ 0.95.
The integrated cross section for the γd → ΛX reaction in the angular integration re-
gions of 0.9 ≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.75 ≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0, along with Λ momentum dependent
differential cross section were derived. Comparison with the theoretical calculations gave
reasonable agreements with predictions by Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR-2007). The exci-
tation function of the Saclay-Lyon A model was consistent with the data for the rK1Kγ
parameter set to = −1.4. However, the calculations by the Kaon-MAID model under
predicted the obtained cross sections.
The Λ total cross of γd→ΛX estimated by equation 5.9 and shown in Figure 5.14
ascends rapidly at energies close to the nucleon threshold as was exhibited in measure-
ments on a proton target [11]. The Kaon-MAID and Regge-Plus-Resonance (RPR-2007)
predictions obtained for forward hyperon angles describes the data extremely well above
Eγ = 1.0 GeV with a negligible over prediction on the order of 3%. Nevertheless, the RPR
calculations does not include Σ contribution that are expected to by minor. Based on the
underpredictions of the Kaon-MAID calculations in makes sense to place greater reliance
in the Regge-Plus-Resonance estimation.
The estimated γd → K0Λp, cross section seems to be on the same order of absolute
value with the γd → K+Λn reaction. The SAPHIR [11, 12] γp → K+Λ results are
almost identical to the γd → K0Λn cross section derived with the Saclay-Lyon A model
conjecture, with the coupling constant set to −1.4. The results of this work does not
reinforce the findings on the MAINZ group [33], which was the first reported measurement
of γn → K0Λ total cross section and whose results was achieved by a direct measurement of
six particles for the reconstruction of theK0Λ, in opposition to the cleverly estimated γd →
K0Λp total cross section reported in this work. Having said that, the results reported in
this dissertation are consistent across the board with the previous γd→ΛX measurements,
the estimated γd → K0Λp cross section of the NKS2 collaboration[5], and SLA predictions.
The most significant conclusion that can be drawn is the relatively equivalent magnitude of
the d(γ,K0)Λp and p(γ,K+)Λ processes, which are predicted to have strikingly dissimilar
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cross sections, previously discussed and shown in Figures 2.4, 6.7, 6.9, and 6.12, here I
conclude that they are in fact on par.
In this way, the conclusions of this dissertation emphasize the importance of exploring
strangeness photo production in the neutral channel directed towards a deuteron as an
effective laboratory, as essential to enhancing the minuscule data set, generating an isospin
complete measurement, for judging, and amending the inherit limitations of theoretical
descriptions of nature.
With the upgrade of the ELPH facility to higher energies, the possibility to study
γd → K0Σ and γp(d) → K0Λ(n) reactions will be available, providing the chance to add
more data to the excitation curves and to study the details of FSI interactions thereby





The only one who never makes mistakes is the one who never does anything
Teddy Roosevelt
A.1 Systematic Error
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Figure A.1: Background contributions and calculated integrated cross section from various
background selections.
Dissimilar background selection stratagems may result in differing extracted signal
yields, thus directly affecting the cross section calculations. A study of the effect of
various background determinations, for the purpose of estimating the systematic error
introduced from the final background subtraction method was performed. The result
of the cross section contributions for the background methods and the corresponding
background subtracted integrated cross section results are shown in Figure A.1. The
details of the approaches was reviewed in section 4.15. The contributions of the side area
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Figure A.2: Background contributions and calculated integrated cross section from the side
area (BGMSA) and side band (BGMSB) selections.
method was shown in the cross sections results and the systematic error discussed in the
main text. The errors given in figures in main text were only statistical. Here we elaborate
on the means of approximation. The systemic error was estimated from the difference in
cross section magnitudes of the background for the side area (BGMSA) and side band
(BGMSB) technique.
The background contributions and calculated integrated cross section from the side
area (BGMSA) and side band (BGMSB) selections are seen left to right in Figure A.2.
As a consequence of the sucessful determination of the systematic uncertainty involved,
the background subtracted cross sections of γd→ΛX reaction for the dual angular regions
of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.9≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 are shown in Figure A.3 left to right
respectively, with statistical and inclusion of systematic errors, estimated as the difference
between the background magnitude of BGMSA and side band BGMSB for each angular
integration sector, are given as standard errors bars and the inclusion of systematic errors
as the shaded regions.
The main contribution to the introduction of systemic error in the Λ recoil polarization
calculation is attributed to the background subtraction. In order to estimate its contri-
bution to the results, a null study was performed. In principle, the background should
not yield a measurable polarization value, thus any value obtained from the background
continuum is not a true polarization and should be subtracted from the magnitude of the
recoil polarization. Since the side area, BGMSA method was used, the evaluation of the
contribution of BGMiSA, where i, varying side areas, was calculated.
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Figure A.3: Integrated cross section of the inclusive measurement of Λ in γd→ΛX for the
angular integration regions of 0.75≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0 and 0.90≤ cosθLABΛ ≤1.0. The statistical






SA = 1.130− 1.150[GeV/c2]
Background2side = BG
2
SA = 1.135− 1.155[GeV/c2]
Background3side = BG
3
SA = 1.140− 1.160[GeV/c2]
The systematic error was estimated as the maximum difference in the polarization
magnitude of the selected background regions BGMiSA. The evaluated regions are defined
in equations above. It should be noted that BGM3SA was the adopted background sub-
traction region used for all calculations given in the main text and discussed at length in
section 4.15. The momentum dependence of the hyperon recoil polarization was deter-
mined for three photon energy ranges, 0.9 − 1.0 GeV, 0.95 − 1.05 GeV, and 1.0 − 1.08
GeV, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.15. The inclusion of the systematic errors
to the momentum dependence are shown in Figure A.4, given from the top left. In the
figure, the statistical and inclusion of systematic errors are seen as the standard errors bars
and the inclusion of systematic errors as the shaded regions. Other evaluated systematic
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Figure A.4: Λ recoil polarization as a function of momentum (|P |LABΛ ) for the energy range
of 0.9 − 1.0 GeV, 0.95 − 1.05 GeV, and 1.0 − 1.1 GeV shown from the top left respectively.





PERFORMANCE STUDY OF VDC
So often times it happens that we live our lives in chains and never even know
we have the key.
The Eagles.
B.1 VDC Layer Efficiency Gas Study
The vertex drift chamber (VDC) was originally designed to utilize a conventional 50:50
pre-mixed combination of Argon and Ethane. The primary reason for such decision was
based on the usage of the same mixture percentage in the cylindrical drift chamber (CDC),
in which acceptable performance results had been established in previous production ex-
periments. The properties of the gas mixtures have been extensively studied and reported
by Sauli [100]. Following the conclusions of the afore mentioned report, the assumed drift
velocity of electrons in the mix is expected to be roughly 50μ. We studied the effect of
introducing small amounts of ethanol into the mixture as a possible quencher specifically
for the purpose of reduce the high counting rates that were observed under experimental
conditions at tagged photon beam rates greater than 1 MHz. Prior to adjusting the gas
percentage the performance of the VDC without an unaltered equal mixture was studied
by cosmic ray and 90Sr source tests. The experimental setup involved placing the VDC
along its axis and using two parallel scintillator counters, with one placed below and the
other above, as trigger counters. This orientation with the VDC placed upon its side
guaranteed that a traversing particle would pass through the entire chamber. Thus the
start trigger for data acquisition required a coincidence signal of both counters. The effi-
ciency of detecting hits along the track path was investigated for each layer as a function
of the amplifier shaper discriminator (ASD) threshold setting , ranging from 1.0−7.0 V.
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The layer efficiency was also studied as a function of the high voltage setting. The setting
of the VDC high voltage was allowed to vary between −(1900 − 2300) V. The following
are prerequisites that had to be met in order for a track to be considered for fitting:
• The obtained TDC was in a valid TDC channel range corresponding to a realistic
drift velocity and cell size.
• The associated error in the hit position was set at 4√2
• The hit position was assumed to lie along the z=0 (x,y) plane
• The track should transit all 8 layers.
Possible track candidate were fitted to a 1st order polynomial with an additional require-
ment of a χ2 value less than 100 for the fit.
y = mx+ b (B.1)




where A is a non existent hit on the layer of interest, B is a valid hit on other layers, and
n(A) being the total number of events with condition A.




























































































































































































Figure B.1: VDC layer efficiency as a function of threshold setting using a 90Sr source. The
left figure shows the dependence of the High voltage setting as various marker styles for a
range of −(1900− 2300) V in −50V increments for a 50:50 Argon-Ethane mixture. The right
figure shows the layer efficiency for ethanol gas impurities (right) of 1%(black squares) and
3%(red squares) at a optimum high voltage setting of −2100V.
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Using the above framework, the 90Sr source and cosmic ray tests yielded a layer
efficiency greater than 98% for all layers for a threshold setting between 0−7 V. The
results of this investigation are given on the left of Figure B.1 for layer1−8 from the top
left respectively, where the efficiency for various high voltages are shown by markers. It
was found that the highest efficiency over all layers could be obtained at −2100V . This
same method for the layer efficiency determination was applied with the introduction of
ethanol into the gas mixture. Two different percentages, 1% and 3% ethanol were studied
by 90Sr also. The high voltage was kept at the optimum setting of −2100 V. The results
of which are shown on the right in Figure B.1 were the solid black circle are for 1% and the
solid red squares for 3% respectively. It was concluded that the introduction of ethanol
had a significant effect of reducing the layer efficiency by roughly 2% for layers 2−8 at a
threshold setting higher than 3 V.
B.2 Position Resolution
The position resolution of the VDC was measured using cosmic ray tracks outside of a
magnetic field. For this study a linear fitting routine was used to reconstruct the tracks.
The results are shown in Figure B.2 as a function of layer number. The test indicates an
obtainable position resolution of of roughly 160-180μm over all layer.
Drift Chamber Layer


















Figure B.2: VDC position resolution measured by a cosmic ray study.
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B.3 Singles Rate
Prior taking exploratory production data with the addition of the VDC it was subjected
to performance evaluation under the tagged photon beam conditions. The VDC detection
efficiency was proven successful and satisfactory with the use of a source and with cosmic
rays, this prompted the decision to install in NKS2. A tagged photon beam with a rate of
1 MHz was directed into a liquid deuterium target with the trigger conditions of normal
physics production runs as discussed in section. The calculation of the VDC singles rate
was under taken to determine the counting rate of the wires along the beam line and
the results are shown in Figure B.3. In the figure, the singles rate, in kHz, of each wire
segment for each layer is given. The opposite x−axis on each figure is in angles, where
zero degrees corresponds to the beam line and the rotation proceeds counter clockwise.
The average singles rate was 45 − 60 KHz over all layers of the VDC.
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Figure B.3: Singles rate in kHz of individual wires on each layer at approximately 1 MHz
photon beam tagging rate. The opposite x−axis on each figure in in angles where zero degrees
corresponds to the beam line.
B.4 Upstream Wire Removal
Based on the results of the wires singles rate and a motivation to reduce the amount of
material in the path of the photon beam, it was decided to remove the upstream wires
along the beam line. This would in essence be the same type of design as the CDC which
contained no wires along the beam line. This was hypothesized to reduce the number of
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hits recored on each layer and the event size, which should enhance the data recoding time
and thus improve the overall data acquisition efficiency. Moreover, due to the Lorentz
boost of the produced particles, reconstructed tracks are not expected to be found in the
upstream region of the VDC.
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Figure B.4: Number of hits (multiplicity) per layer distributions. The figure presents mul-
tiplicity on each layer where the upstream wire installed and removed as black and red distri-
butions respectively.
The number of hits on each layer is seen in Figure B.4. This data was taken at a
tagged photon bate rate of roughly 1.5 MHz for the same trigger configurations. The
black data correspond to a data set taken in July 2010 for the test of the VDC and the
red are from the data taken in physics experimental period analyzed in this thesis. The
black data was recorded prior to the removal of the upstream wires. Clearly it is shows
that the distribution shifted to the left for layers with an increase in the number of hits
corresponding to 1, 2, or 3 hits on the layer, indicating that the number of multiple hits
on each layer has been reduced. This is attributed to the reduction or material in the
photon path on its way towards the target. As the photon beam was required to traverse
less material, the probably of pair production was reduced and with it a decline in high
multiplicity on the layers especially in the upstream region.
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B.5 Pattern Recognition: Cluster Selection
As the tracking code was further being developed, it was decided to determine the typical
layer cluster distribution. The data used in the analysis was gathered during the September
2010 experimental period as detailed in the data analysis chapter of this thesis. The
experimental condition were as follows:
• Target: Liquid Deuterium
• Trigger: (nIH≥2 x Tag) x nOH≥2 x EV4veto
• Taggedγ rate : 1.5 MHz
Figure B.5: Examples of the cluster definitions used in the determination of the cluster
distributions on each layer of the VDC.
The program to determine the cluster distributions proceed by starting at the first wire
(i) and determining if there was a hit on the wire. The wires were checked layer per layer
starting from the inner most layer progressing outwards and in angular rotation moving
from wire i to the maximum wire on each layer. It should be that the maximum allowed
cluster type was a cluster size of 16 adjoining cells detecting a hit. If there was a hit, then
the cell corresponding to this sense wire was designated as a having a hit of cluster type
1. The definition of cluster types apply to only to one layer at a time. The adjacent wire
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(i + 1) was then checked, wherein, if there was a hit, then the two adjacent cells would
be designated as a hit of a cluster type 2. If there was not a hit on the neighboring cell,
then the identification of a hit of cluster type 1 would filled, and the program would then
continue scanning from j = i+1 wire. In the final analysis only up to a maximum cluster
type of 4 hits was studied as the realistic tracks from the decay of a photo produced strange
particle would most likely not incur more than such. Illustrations of the definitions of the
cluster types (1−4) are seen in Figure B.5. It can be clearly understood that a cell having
a hit is a cluster type 1, two cell beside each other in which both are hit would be a cluster
type 2. Three cells in combination are a cluster type 3 and lastly 4 cells are a cluster
type 4. For the remainder of this thesis the term size and type are interchangeable. The
numbering of layers 1−8 are associated with the VDC and layers 9−18 with the CDC.







































































































Figure B.6: Clustering distribution percentage for VDC.
The study into the allocation of clusters on each layer was further studied to determine
the number of hits of each cluster size on each layer. The means the number of times one
would detect the presence of a predetermined cluster on a layer; an example of such in the
recognition of 3 cluster type 1, such a pattern would be singled out as a 3 hits of cluster
type 1. In Figure B.6 the number of distinguishable hits of a certain cluster size was
normalized by the total number events in the data set. The figure displays the number
of hits of a certain cluster, such as one measured hit of cluster one, two measured hits
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Figure B.7: Clustering distribution percentage for VDC.
of a cluster type one, etc. Thus, the percentage of how many hits of a cluster type was
obtained as a function of the layer. As previous stated this study was conducted only up
to a cluster size of 4 adjacent hits. In figure B.7 the number of distinguishable hits of a
certain cluster size was normalized by the total number events in the data set. The results
of cluster type one are remarkable different from cluster type 2−4. For the inner layers,
it is expected that a hit of 2 or 3 cluster type one will be recorded 35%-45% of the time.
The tendency increases for 3 hits but then recedes for 4 or greater hits. For cluster type
2, roughly one hit will be recorded 70% of the time, and 20% of 2 hits and all hits larger
than 3 is expected to account for less than 10%. The study lastly permits the conclusion
that there is a around 90% likelihood that for clusters type 3 and 4 there will be only be




HULTHEN AND DEUTERON WAVE FUNCTIONS
The dreamers are the saviors of the world.
James Allen
A brief review of model calculations of the neutron wave function within a deuteron
and for the non-relativistic deuteron are presented. The Hulthen wave function is used
to describe the momentum distribution of the neutron within the deuteron. The wave
function is calculated by,
P (p) ∝ p
2
(p2 + α2)2(p2 + β2)2
(C.1)
P is the probability density and p is the momentum of the nucleon. The parameters
determined from fitting, α and β, were determined to be 45.6 MeV/c and 234 MeV/C
respectively. The results of fitting measurements [120] involving the scattering of electron
on a deuteron is seen in Figure C.1. The fitting parameters were consequently used to
ascertain the neutron momentum distribution.
Model calculations performed for the Saclay-Lyon A [85] and Kaon-Maid [6] [20] models
by P. Bydzovsky utilized the non-relativistic deuteron wave function described by the
Bonn model [35]. However, those computed for the Regge-Plus Resonance theoretical
model [25, 28] by P. Vancraeyveld, focused on both the Bonn approximation as well and
the WJC-1 model [31]. In Figure C.2, the S1 and D1 state radial wave functions for
configuration and momentum space are visible left to right respectively, for the Paris [34],
Bonn [35], Nijmegen-III [36], Gross-IB, and WJC-1 [30, 31] non-relativistic deuteron wave
function approximation.
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Nucleon Momentum Distribution [GeV/c]























p0        8.394e+08± 1.837e+10 
p1        3.691± 233.6 
p2        0.3237± 45.63 







































































Figure C.2: S1 and D1 state radial wave functions for configuration and momentum space
are visible left to right respectively. Taken from reference [25]. Illustrated in the figure are






The roots of educations are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.
Aristotle
Λ yield extraction is required for the cross section calculations as stipulated in equa-
tions 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The generated pπ− invariant mass distribution for bins corre-
sponding to the photon beam energy, momentum and angular integration bins are seen
here.
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Figure D.1: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of Eγ = 0.025 GeV, from 0.85 ≤Eγ≤1.08 GeV, for angular
integration regions of (a) 0.75 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0 and (b) 0.90 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0.
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Figure D.2: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of PLABΛ = 0.05 GeV/c, from 0.25 ≤PLABΛ ≤ 1.0 GeV/c in the
angular integration region of cosθLABΛ = 0.95−1.0 for photon energies of Eγ = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV.
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Figure D.3: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of PLABΛ = 0.05 GeV/c, from 0.25 ≤PLABΛ ≤ 1.0 GeV/c in the
angular integration region of cosθLABΛ = 0.90−0.95 for photon energies of Eγ = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV.
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Figure D.4: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of PLABΛ = 0.05 GeV/c, from 0.25 ≤PLABΛ ≤ 1.0 GeV/c in the
angular integration region of cosθLABΛ = 0.95−1.0 for photon energies of Eγ = 1.0 − 1.1 GeV.
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Figure D.5: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of PLABΛ = 0.05 GeV/c, from 0.25 ≤PLABΛ ≤ 1.0 GeV/c in the
angular integration region of cosθLABΛ = 0.90−0.95 for photon energies of Eγ = 1.0 − 1.1 GeV
.
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(a) Eγ= 0.95 − 1.00 GeV

















































































(b) Eγ= 1.00 − 1.02 GeV




















































































(c) Eγ= 1.02−1.04 GeV


















































































(d) Eγ= 1.04 −1.06 GeV
















































































(e) Eγ= 1.06 − 1.08 GeV
Figure D.6: The pπ−invariant mass distribution in the inclusive γd → pπ−X measurement
for increasing bin increments of cosθLABΛ = 0.025 GeV/c, from 0.80 ≤cosθLABΛ ≤1.0, for photon
energies of Eγ = (a) 0.95 − 1.00, (b) 1.00 − 1.02, (c ) 1.02 − 1.04, (d) 1.04 − 1.06, and (e)
1.06 − 1.08 GeV.
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TABLES OF CROSS SECTIONS
The words of our parents we defied in irritation long ago are all essential.
Shiba Yoshimasa (1349 - 1410)
The integrated cross section for the d(γ,Λ)X reaction are listed in table E.1 for the full
and forward regions of angular integration. Based of the estimation procedure discussed
in section 5.8 and described in equation 5.9. The estimated total cross section of d(γ,Λ)X
implementing the KM and RPR theoretical models is given in table E.2. The estimated
values of the d(γ,K0)Λ process calculated by equation 6.7, with the theoretical values
obtained from KM and SLA, and outlined in section 6.4.2 are listed in table E.3.
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Table E.1: Λ integrated cross section as a function of photon energy
Inclusive Λ measurement
(0.90 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0)
Selection Region [GeV] σintegral Statistical Systematic
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.006 ± 0.006 ± 0.139
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.210 ± 0.114 ± 0.168
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.750 ± 0.216 ± 0.072
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 1.510 ± 0.307 ± 0.201
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 2.339 ± 0.374 ± 0.127
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 2.883 ± 0.424 ± 0.316
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 3.097 ± 0.439 ± 0.554
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 3.593 ± 0.473 ± 0.466
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 3.794 ± 0.486 ± 0.607
(0.75 ≤ cosθLABΛ ≤ 1.0)
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.007 ± 0.007 ± 0.139
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.267 ± 0.129 ± 0.168
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.951 ± 0.243 ± 0.072
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 1.805 ± 0.335 ± 0.201
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 2.281 ± 0.375 ± 0.127
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 2.918 ± 0.424 ± 0.316
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 3.307 ± 0.455 ± 0.554
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 3.689 ± 0.480 ± 0.467
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 3.953 ± 0.497 ± 0.609
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Table E.2: Estimated Λ total cross section as a function of photon energy
Λ ( σΛTot) Total Cross Section
(Kaon-MAID)
Selection Region [GeV] σtot Statistical Systematic
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.006 ± 0.006 ± 0.001
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.221 ± 0.134 ± 0.016
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.794 ± 0.245 ± 0.015
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 1.594 ± 0.319 ± 0.200
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 2.417 ± 0.405 ± 0.013
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 3.201 ± 0.471 ± 0.205
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 3.580 ± 0.508 ± 0.218
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 4.653 ± 0.614 ± 0.092
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 5.479 ± 0.703 ± 0.362
(Regge-Plus-Resonance)
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.007 ± 0.062 ± 0.009
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.270 ± 0.130 ± 0.016
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.961 ± 0.246 ± 0.014
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 1.823 ± 0.339 ± 0.200
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 2.839 ± 0.423 ± 0.013
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 3.899 ± 0.496 ± 0.205
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 4.491 ± 0.532 ± 0.218
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 5.314 ± 0.579 ± 0.092
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 5.927 ± 0.612 ± 0.362
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Table E.3: Estimated K0Λ total cross section as a function of photon energy
K0Λ ( σTot)Total Cross Section
(Kaon-MAID)
Selection Region [GeV] σtot Statistical Systematic
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.003 ± 0.003 ± 0.001
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.116 ± 0.063 ± 0.066
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.502 ± 0.144 ± 0.095
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 1.113 ± 0.226 ± 0.199
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 1.500 ± 0.250 ± 0.295
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 1.758 ± 0.258 ± 0.182
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 2.079 ± 0.295 ± 0.196
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 2.238 ± 0.296 ± 0.150
Photon E8γ 1.075-1.080 2.398 ± 0.307 ± 0.129
(SLArK1Kγ = -1.5)
Photon E1γ 0.850-0.900 0.002 ± 0.003 ± 0.001
Photon E2γ 0.900-0.925 0.051 ± 0.027 ± 0.066
Photon E2γ 0.925-0.950 0.405 ± 0.116 ± 0.095
Photon E3γ 0.950-0.975 0.914 ± 0.185 ± 0.199
Photon E4γ 0.975-1.000 1.224 ± 0.204 ± 0.275
Photon E5γ 1.000-1.025 1.575 ± 0.231 ± 0.182
Photon E6γ 1.025-1.050 1.883 ± 0.267 ± 0.196
Photon E7γ 1.050-1.075 2.087 ± 0.275 ± 0.150





I run the rapids of time .
A man’s life, like the frothing waters...
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